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BACK IN THE COVID
The Lockdown Diary
We have just enjoyed a brilliantly staged and executed performance of "The Wicker Husband"
at the Watermill Theatre in Newbury. Entertaining but surreal. Surreal because it was touch
and go if we went at all, we did not socialise with our usual friends while there and we made
our visit almost without touching a door or a handrail by keeping our hands up our sleeves. It
might be the last me we can go out for a while apart from a ﬁnal top-up, shopping expedi on
in the morning tomorrow to bring home supplies given that panic buying is already
well underway and shortages are evident.
My prompt to write this was in fact a joke gif sent to me by Stewart Benford this evening, a
picture of granddad in Only Fools and Horses with a voice bubble saying “Back then in the
Covid”. I realised that that is exactly what will be said, not by my genera on but by our
children’s, children’s genera on. The Coronavirus, SARS-Cov 2, or Covid-19 as it is commonly
called would have been their war, the deﬁning event of their genera on. As control of the
spread of this thing begins to aﬀect global travel, banking, employment and work methods,
shopping habits and social behaviour it is clear that it will change the landscape of their worlds,
their economics, their poli cs and their futures. Many of these changes will be permanent.
Poli cally there are worries that populist upheaval might lead to dictatorship in the USA in all
but name and that possibility genuinely exists in the UK too. It has already happened in
Hungary, Brazil and Turkey. Household names will disappear and there is the poten al for
interna onal rela ons to change in radical ways that no-one can an cipate. Brexit is underway
whilst this crisis plays out and an economy already ravaged might be further blighted by a poor,
or even a ‘no’, deal with the EU. Internecine warfare has destroyed the Labour party and in my
view a similar process is underway in the Tory party where behind the scenes press moguls are
ﬁgh ng like giants and gods in a cosmic ba le for power through wealth played out like some
Wagnerian epic by their chosen actors on the poli cal stage.
I decided, in a day to day personal diary star ng tomorrow, to record my personal experiences
of our li le lives and of our extended family in these disturbing and rapidly changing mes. At
least our children or perhaps their children can read this in their unpredictable future at some
me and know how it was for us “Back in the Covid”.
17th March 2020
PS
Please note that by its very nature I will not rou nely return to this diary to correct any
grammar, English or spelling and in par cular to change any content. These thoughts will be
transient, day to day, probably somewhat repe ve or random and will therefore have a certain
ephemeral quality to them which I want to keep and preserve their nature as diary entries.
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First I am going to have to survive this thing. To war!
DAY 1.
Lock down commenced at 14:00 hrs 18th March. It feels so strange not to be expec ng to go
anywhere or see anyone for months but I have to say that it feels good to be at a distance from
danger especially a er visi ng Tesco today. The tension and fear in the atmosphere was
palpable. However it is not at all comfortable being isolated from our family when they are in
danger themselves and under duress. We are worried for them all the me but we cannot
ignore our age at this me, or my own dodgy immunity system, or my wife’s borderline diabetes
status. What a bonus social networking is and let us hope that the sun comes out. We are very
fortunate in many ways, having such a loving, close by and suppor ve family. Some are not so
lucky in their circumstances and I feel for them.
We have spent more than three mes our normal bills for the whole month stockpiling in our
local Tesco in the last 5 days. It is of course en rely illogical to ask 70 year olds to isolate
themselves but not stockpile. We saw through government and Johnson’s incompetence and
like most people are looking a er ourselves as best we can. The fearful, stricken and tense
ambiance amongst the empty racks that stared vacuously back at us was sadly underlined by
the knowledge that the fear felt behind so many doors by those not so free and mobile must
have been much greater.
Our newly self-inﬂicted isola on from European co-opera on, economic strength, comradeship
and joint endeavour could not have been brought home more profoundly than this. It is
interes ng that the demographic that voted some 70% to leave the EU will also be the
demographic providing the majority of the vic ms of Covid-19.
Schools have at last been shut. Another victory for sensible ac on and mi ga ng behaviours
sadly not well enough supported by many.
So here we go, newly outcast from our European friends and allies by our own government who
have alienated and sent back to their European homes a large part of the staﬀ in our already
dilapidated NHS which has been deliberately run down for poli cal ends and people will die as
a result. Poten ally MANY THOUSANDS of people will die.
Government policy is to reduce and manage an inevitable NHS overload rather than prevent
loss of life. I cannot suppress my complete disdain for this immoral, dishonest, mendacious and
incompetent government especially when they have the public support of an established
church and when so many of them are professed Chris ans. They are abhorrent to a man.
Our last ou ng before this lockdown was to a performance of the Wicker Husband. A line
spoken by the Old Basketmaker struck me and was used a few mes during the musical, he
said “Ugliness is not something you can see”. We cannot see it but there is something
profoundly ugly about Government and their management of this crisis both here in the UK
and in America. We cannot see it but we know its there, we know that it is ugly and we sense
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evil.
DAY 2.
I am now social network distancing. Twi er is oﬀ for the foreseeable future. We have been out
for a walk. There are very few poten ally virus carrying employees at large on our local
industrial estate and I think it was pre y safe. We met our steps target of 10000 and met our
embracing-with-other-humans target of zero, so all is well. It was also quite a produc ve day
part of which I spent in the la bule gilding my latest pain ng a er applying the bollo yesterday.
Here I am looking as though I know what I'm about which could not be farther from the truth.
But the concentra on and the mindful release was just what I needed. Sharon drew the short
straw and got to do the vacuuming. At least she is be er at that than I am at this.

For the purposes of this diarytribe the lockdown day starts at 14:00 hrs. It is now 13:47 hrs so
therefore s ll day 2 when our vacuum cleaner packed up. Inves ga ons are in progress. The
weather is improving and with a dry day today and 4 days of glorious sunshine ahead of that,
thoughts turn to concre ng the steps that have remained half complete all winter wai ng for a
few days like these.
My old school acquaintance Robert who is a professional musician has bemoaned the
suspension of his life’s work which he does not plan to re re from unless forced. He has no
conduc ng or performance gigs lined up for at least three months. Making music is a highly
sociable business for musicians in both prac se and performance and their audiences and
(speaking as a serious listener rather than a player of course) I can understand the frustra ons
and strain involved in isola on from all that concerts involve. I imagine it to be the same for
professionals in team sports too. For myself then, yet another reason to be cheerful. I am a
contented introvert. Happy with my own company, for pre y long stretches, I have never
re red from work and now operate from a cosy workshop/studio otherwise known as the
shedio roughly 9 metres from where I write indoors and I am oﬀ there now to start day 3. Tara!
DAY 3.
You could say that logic has been my profession. An old fashioned university degree in Digital
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in Digital
Electronic Technology, Computer Science and So ware has trained me to be hyper sensi ve to
lies, the Daily Wail, the Daily Distress, fuckery and bullshit generally and anything illogical. I am
profoundly troubled at the moment about things that seem illogical. There is so much that is
not being explained well if at all. Government is saying the opposite to their own experts. They
are, so they say, ac ng to protect the NHS and vulnerable people but have spent 11 years
neglec ng and underfunding it. They are conniving towards a no-deal Brexit in which the
vulnerable will greatly suﬀer and are refusing all co-opera on with the Europeans when
coopera on could have had seriously beneﬁcial consequences for all of us (ven lators, vaccine
technology, travel restric ons not to men on the fact that more than half of our daily needs are
supplied through Dover!). There is more than a whiﬀ of hypocrisy. Poli cal face-saving it seems
is more important to the government than life saving.
We have four days of glorious sunshine ahead some of which radiated so well from my pale e
that I took a photograph of it for you. Signed, limited edi on prints are available for December
deliveries.

My plan for Day 4 is to check out if my Online Tesco account s ll works on the basis that if
Tesco can deliver stuﬀ I put my family to less risk by not needing to ask anyone to shop for us.
Preparatory work for my Lovers comes next and then I mow my ny li le patch of grass (I have
reduced the lawn to a path) and I mix up a batch of concrete and ﬁnish building my garden
steps.
My gilding has been completed and my “lovers” are ready to be painted. We are nearing the
ﬁnal stages. Here is a li le preview.
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DAY 4.
Not an en rely great start. I have fathomed out that the vacuum cleaner’s rechargeable
ba eries need replacing and consistent with my total Dyson boyco I have ordered an
equivalent third party unit. We shall see. Speaking of boyco s, Wetherspoons might go bust
due to social distancing instruc ons and I have found it necessary to have a word with myself
regarding inevitable schadenfreude that involuntarily arises from deep within. I was not
altogether successful at suppressing it. Another nega ve today is that all the Tesco online
shopping delivery slots are fully booked un l the 10th April, all slots, any me of the day or
night for delivery or click-and-collect. Now it seems totally obvious to me that all online
shopping slots should be given over to any registered user over 70 who in theory at least should
be staying indoors. If the government can instruct me to stay in it can instruct Tesco and all
other online grocery suppliers to deliver my stuﬀ. They know my birthdate FFS!
Concre ng and grass cu ng is s ll in play. As yet I do not know anyone personally who has the
Covid-19 Virus and that is all the good news I need. Li le Alﬁe sneaked into the front garden,
hid two parcels, posted a note and ran away. Thanks to him we enjoyed our ﬁrst food parcels
and a puzzle book each to keep us busy. It occurred to me that this whole crisis might do us and
others of our genera on some good to compensate just a li le for extreme danger. Our
genera on tends to be independent to the point of rudeness and bad manners. Many of us
have never learnt how to be loved in a close and open way, we are two busy worrying about
others and defending both our independence and our pride. Right now, we have never felt so
loved and cared for and it is such a warm, hopeful feeling just to gratefully accept so much love.
Our neighbourhood school, friends and neighbours have all made us feel wanted and cared for.
Here are Alﬁe’s li le parcels.
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Grass cu ng failed. I stomped all over it in wellington boots making the steps so I should leave
it to perk up a li le before mowing it. Steps were completed and here is the evidence.

So today had a less than quality start but a posi ve ending. The longer this goes on the be er
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the garden is going to look just in me to be shut down and packed away for next winter! I had
the highest exercise number on my fatbit and will shortly reach my target step count. At this
me li le things ma er a great deal. Stay safe folks. Stay indoors if possible.
DAY 5.
Reports of how much experts were both manipulated and ignored are rife. It seems that our
buﬀoonish PM is clearly out of his depth. His advisers are adept at confusing, lying and
browbea ng the public into vo ng for them but not for dealing with issues of extreme na onal
emergency. They will be held accountable for lives lost due to their incompetence. I wonder if
he’s buying his stuﬀ on-line. He ought to spend more me indoors and leave governing to
people who care about us. Is it me or does he seem to have aged badly in the last month?
I spent some me today thinking about the kno y problem of a bum wiping strategy if the loo
role shortage con nues for any length of me. I have a couple of ideas.
Here is the ﬁrst. It is an ar st’s mahl s ck and bears a remarkable resemblance to similar s cks
used by romans at their public ‘conveniences’. I believe they all shared the one s ck. I have
rejected this idea, sharing it that is, and even in one man use it would get rather crusty and be
harder to clean than my anatomy. In any case I only have the one and it is used regularly when I
paint.

My next idea was to rig up a garden spray head on a short hose. It worked! I tried it out up the
garden but it was bloody cold. That idea was quickly je soned but I soon remembered that we
have a shower right next to our toilet and inves ga on proved that the shower head would
deﬁnitely reach as far as the bowl. Bingo! Problem solved.
Daisy turned up with a pack of toilet rolls today so there is no longer any need for alterna ves
but at least we are ready to improvise a con nental upgrade to our hygiene habits should that
ever be necessary. When the bathroom is updated shortly we are ﬁ ng a bidet for sure.
Ba eries for the vacuum cleaner arrived, were installed and the grass had its ﬁrst trim of the
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year (with the mower not the vacuum cleaner. Silly!) The sun shone and we gardened and
relaxed, gardened and relaxed, drank coﬀee ate chocolate and relaxed some more and felt quite
the holidaymakers.

We did not enjoy just talking to Zack through the porch window rather than cuddling the lovely
boy. Mothers day was diﬀerent but lots of love all round for the special lady that I married and I
think she was just as happy with her day today. More so perhaps than usual knowing that none
of our family have as yet gone down with it.
DAY 6.
Gary Pocke was taken to hospital and had emergency surgery to remove an infected appendix.
He will be back to his beau ful li le family today for a quick recovery but they will all need to
stay in isola on for a while.
The now long overdue total lockdown enforced by law agencies is coming, probably later today.
Rumours of a cabinet mu ny abound and any case the French will quite rightly close their
borders if Johnson does not get serious and start following expert advice. Star ng 7 days two
late and who knows how many unnecessary deaths. I have been following the cases and death
sta s cs and it is now so bloody serious I have found it be er to swap over to a logarithmic
scale.
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The sun is out again. I am an cipa ng that the weather will deteriorate in a day or two and
intend to spring clean the bird boxes, make essen al repairs and put out some fresh fat feeders.
The garden was very peaceful. We are not far from a main road and there is always an ambient
thrum as the world goes about its business up and down the Cricklade Road. Today was
no ceably, even eerily quieter. The calm was welcome. As the Buddha said. You cannot calm
the storm. Calm yourself. The storm will pass.
I am ge ng increasingly pissed oﬀ with whiners and holier-than-thous complaining about
stockpiling as if panic was avoidable. I suspect they were so busy climbing to the moral high
ground that they were too late to the shops and are inconveniently short of a few things or
were simply not paying a en on. People should think before mindlessly circula ng moralising
memes around the internet. In any case stockpiling is sensible, reasonable and what is more
saves lives. If your government is telling you to get indoors for possibly three months of
isola on you are going to get some stuﬀ in. We are going to be reliant on others but we did our
best to keep that need to a minimum for their safety. Of course we should be concerned about
those who are housebound or otherwise vulnerable and running short but panic spreads like a
virus itself and it is for government ac on to stop both. Being merely human, we cannot stop
either.
Why does stockpiling save lives? Because fewer visits to the shops yourself or indeed your
family and if you are conﬁned indoors the fewer people there are out there spreading the virus
about. There is a direct rela onship between the amount (or extent) of social distancing and
the number of deaths. The greater the distance, the lower the spread, the fewer the deaths. As
of today there are 100 deaths in crowded London and 6 in the whole of Wiltshire. Social
distancing at work. So the message is stockpile and make fewer visits to crowded supermarkets
reducing people at large and avoiding close contact for hours in long queues with strangers.
The real blame for shortages lies with the government who should have dictated to
supermarkets, there are only 7 main supermarkets a er all, to control supply to average
amounts right from the start. You cannot blame people, especially those with families to
support, when all they are doing is looking a er themselves and their loved ones.
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DAY 7.
We live opposite a sizable school playing ﬁeld and typical of such maintained sports ﬁelds it is
frequented by seagulls. I think they must be a racted by fer liser, probably ﬁsh meal, regularly
spread over it. Seagulls are therefore resident all year round in quite large numbers.
Today the sunshine was warm, glorious and upli ing and with our local seagulls making their
usual row we felt posi vely ‘on holiday’. We are se ling into this lockdown quite comfortably I
think. Busy in the garden, regular coﬀee in the warm outdoors, not, deliberately not, rushing or
working to a metable or even caring if the job is completed, cha ng to the neighbours is the
very essence of living in the moment, involuntarily and forced to, but relishing the experience.
Some long overdue fence-pain ng was completed today and a li le greenhouse work. I
managed to surprise myself in the greenhouse.
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Our neighbour to the le is an industrial robot service engineer and keeps, for example, food
packaging lines working. Why he has not been declared a key worker is beyond me. Another
neighbour, who works in the NHS related stories of people ignoring keep out signs, climbing
over barriers, wandering around in secure areas and for a good ten minutes we swapped stories
about the general stupidity all around. One of the least a rac ve things to come out of this
crisis is how much of the UK popula on is either lazy minded (can’t be arsed, as they say) or
just plain thick.
Later our garden was ﬁlled with loud music from a neighbour who’s family decided to relax in
their hot tub, all of them, all together for about the next three hours. Someone can correct me
if I’m wrong, please do, but surely it is a poor idea to congregate in a hot warm environment,
cheek by jowl, even if you are all in the same household. Guess which neighbour’s family was
relaxing in Corona soup, the engineer or the nurse. The nurse! (I shit you not! As they say!)
DAY 8.
Week 2 already. The me has gone remarkably quickly. Today I am intending to prepare my
latest pain ng for the last stage, work which is largely cerebral, ideas get chewed around in a
feverish spurt of coﬀee propelled thinking, spew out of the point of a pencil and at that point
either die or survive dependent on how well sketches coagulate on the page. This can go on for
days, weeks or longer but in these mes of crisis it ma ers not one iota. It ma ers li le anyway.
I have never worked for “ambi on or bread, or the strut and trade of charms” to quote Dylan
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I have never worked for “ambi on or bread, or the strut and trade of charms” to quote
Dylan
Thomas but it is interes ng to note how the value of me has altered. I am not referring to that
value which me acquires the nearer we creep towards annihila on although we must
acknowledge that the possibility of that outcome is real for many of us right now and is a factor
in the way we value our days. I am referring to how refreshing it feels being free from any need
or pressure to meet metables in days not ﬁlled up by any visit or ac vity and empty of
obliga on. It does not ma er if a job is le incomplete or not even started. We have already
learnt how to gratefully and with good grace allow ourselves to be loved and cared for, not an
easy thing for us ﬁercely independent-to-the-point-of-rudeness baby boomers. We are now, out
of necessity, living in the moment because in our restricted locked down days there is only the
moment and outside of that moment only another. I am in admira on of all those on the front
line working to protect us and for my family as apprehensive as anyone would be but at the
same me seeking out and enjoying, where it is possible, the posi ves and there are some.

Try not to get too chilled out though. Here I am scu ling hot foot up the Via Vulpes to the
greenhouse having le the windows and door open thereby leaving the heater to warm up the
en re country.
DAY 9.
Having worked pre y hard over the last few days we sat for an hour in the quiet outdoors
listening to the birds cha ering to each other and absentmindedly watching the Bee Flies
typical of the insects brought out by warm sunny weather to be enjoyed at this me of year.
Sharon made use of our li le decking area and I enjoyed the sun perched on a mound of work
in progress. We both of us have a pre y strong whistle and are in the habit of answering the
bird calls back. Since some of them are clearly making territorial signals this interchange to and
fro can go on for quite a while. I am not sure why it had never occurred to us but if we are good
enough then our feathered resident might bugger oﬀ to someone else’s garden. Or as Sharon
put it “if you are not careful our Great Tit might think there is an even bigger Tit lives here”. Not
quite sure how to take that.
DAY 10.
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Help for the self employed has been announced, trillions of ﬁnancial s muli are ﬂoa ng around
the globe, half the country is going on a paid furlough, the NHS is suddenly everyone’s friend
and yet two things 1) people have just voted for the party that has spent 11 years downgrading
and underfunding the NHS and 2) there is never enough money to invest in science, technology
and educa on, living pensions are not aﬀordable, the cost of welfare has been driven down,
austerity is necessary and yet trillions can be spent ﬁgh ng a virus at the drop of a hat. Let us
ﬁght this virus then reﬂect upon the lie exposed before we vote again. Too much of Britain’s
wealth is in the wrong bank accounts and in normal mes they are very clever at not only
holding on to it but convincing the gullible that they should be allowed to. They are like so many
s nking Smaugs smoldering under their country piles but raiding the country to grab more of
our wealth and build and an even bigger pile to gloat over.
Li le things. Focus on the li le things. The Bee Flies I men oned yesterday are li le things.
Small but very beau ful beas es. I never knew we had them un l I found one indoors about 4
years ago but they are quite common. You will not generally ﬁnd Bee ﬂies amongst the cloud of
nectar feeding bees, wasps and hoverﬂies that ﬁll our gardens with their noisy vibra ons in
summer. Bee ﬂies emerge earlier to feed on spring ﬂowers using their long proboscis and at this
me of year are to be seen alternately dar ng and hovering in the sun between plants or at rest
on a sunny patch of soil or a leaf before quickly dar ng oﬀ again. Bee ﬂies are a harmless type
of horse ﬂy in the family Tabanidae and go by the name of Bombylius major and here is one
captured today.

This patch of ground itself is interes ng, it is where my long dreamt of pond was going to be
dug, Was! Yesterday I decided to call it a day on that dream and take it as collateral virus
damage. I am not going to go out, cannot get supplies and by the me this is all over I will not
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I will not
have the energy le to see it through. Work started today on clearing the ground for what will
become garden plan ng areas.
DAY 11.
I have read this morning that in Italy and Spain they are not taking emergency pa ents to
hospital who need ven la ng unless they are UNDER 60. This surely is agism. If it happens here
there should quite rightly be an outcry. People of this vintage have spent their hard working
lives contribu ng to society and paying for the services now being deployed in this crisis and
should at the very least be treated as equals not as too old to be worth saving. Many of them
helped rebuild Britain through the straightened days of ra oning a er the last World War and
have, more recently, been forced by this government to bear the brunt of austerity policies. I
have today heard from someone in the UK who was told that the NHS would not respond to
them even though they had severe breathing diﬃcul es so the signs are ominous indeed. If
that were not bad enough those people who have ignored and abused social distancing rules
(and s ll are!) are not the over 60’s but members of the dickhead classes who presumably will
go to the front of the queue for their tracheotomies and oxygen tanks! It make my blood boil!
There can be no be er reasons to STAY AT HOME, KEEP YOUR DISTANCE and LOOK AFTER
YOUR OLDIES
Some, perhaps more useful, informa on worth checking on. Many food suppliers in the
hospitality industries, hotels, restaurants etc,. Whose business is eﬀec vely on hold have
started up new online shops to sell their products directly to the public.
I am cooking a curry tonight. I am always very liberal with the onions and garlic. Social
distancing can have, even in normal mes, many posi ve beneﬁts.
DAY 12.
Weird sort of day today. Sunday brunch was our star ng point a er a late rise. Catching up with
social media and news is taking longer and longer every morning. So much so that it will soon
require a second cup of tea in bed to cover it. The clocks went forward overnight which put us
farther on in our day so we decided on brunch by the seaside and a salad dinner later on.
Beau ful day at the seaside but this view on our place mats is about the nearest we will get to
an ozone boost any me soon. Such a pity that we couldn’t put the clocks forward four months!
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A er a Sunday brunch comes the cons tu onal and oﬀ we set in quite the strangest and
eeriest ambiance I have ever experienced. We passed a few strangers, some with their dogs,
discretely keeping their distance. Normally strangers in the street would ﬁnd themselves
cheerily hailed by your’s truly with the minimum of a good a ernoon but with their heads down
and their eyes set on another distance it was hard to get a warm response. Much more than
social distancing is happening here. Brexit turned half of our society against the other, SARSCov2 has made us frightened and wary of each other. This is social breakdown and to say that I
returned home profoundly sad to be both exiled from the EU and now isolated from my fellow
ci zens is an understatement.
DAY 13.
Unlucky 13? I beg to diﬀer. Today our neighbour rang to see if we needed anything and brought
us back a le uce, cucumber and salad potatoes from Aldi (who seem to be be er set up than
any of the main supermarkets). We have such incredible support from our family and
neighbours. On a general level, society as a whole are living without as much face-to-face social
contact but other more inspiring social behaviours, long lost perhaps, are being re-discovered
amongst communi es up and down the country. When lockdown is li ed we should reﬂect on
those behaviours we do NOT want to return to.
Absence makes the heart grow fonder. Think of the amount of fondness swashing around and
all locked up in private at the moment frustrated for want of expression. As a child of the
60-70’s I cannot help thinking that we might be heading towards another age of Aquarius and
some day ahead there will be one humongous love-in. We are well prepared as you can see!
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There will be art today. For exercise there will be excava ons in the garden to cul vate the area
previously assigned to the now abandoned pond project. Digging for Britain is in full swing. In
the po ng shed I found a packet of runner bean seeds which my Dad bought (which makes
them at least 6 years old) which have been planted in trays. There is a reasonable chance that
some of them might germinate. Somewhere later in this narra ve I will be repor ng the
crea on of a new recipe for runner bean and len l curry. My own fresh beans will be jolly
handy when all our UK crops rot in the ﬁelds for want of all the seasonal EU workers we sent
packing. The Government will be bussing them back in soon, mark my words!
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DAY 14.
I am quite reluctant to say this but I believe we are se ling in to enforced conﬁnement quite
well behind these walls. We are very lucky to have plenty of places where we can hide from
each other, we only have each other to trip over and a sizeable garden (it is 250 Fatbit steps to
the top and back!). Of course we recognise that others are not so lucky. I am quite used to
being alone and relish the opportunity to think. All crea ve people need this. Without me for
ideas to gestate there is li le point in le ng them germinate. I am not at all afraid of ge ng
either depressed or bored. In fact boredom itself I have no experience of. Sharon on the other
hand is s ll adjus ng to having her own me a er caring for her Mum Sylvia more or less full
me for 5 years. This is a period of recupera on for her. Having said all that it is very, very early
days. In a few weeks or months down these entries I might be singing another tune but in the
mean me we are not struggling.
We are fearful of course and we miss all the kids and babies and the fantas c family who are
keeping us out of harms way. By the me we come out of this Gracie will be walking.
I miss the shops too. I love shopping not for the shopping per se but for the going about in the
world, for observing all the odd behaviours, shapes, sorts and manifesta ons of this species of
hominids we belong to. We are all part of a fascina ng crowd of marvellous, struggling but
resilient individuals. Supermarkets are one of my favourite reasons to go out and I miss them.
Like my dad before me I am o en to be found down one of the aisles talking crap and bollocks
to any harmless stranger I happen to engage and who shows even the sma ering of an interest
in the wealth of totally irrelevant shite lurking in my fevered brain. As for the new self-service
check! They are a challenge in themselves. A challenge to rise to. Did you know that you nearly
get through a checkout without pressing any of their on screen bu ons other than the Pay
Now. They have re-programmed these checkouts in Sainsbury to record the fun and games we
have making them work. They watch and when you get irate issue a new warning message.
“Numpty in bagging area”. Here is a photograph of one numpty caught on camera. (Taken
before all the nump es were locked up)
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DAY 15.
Here we are then at the start of week three. More than 2500 persons have died of this dreadful
illness, the NHS is undersupplied, in absolute chaos with inadequate personal protec on
equipment, staﬀ shortages thanks largely to Brexit but also due to self-isola on out of fear and
lack of tes ng. Meanwhile the government is ﬂag waving for our beleaguered NHS whilst lying
con nuously in their daily reports. At the same me they believe, beneath it all, in the
ideological objec ve of priva sa on. It is tragic but as bad as they are the probable number of
deaths in the UK will be far exceeded by those in the USA simply because their health system IS
priva sed but the expecta on of this government changing its ideologal point of view is
probably zero.
It was chilly outside today. The wildlife was unusually busy but more on that tomorrow. It was
dry and it smelled of the spring, an olfactory experience as near as we can get to the smell of
op mism. Frosts a er tomorrow are not expected and the gardener’s year is oﬀ. The pond also
is oﬀ. I have since quite a young man treasured the dream of making a wildlife pond and albeit
slowly it was the next major job and was to be built this year. I had already marked out and
nearly cleared the area. Covid-19 has stopped that.
I am not concerned too much. For me it was only a dream, one man’s loss and an altogether
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I am not concerned too much. For me it was only a dream, one man’s loss and an altogether
insigniﬁcant loss in comparison to the tragedy going on around us. So today I broke into the
spring rhythm and began to dig that area with a plan to turn it over to vegetables. In the picture
you can see how big the planned pond was and how much progress was made today. The soil in
our locality is poor, calcareous, dry and impoverished, so I am not at all op mis c about
success but it just seems the right thing to do. This is not a war such as the war our parents
lived through and fought in, but for our genera on it is indeed our “war” so in my isola on I
shall “dig for victory”.

DAY 16.
We are dredging every scrap of informa on, news, data and reports on the COVID-19 situa on
throughout the world. There is a great deal of it. Much of it ill-informed, mis-interpreted or so
bu ered up with poli cal word salad as to be worthless. It should not be necessary at mes like
this to ﬁnd yourself hun ng down the truth hidden amongst the garbage spewed out by the
Daily Wail and the Daily Distress and all the other media lie machines owned by billionaire
press barons. Sadly the value of objec ve truth has diminished and, in a crisis like this,
conspicuous by its absence. My feelings are exercised to say the least by our government’s own
con nuous lies and cover ups. In par cular desperately needed tests seem to be increasing by
leaps and bounds in terms of the numbers promised but are eﬀec vely zero in reality. It seems
that their way to avoid cri cism of todays poor performance is to promise ever bigger numbers
in the future, bigger than those that were promised for yesterday but never happened.
In spite of the tragic numbers coming out of Spain and Italy their crisis has peaked. In each case
it took about 4 weeks. On that basis our numbers will get worse but there will be a peak and a
reduc on therea er probably in the third week of April.
More news from the allotment tomorrow but here is the promised wildlife report.
It is interes ng to note how connec ons work amongst our fellow residents in the garden. Mr.
Woodpigeon is a randy bugger and is now a emp ng to serve two females on a regular basis,
about every 20 minutes each during sunny periods. On the pa o, on the roof, in the trees and
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amongst the shrubs and no doubt many other places around the garden which we cannot see
from the window. The Mrs Woodpigeons 1 & 2 are not so enthusias cally driven by their
hormones although they are regularly dropping eggs in ﬂight. Mr. Woodpigeon however will
not be detered easily and a ﬂurry of feathers o en results from his insistent overtures.
The Tits though are altogether more discrete and I am excited to report that we have our ﬁrst
nes ng Coal Tits. We are not too sure at the moment if they have won control of the nest box,
there is compe on from the Blue Tit popula on, who were understandably peeved since they
had so beau fully lined it out last year. It surely must be a cosy li le nest in there and most of it
thanks to Mr. Woodpigeon’s uncontrollable urges covering the garden with the ﬁnest stuﬀ from
The Mrs. Woodpigeon’s 1 & 2 brood patches.
Just managed to capture a distant and blurry shot of Mr. Coal Tit a er delivering his nest
material. Mrs Coal Tit is inside.

DAY 17.
By way of a change from all those worrying headlines and being lost for more edifying
discussion given the almost stupefying stuﬀ going around on social media pla orms, (more on
that tomorrow), today I am presen ng some so porn for your delecta on. I’m joking of
course. Seriously, I thought a diver ng challenge might lighten the mood so here is the
challenge. Guess the cup size! You could call it a comp-a- t-shun. Using your skill and
judgement send me your best guess and a maximum of ten complimentary words regarding my
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great shape and with all the Anglo-Saxon exple ves redacted I will publish a winner later on.
The prize you ask? The ﬁrst prize for the best answer will be your very own personalised
oﬀensive limerick based on your name.

DAY 18.
Digging for victory has made some progress. Some me, years, has passed since this area was
last cul vated. In that me the Lawson’s Cypress on the right has cleverly exploited the grass
being watered by poking its roots underneath this whole area. What has been dug up, this is
just today’s haul, can be seen on the le . Some of those roots are 100mm across! My shoulder
hurts. Sharon has planted beans today, runner and french, and they are in the greenhouse for
germina on and plan ng out in May. I am re-purposing two shallow concrete alpine trays as
salad vegetable containers for some le uce. All serious stuﬀ and there is a bonus, my Fatbit
went berserk with excitement and congratula ons for my achievement of 5 con nuous days of
strenuous fat burning exercise. Unfortunately this does not fully compensate for the two extra
snacks a day I’m having.

The stupefying stuﬀ men oned yesterday needed some diges ng so I waited a while before
men oning it. A 5G wireless radio mast was burnt down last night. A conspiracy theory now
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men oning it. A 5G wireless radio mast was burnt down last night. A conspiracy theory
now
abroad and gaining trac on claims that 5G wireless radia on causes immunity systems to be
lowered and Corona symptoms made worse and people are believing it. I can understand
gullibility but this is not gullibility, neither is it stupidity. This implies that some people ac vely
search for explana ons which are easily refuted by science and reason in order to elevate the
impossible to faith worthy status. I am inclined to wonder if the gradual demise of religion in
society must be replaced, for some people by conspiracy theories such as this, as an alterna ve
improbability. The need to invent something to believe in without evidence seems to be
powerful.
DAY 19.
Nothing to report. Had a late brunch. Tried a li le digging. The sun came out and the weather
warmed up. I tried lying down in it and that seemed so much more interes ng. The seagulls
cried like it was Cornwall and they were lus ng a er my chips ........ and when I awoke it was all
over. The day that is.
DAY 20.
Worrying mes. Boris Johnson has been admi ed to Intensive Care. His policies s nk but as a
fellow human being we wish him well and hope his recovery is speedy. Predictably perhaps No.
10 denied vehemently as “disinforma on” reports from Russian journalists that Johnson was
needing oxygen just one hour before that fact was oﬃcially announced and two hours before
he was taken into intensive care. The general level of fear in this country has been exacerbated
with government-by-dis-informa on throughout this crisis. Speaking of which Cummings is not
much in evidence these days.
I had resolved to give my back and legs some rest today and designated today as an art day. I
have con nuous projects in progress all the me, several in fact, wri ng, pain ng and one
which is a combina on of the two available as the mood or inspira on takes me. The weather
was variable and breezy but spring like, weather which has the unfortunate consequence of
ﬁring up next doors barbecue, turning up the volume on their 1980’s classic crap and irrita ng
both my taste buds and olfactory apparatus to distrac on. They are out there now, having a
post prandial communal slop about in a coronavirus soup ﬂavoured with red wine dribblings
that they have brewed up in their hot tub to the dulcet strains of Mungo Jerry!
I ﬁnd myself a great deal less tolerant of that kind of dissipated holiday-like behaviour in others
when so many people are either suﬀering themselves or grieving a loss and when the
atmosphere of fear is so all pervading it seems to be clawing over the hedges like a smog
spoiling the sunlight. It seems to me that we have a duty at this me, to ourselves and to
others, to be respec ully restrained in our general demeanour. Or to put it another way, you
might not give a shit but don’t ﬂaunt it.
And so to tomorrow. A li le more digging I think. I have made a list for the morning when the
weather forecast is fair again and re re hoping that there is be er news about Johnson’s
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weather forecast is fair again and re re hoping that there is be er news about Johnson’s
condi on and that such a government announcement is the truth for a change.
DAY 21.
Mr. Johnson is stable apparently and I am pleased for him. I will not go outside and clap. I
cannot in good conscience single out for honour one man’s ﬁght against this disease when
there are so many others in a much worse state or dead especially when that one man’s policies
do not seem to have been directed towards reducing suﬀering but reducing economic damage.
This one individual has headed a party responsible for extensive suﬀering over 11 years. I wish
him well for his recovery but have very li le conﬁdence that he or his party wishes anyone else
well.
The old trouble and strife is on the ﬁnal stages of her restora on of a ﬁne rus c 19th century
clothes horse. You might be interested to know that early in the 19th century a dandy or its
female equivalent, a quaintrelle, when used as a living thing on which to hang stylish clothes for
display, was called a clothes horse. Back then this would probably have been called a clothes
drier. How silly.

Today marks the end of the our third week in lockdown. The weather was absolutely glorious
and a deal of li le jobs were completed around the place. Spring has sprung and at this me
the birds need their feed topped up, garden hoses are dragged out of winter storage and
unkinked and tomatoes are planted in their permanent greenhouse beds. All cked oﬀ today. It
feels almost too normal, so much so that surreal is a be er word. These mes are anything but
normal and today I found myself musing on whether life would ever return to how it was. You
can bet your life that there are corporate execu ves out there marvelling at how all their
businesses s ll func on when their hugely expensive oﬃce blocks in London are prac cally
empty apart from them in their execu ve suites. No doubt they are calcula ng how much they
can save on rent if none of their employees actually return and I would bet technology directors
everywhere are busy making working from home the new norm.
DAY 22.
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At this rate our ﬁrst month of lockdown will ﬂy by. Today was just pleasant, very! Warmth, no
more than a gentle breeze and most of it spent out in the garden. Down on the allotment things
are progressing about as well as my advanced years will allow. The actual ﬁrst digging is nearly
complete but it will all be forked over a second me to incorporate a great mound of leafmold
that I have been making for at least 5 years from the leaves of both our garden trees and those
down the street. In autumn I am to be seen shovelling the leaves fallen from the Tilia x
europea, which surround the school ﬁeld opposite, into builders aggregate bags. They make the
perfect leafmold. Light and delicate with a superb bouquet. I cannot wait to get my hands in it.

The wife of my bosom for 51 years (nearly) has had a baking day and two treats followed. Cake!
Cake and there is a war on! And that was followed by one of her legendary minced beef and
onion pies for dindins, another in the freezer and a couple of mini pas es. My wife is a treasure
to be sure and I can recommend to anyone who must avoid gluten for health reasons to get a
similar women to look a er them. They are unfortunately as rare as rocking horse shit!
Speaking of which we have not, for some weeks, heard a peep out of John Deadwood, Prickly
Patel, Intravenous Device Smith or Corporal Mark Francois De La Jambon. Reasons to be
cheerful! social distancing works! Prickly Patel I think I can explain. She has publicly denigrated
immigrants and low skilled workers and is well known for opposi on to the Welfare State in
general and the NHS in par cular but here we are in a crisis which has brought the whole
na on to understand their true value to our society even to cheer them on the streets up and
down the country. No wonder the rabid right-wingers who have all expressed similar an -NHS
sen ments over the years are keeping their heads down. Long may they stay down.
DAY 23.
Summer arrived early this morning. I regret to say that we were not in evidence un l much
later by which me summer was in full swing and that is such a pity. In this country summer
happens at any random me of the year, lasts for an indeterminate length of me and is in fact
forecast this year to revert to autumn by Sunday. By the me I actually started on the garden
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summer was at least 25% done and rather hot for labouring but a er labouring and swea ng in
equal profusion a grand result was apparent. The image shows the ﬁnished ‘allotment’ ready
for me to incorporate some vintage leafmold which is the next step and the main task
tomorrow.

Covid-19 is a bugger. Nearly two thousand recorded deaths from it in two days, more since
those are only hospital admissions, and currently no sign that we are over the peak. The
governments chief Medical Oﬃcer has ﬁnally admi ed that containment measures were
started two late, rather obliquely, by saying that the UK could have learnt from Germany.
Tes ng at the right level is s ll a long way oﬀ and in spite of turning down par cipa on in the
European wide ven lator purchasing scheme we have gratefully accepted 60 sent by Germany
out of despera on. Germany has s ll not reached it’s own peak and can aﬀord to give some
away. That surely is the most serious indictment yet of how much Conserva ve policy has run
down our NHS and how much must that irritate our pe y li le Englanders and xenophobes!
Friends, allies and neighbours are important a er all.
DAY 24.
So I am shortly oﬀ to top dress our newly cul vated ‘produc ve’ area a descrip on which is,
judging by the stones I have been disinterring, a tad over egging it. The inspira on for all this
hor cultural enthusiasm was our son Sam who got me on this tack simply by asking if there was
anything I needed from the one local garden centre that remains open (because they also sell
horse feed). He was looking to buy seed and compost and one thing led to another. I cannot
express hear ly enough how grateful I am. It does not ma er how produc ve the damn thing
is, not one iota, because here I am enthusias cally renewing both mind and limbs and
reaﬃrming my zest for life and trust in the future in the face of a real and serious death threat.
Priceless! And the same goes for our two warders, Zoe and Becky, shown here in this picture on
their nightly rounds making sure the doors are locked, the inmates are behaving and at the
same me delivering our meagre supplies of chocolate and crisps.
In fact they are all priceless, our whole family. It didn’t take a virus to tell us that but it did take
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did take
a virus for us to proudly announce that fact to whole world and to thank them. Thank you all.

Warning, warning, rant incoming!
In our cosy li le bubble we feel safe and protected. I am not going to pretend that I’m not
actually enjoying it, I am. There are a lot of things not going on that I would prefer to stay that
way. I am fearful of course, concerned for all of my family and their wellbeing but I have no
inten on of being pessimis c for the sake of it. As a general statement people are on the whole
self centred arseholes and unable to act in terms of their own good let alone the good of the
community. We are as safe from them in our lockdown as we are from this virus.
Everyday we get further examples of society being contained through government
announcements and by well healed poli cians who at the same me are ﬂou ng their own
exhorta ons to obey rules they made. Let no-one ever say to me that this virus is a great
leveller, it can hit anyone. It is not! Those most exposed who are ge ng sick and dying are
nurses, ambulance drivers, bus drivers, taxi drivers, delivery drivers, shop workers, farm
workers, railway staﬀ most of whom, if not all of them the majority, are compara vely low paid.
Meanwhile Jacob Rees Mogg et al, as nanny is busy educa ng their children in some remote
wing of their castles or second homes, are either strolling unfe ered amongst their glorious
trees and acres in the Easter sunshine or sipping their sherries whilst direc ng their assets from
afar. Make no mistake this virus will hit the low paid and what Prickly Patel calls the “lowskilled” hardest and worst, both in their health and in their economic well being.
Rant over, but not the campaign. The ﬁght against social injus ce, greed, self-interest, privilege
and the remnants of our patriarchal, religion-inspired, feudal overlords will con nue virus or no
virus. I am not a socialist but I absolutely loath our privileged elite.
DAY 25.
Dear diary, I am a li le late on parade today, sorry about that. I was cream crackered a er our
exer ons of yesterday and not up to all that thinking a er all that doing. Not to worry, as you
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can see progress is good and a major milestone has been reached. We now have a ‘produc ve’
area slap in the middle of our ny piece, our 0.66 acres of England, double dug, fer lised and
enriched with leafmold matured for 9 years. While I was emptying the bin I recalled that when I
built it and started compos ng leaves I had an ileostomy bag. Now that’s what I call op mis c!
In these images I am also showing oﬀ the shear magniﬁcence of this stuﬀ, it took 9 years to
make, but the 2011 turned out to be a cracking vintage.
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We collected together the ‘produc ve’ plants already growing which included fruit trees in tubs
(on the le ) transplanted clumps of chives and ﬁnally planted two crowns of rhubarb given to
us by our neighbours over the back last year. Time alone will tell how we get on. More later.
Back in the day, when El, aka Yahweh in later mes, was head goncho (my word) and held sway
over his pantheon of late bronze age, Western Semi c gods, his consort Ashtoreth had her day
of annual renewal when the seasons turned into spring and the cycle of life was started over. A
resurrec on, regrowth, spring fer lity rituals and fes vals have ﬁgured in all belief systems for
thousands of years in one con nuous line of tradi ons largely because life on earth depended
on it and life on earth was totally ignorant of the science and biological mechanisms which
made it happen. It is s ll a great me of the year. Full of op mism, freshness, rebirth and
fer lity. Happiness seems to be forcing its way out into every corner of our lives and worlds. Let
it, love it, we need all the op mism that’s going. So whatever is your preference, happy Oestre
day, Ishtar day, Ashtoreth day, Astarte day, Aphrodite day or Easter day go for it, have a good
one, celebrate the renewal of life and be conﬁdent that there are be er mes ahead.
DAY 26.
In serious but op mis c mood and thinking of my kids shown here recently.

“It was the best of mes, it was the worst of mes, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…”
So begins Charles Dicken’s famous novel A Tale of Two Ci es, a novel set in and comparing
London and Paris during the French Revolu on. It is a tale of comparisons but above all the
progress of good against evil, freedom versus suppression and class conﬂict between rich and
poor. In Britain we did not experience violent revolu on quite like France but we came close to
it. Our revolu on was snuﬀed out by a panic stricken establishment in an event culmina ng in
the infamous Peterloo massacre but as a society we had been jolted just as forcibly into social
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change and within a few decades universal suﬀrage, rights and freedoms for all and universal
educa on were established which had ll then been unimaginable to the vast majority of the
popula on. Although church and state pushed back against this de of liberalisa on and
expression of freedom, mes did change.
It feels like just such an historical epoch making event is now underway. It was already
underway before this pandemic. Populism and economic despair thanks to the banking crisis
has been exploited by the far right and neo-fascist poli cians who have marginalised minori es
and sought to turn modern social networking applica ons into controlled propaganda
machines. They have consistently deprived democracies of their legi macy, avoided scru ny,
restricted their power and aggrandised authoritarian execu ves. Johnson, Bolsonaro, Orban,
Trump, Cummings, Bannon, the ERG, Tu on Street are all opera ng within this na onalis c
frame of reference. Welfare has been cut back, borders enforced, walls built, immigra on
restricted, white supremacists tolerated, na onalism encouraged, freedoms curtailed, experts
and science beli led. Truth and reason have been sacriﬁced and have been replaced by lies and
confusion for the main purpose of crea ng a smoke screen under which this agenda can be
pursued. Time has been turned back.
This is the privileged upper and noble classes in concert with the Church pushing back against
change. Democra c ins tu ons, interna onal coopera on, science, reason, educa on and
global freedoms threaten their power. This is the last stand of feudalism which has managed to
cling on par cularly in ﬁg-leaf monarchies such as we have in the UK.
And they were doing so well, these right wing na onalists, their eﬀorts culmina ng in the
elec on and possible re-elec on of Trump, Bolsonaro in Brazil, Orban in Hungary, Johnson in
the UK and in Brexit, a massive poli cal and economic upheaval without genuine democra c
legi macy and all aided and abe ed by neo-marxists with a hardly diﬀerent undemocra c
outlook.
Then bang! Covid-19. A public health and economic seismic shock!
What will happen next? This is as yet unknown. What we can be certain of is that this event will
deﬁne the end of this epoch and the start of the next and has turned the old, now irrelevant,
poli cal systems on their head.
History records these periods with useful names and they are largely about awakenings. The
Dark Ages was that largely unrecorded period when the Church held power over our thought
and lives un l, a er a generous dose of feudalism, religion inspired wars and global plagues we
all woke up. Later the Renaissance happened when art and culture woke up and the Age of
Reason when Science woke up. A er this the Industrial Revolu on when money woke up and
the French Revolu on when the people woke up.
And what will this new epoch be called. Those of you who are pessimis c might foresee a
sequel called The Dark Ages 2 which is where right wing na onalism takes us. I am op mis c
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and I hope, for our incredible children and their children and their children and their children as
yet unborn, that they can look forward to a sequel called The Age of Reason 2 when freedom,
rights and equality woke up.
Being ‘woke’ apparently is a thing. I think it is a very good thing and that there is a silver lining
even to the dark, louring clouds of Covid-19 and I hope that it stops the current populist, rightwing trend in its tracks and kills that dead instead of me or anyone I love!
DAY 27.
A northerly blast of cold wind sha ered our cosy expecta on of spring weather today and,
although the sun did put in an appearance eventually, an icy breeze made clearing up the
remainder of our top pa o of the debris le behind from our cul va on works pre y
uncomfortable. I was done-in and done-in more comprehensively than usual but there being no
mo va onal force be er than a cold wind round the bo om of your top or indeed round the
top of your bo om a wiggle worked wonders once I had got one on.

Two new things to record in today’s entry. Firstly within a brisk walk from home is the scene in
the picture. Sevenﬁelds Local Nature Reserve. We knew it was there but not that it was this
extensive. In this lockdown it was as deserted and remote a place as you could imagine
anywhere and our exercise walk around it was the more enjoyable for the almost complete
absence of people. A few dog walkers were out and about but not many. I am now habitually
hailing people from my prescribed social-distancing distance away, saying hello and saying
thank you from a distance. People smile back in return and I like to believe we both then return
to our homes feeling posi ve about the encounter and less fearful.
The second thing is illustrated by the photo of my ﬁtbit. Yes you disbelievers and naysayers, that
is deﬁnitely my ﬁtbit. 11,000 + steps is unheard of in my sedentary existence! It surely must be
the best prepara on for catching the virus and look also at the cardio vascular stress level. I
was, to say the absolute least, a good deal less chilly around the bo om when we arrived back
home.
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DAY 28.
It was an art day today a er a pleasant lunch on a rather chilly deck and a modest amount of
brain exercise with some Sudoku puzzles. The tomatoes are planted and oﬀ to a great start.
A er they had had today’s watering I re red to the shedio while my wife re red to her cra
room. The only sound to be heard was the annoying hum of next doors alfresco bath tub over
my feverish imagina on which was instantly suppressed by a Hans Gáls 1st Symphony on the
CD player. Peace reigned.
The image you see here is the inside of my door. Three horseshoes, permanently nailed in place
to maximise their potency as good luck charms. One, the oldest I think, was found in the
garden, dug up maybe 40 years ago and looks to me at least big enough to be from a shire
horse. Prior to 1955 the land upon which our house stands was farmland.
The other two were my Dad’s, he had them nailed up in his shed and for the same reason. I
took them and treasured them. If that had been all I had of my Dad’s it would have been
enough.
The folklore around horseshoes is said to have come from St. Dunstan, Archbishop of
Canterbury in 959 who is reputed to have nailed one to the Devil’s foot instead of his horse and
would only relieve the Evil One from his anguish on his agreement to never enter a house with
one nailed to the door.
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Four weeks has just ﬂown by. The government has signalled its inten on of keeping us under
house arrest for quite a while yet and given that they are ﬁgh ng oﬀ quite jus ﬁable cri cism
for the way they have dealt with this pandemic I am not surprised. The government’s complete
lack of meaningful ac on for the ﬁrst 6 weeks a er our ﬁrst UK death and WHO announcing a
global emergency on January 31st has a racted much a en on and they s ll, a er 10 weeks,
are woefully short of PPE at the front line. I doubt whether their appe te for culling the herd’s
weakest will return soon.
What is going on in care homes is appalling. Appalling and predictable, appalling and avoidable
and therefore appalling and immoral. In general it feels like those most likely to die of Covid-19,
the elderly, have been sacriﬁced, thrown to the lions as of li le value. Today there is a
sugges on that the triple lock arrangement which maintains the value of pensions in rela on to
average salary levels should be dropped to help pay for economic damage caused by this
disease. Those who die are valueless and those who survive will be milked. I have a very strong
suspicion that we might be needing those horseshoes.
DAY 29.
Today is day 30. This is, by way of both an apology to my diary for missing yesterday and a
prescript to today’s entry later on, a summary for yesterday, day 29.
Tomatoes are ﬁring up their respec ve s cks and germina on rate on the ﬁrst sowing of le uce
is being roundly applauded by an army of gastropods currently trying to work out how to get up
the side of a concrete planter. I am working on their ul mate frustra on.
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Yesterday was dreadful so by the me this entry was due I had nothing le to work with by way
of inclina on. In spite of the weather which by contrast was bright and cheerful, I found myself
stuck indoors on ‘administra on’. Each li le step forward had its greater or smaller issues but
none were easy. It is a good me to repaint the garden sheds and fences but paint is hard to
ﬁnd. My ﬁrst mistake was to join a 60 minute plus on-line queue to make a click-and-collect
purchase from B&Q and while I waited made a fatal call to renew our contracts with Vodafone.
Nothing is straigh orward any more, confusion it seems is a vital part in the process of selling
you what you do not want for more than you want to pay and at a higher price than anyone
else is paying for the same thing. I am not going to rehearse the ensuing nightmare but it went
on long enough to miss my turn at B&Q which I needed to restart for another hours wait.
Finally at the front of the queue and having checked for three in stock at my local store I had
three ns of exactly the right stuﬀ in my basket only to ﬁnd that stock was in fact zero at the
checkout! End of the line for fence repain ng.
Three other admin tasks all with less than ideal outcomes con nued to munch into my day un l
at 4:05 pm I escaped to the sunshine with a coﬀee to sit in desultory mental disorder mulling an
opinion that if you cannot do stuﬀ on-line under house arrest in a pandemic then the so called
technology revolu on that it is said we are living in is actually only a revolu on in how the
purveyors of these systems have conned us! Tomorrow had be er be an improvement on
today.
Oh! And I planted a row of sugar snap peas and peace was ul mately restored.
DAY 30.
I devoted most of my day today to art. It was a necessary restora ve. There being very li le
else to report of my ac vi es here is a picture of wild garlic (Ransomes) planted last autumn
under the trees at the top. They have been helped by a wet and somewhat warm winter but did
well and look very healthy.
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Great news! The government has announced that all pa ents being returned to Care Homes
will now be tested for Covid 19 and will not be returned unless they are clear!
Now I am happy to be corrected here should I be wrong but if you have a virus pandemic and
you know that the people who will die from it are largely the most elderly and frail would you
not immediately put in place measures to protect them and their carers both in and out of care
homes. Immediately in this case being early February and not yesterday! Our NHS and adult
care system has been returning or sending Covid-19 infected pa ents, their infected clinical
prac oners and infected care workers into care homes and private homes and, in eﬀect,
knowingly causing mass death. This is negligence on an industrial scale. History will record this
as an act of gross betrayal and sacriﬁce of our senior ci zens, we can only hope that history
records it with the names and jail sentences meted out to the criminals who have perpetrated
or are complicit in this atrocity.
DAY 31.
Day 31 was an odd sort of a day for me. Very li le sleep last night largely due to excrucia ng
back pain and so a er about a week of steady work, digging and plan ng I took the day oﬀ. I
know this is all doing me some good because I took to the bathroom scales this morning and
discovered that I had put on 2.7 Kilograms of new muscle since before the lockdown. (You see
what I did there?)
I am never bored. I am an introvert and I like it that way. I am very much in my element when
doing nothing ac ve or physical and instead just si ng or mooching around either cogita ng,
musing, puzzling, inven ng, wri ng or dabbling. I like my own company and prefer silence to
distrac ng noise. It seems to me that anyone who insists on a noisy background of radio or TV
is avoiding confronta on with their inner self. Dialogue with and considera on for oneself is
essen al to a truthful outlook and calm balanced mind. I could do nothing whatever all day and
for days on end quite contentedly and so I did just that, at least for most of today.
I found myself reﬂec ng on how much of the ﬁne detail of life I am no cing for the ﬁrst me.
Today’s photograph is a good example. The tree is a Luma apiculata, commonly a Chilean
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Myrtle. It was at one me a member of the myrtle family but has been re-assigned to its own
genus of Luma. It is supposed to be too tender to be grown in the UK and does tend to suﬀer
winter damage to its extremi es but I bought it as a one foot high seedling because of its
tremendous rusty bark. As with many plants in our garden (and things in our home for that
ma er) it retains some great memories. In this case a holiday in Cornwall and a visit to the Lost
Gardens of Heligan which is where we bought it. To my u er surprise and in spite of growing in
this loca on for at least 20 years I no ced for the ﬁrst me that it’s spring foliage is also a rusty
red colour and in this state it is excep onally pre y.

I conclude that this ﬁner and brighter focus on our surroundings is due to a distorted
percep on in the passage of me we must all be experiencing. Time is not rushing by right now.
We have me to study the detail of it, the ﬁner truths behind it, our apprecia on and love of
the world around us, those memories in it that we treasure and those people we are lucky to
s ll have close to us. It’s a good me to do nothing, stand s ll and listen to your heart beat
falling.
DAY 32.
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Lockdown day 32 is oﬀ to an excellent start. I must remind you that our lockdown day starts at
2pm. My chronology might otherwise seem a li le awry from your angle. I con nued was ng
more me doing nothing apart from a few skirmishes with a paint brush for an hour or two and
made concrete plans quite early on to con nue in that vein because I was enjoying it so much
and ge ng far too relaxed for my own good.
Paige and Jonny, our granddaughter and her partner, came round (metaphorically) for one of
regular cribbage matches!
I had an idea that we could, with the help of a video cha ng applica on on our computers,
work out a method of playing our favourite game and not con nuing to miss out. Their visits
are one of our social highlights and a tonic in normal mes so a serious a empt at making this
work had a lot of a rac ons. To start with I would get more of my fair share of the crisps for a
change. (Think about it!). A er some discussion we made contact via Facebook Messenger
from a tablet PC in our case and a laptop at Paige and Jonny’s and set ourselves opposite them
on our dining room table just where they would have sat had they been with us. You can make
them out in the photo on my tablet and hopefully see how we are set up.

I can report that it works. It is possible and worth a try. Perhaps with another game but
cribbage is deﬁnitely amenable to socially distanced card play. We had a really amusing game
las ng longer than usual, about an hour and half, but we rose to the challenge and I think, in
the end, actually got into the swing of it. We will normally play best of three, some mes ﬁve,
but this ﬁrst me best of one was all we could ﬁt in. Paige is actually busy gesta ng our 6th
great grandchild and too much excitement would not do. In any case as usual much of our me
was spent gassing instead of playing.
Give it a go. I strongly recommend it. Maybe start a family league and spread the amusement
about for everyone! Messenger works a treat but other apps might do be er. Zoom is me
limited in its free form but Houseparty is worth a try or Whatsapp perhaps. Best of all we
WON! So it’s 4 each in our regular sessions which carry on regardless and next week there is all
to play for.
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How to play lockdown cribbage

You need in each house (apart from your goodselves, a modicum of pa ence and a sense of
humour each) one tablet, lap top or desktop PC set up opposite you on a table about 6 away
with the screen propped up slightly falling forward so that your opponents can see both the
table in front of it and you si ng opposite. (note for the tech savvy, you also need to be running
the Facebook app from a Chrome browser if you have a windows device because messenger
will not work in Microso Edge browser) . A cribbage board set on a slope so that your
opponents can see it and observe that you are not chea ng or forge ng to peg for them! And a
pack of cards for each player.
Cut your pack of cards to decide who goes ﬁrst in the usual way. If the same card wins, cut
again.
The dealer deals from his pack of cards the four hands in front of him face down on the table. 5
cards each. The dealer shows the cards facing away from him and towards the screen to the
player opposite in the other house while he and all others look away from the screen. The
player writes down his cards and sorts them out from his own pack. The dealer repeats this for
the second player in the other house. These cards remain face down on the table for the
dura on of play. Each house puts one of the cards in the half-a-box at their house. The dealer
then ﬂicks through the remaining pack and the player on the right of the screen shouts stop for
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the turn up card which must be the top card of the bo om sec on (as if they had been cut). (an
ac on we learnt to call the ﬂick-n-pick!)
And that’s it really. Play proceeds as normal (except for a complica on I shall explain shortly)
with the host house scoring for the other team. We found that holding the cards up for viewing
helped.
So here is the complica on. Normally you would sit diagonally opposite your partner. We could
not work out a logical answer to this conundrum. In the dealing we ignored it but it ma ers in
the order of play. Our solu on was to play Z-wise I.e. in the right order for the teams. It was
hard work keeping on track. Luckily we had Paige’s accountant’s brain to maintain discipline but
a be er idea is well worth some thought.
DAY 33.
Rain. Quite gentle and refreshing rain. This me of year our garden is always at it’s best. We
have very diﬃcult soil, calcareous, gri y, infer le and unforgiving. We have nourished it as best
we can with our own compost and leafmold for many years but this is more an act of
hor cultural good faith than realism with any prac cal long term expecta ons on our part.
That is why my gardening style is essen ally naturalis c and slow. The only force that can
conquer a garden like ours is the force of nature and over many years of trying things out on a
what-lives-stays basis mother nature has rewarded us with a calm and peaceful place to enjoy
but likes to be le alone with only sympathe c and respec ul nkering and assistance. Other
than in pots our garden cannot make a ﬂoriferous summer display but in spring, especially in a
gentle drizzle with a greyish sky for a background, it comes into its own. It will not last. Spring
can be short and unforgiving, Hot and dry condi ons can occur at any me. Indeed this year
was forecast to be the driest on record. I wonder if coronavirus is our planet’s way of forcing a
break for itself from the pain that humans engender by their greedy and wasteful habits. Our
garden today in these most perfect of spring condi ons looked like this.
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I wonder if any lessons will be learnt. I wonder too if the idiot climate deniers who are
preven ng repairs and remedial changes to our badly broken ecosystem are going to change
their tune and accept the scien ﬁc facts. There is, as many scien sts, organisa ons and
countries have now reported, a direct and massive correla on between pollu on levels, the
lockdown of industries and the grounding of transport systems due to the virus. The
rela onship between human ac vity and climate change cannot be denied any longer.
I might be clutching at straws. Bigotry, ignorance and supers ous or self-interested denial is a
powerful and destruc ve evil in the world but as I revel in the spring rain on our li le piece of
the Earth I cannot but hope that the virus has helped in part to defeat them and that there
might be, because of it, a be er world for our great grandchildren than there would otherwise
have been.
DAY 34.
The “Guess my cup size” compe on announced on day 17 has now closed. I measure 45
inches, old money around the pointy things which is where these measurements are usually
taken I think. My dear lady wife has brought to bear on the ma er her considerable experience
in bosoms of all shapes and sizes (she has a er all been cul va ng many varie es herself over
the years) and has determined in her expert capacity that I am a B cup. Actually she said that I
look very much like a ﬂat chested fat bird at the best of mes which was a bit harsh.
Nevertheless she is the expert. So with no entry on the money at 45B there are no winners.
There were however two very sweet compliments, sent by private message as required, both
without any trace of rudery or profanity, and these will be accepted as runners up. They will
both receive a limerick based on their name in the foulness of me via private message which
they may publish at their leisure if they so choose.
We have had a few very peaceful days and very welcome they were. I think like many people
we went straight into lockdown aiming to survive the experience and to make the best of it with
perhaps a li le ﬂavour of fatalism and a nge of not-giving-a-shit-we’re-up-for-it-just-watchthis. As a result we have worked with a great deal more vigour and determina on than was
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strictly necessary. To an extent we might have ﬁzzled out early (my back certainly thinks so) but
we learnt a valuable lesson. As a result there has been much more coﬀee and cake in the
sunshine and a great deal less urgency for the last few days. Consequently I am reliably
informed by our resident ladies upholstery professional that I might even be a 47B by now.
Watch this space.
DAY 35.
It is the end of week 5. Today’s date is 20th May 2020. Today I managed to ﬁt in some sunbathing, had an hour in the wholesome, vitamin D s mula ng, rays that emanate from our star
along with many other signiﬁcantly dangerous electro-magne c forms of radia on all of them
more deadly than those from 5G radio masts and not one of them making Covid-19 more likely
or more serious. I do wonder at both the gullibility of people and their ignorance but perhaps
more at their lazy willingness to be so suscep ble to mendacious charlatans. I wonder that but I
am also reminded that mendacious poli cians are elected to responsible oﬃce presumably by
the same people.

I record this image today deliberately, it is of such importance. No diary of these mes should
miss out today’s big event on the ﬁnancial markets and yet for most people it will be a small
piece of the history of these mes that rush on by without no ce. The spot price of oil for June
deliveries went down to -$40 per barrel. Minus is a big deal. This means that traders were
giving buyers $40 dollars a barrel to take away oil they could not get shot of any other way. It is
the ﬁrst me ever that the price has gone nega ve. The chart shows the point at which the
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price had recovered to more or less zero $. Free oil! Some of this is technical. Today was the day
when contract comple ons fell due but there is nowhere le in the world to store the stuﬀ so if
you are forced to sell it and cannot ﬁnd a buyer your only op on is to give some free dollars
with every barrel, $40 in this case, ﬁnd a buyer to take the risk of having actual barrels on his
hands. A corollary of this state of aﬀairs is that the shale oil industry which produces a barrel for
costs in excess of $30 will eﬀec vely shut down, fracking is at an end, and Donald Trumps
ﬂagship policy of US self suﬃciency in oil is in ta ers. The price of oil will stay down, in my view
for more than another 12 months at least. June contracts are being sold for around $12 as I
write. It is a seismic change. The Russian economy depends on oil and prefers at least $70 a
barrel, Saudi Arabia is much the same. The economic eﬀects will be profound.
In other news today, the Blue Tits abandoned their nes ng a empts, a locally strange warbler
was spo ed in the bushes, Kim Jong Un is rumoured to be gravely ill, the government lied
again, my latest pain ng is coming along nicely and I hope to exhibit the other side of my body
to lap up some rays tomorrow as you do when you are on holiday.
DAY 36.
I believe I must be ge ng a bit slack and things are slipping somewhat. This morning I found
myself in a debate with myself about why I should bother to shave myself since I am not
required by anyone else other than my wife to be presentable. I must a end to this
unwarranted relapse in my personal care regime.
I have never needed to shave much as it happens. Nothing much grows there. The MK1 marker
gene seems to have expressed its gingery and magniﬁcent curliness more asser vely elsewhere
which never gets even a glimpse of a razor blade. On the chin, pickings are sparse. My dear
father, never one to be direct and rarely subtle if he believed that obtuse could be deployed
more eﬀec vely, on the occasion of my announcement one spring me that it was my inten on
to add ‘bearded’ to my hippy creden als, (along with yellow suede shoes, tartan trousers and a
Bob Dylan style corduroy cap) exclaimed “if you tried to grow a beard by Christmas there would
be more hairs on the roast pork!”
A memory which has interes ng social history aspects to it. In those days we could be sure that
the meat at our fes ve board was probably alive and grubbing around in it’s ﬁlthy sty snuﬄing
for carrot peelings amongst bedding and it’s own excrement not far from where we lived on the
edge of town just a few days before. It would have been acquired as a lump wrapped in white
paper from our butcher Mr. Nichols completely unshaven. It was not at all uncommon to get a
piece of crackling with both hairs and a nipple! Those were the days.
In other updates for today, Alexa had a funny turn. I asked her where my stuﬀ was and with no
response, ﬂashing lights or anything, I said to my wife “Alexa has the virus and is dead I think”
to which my ever-ready-with-a-wi y-repost bosom buddy replied “coughed it 19 then”.
DAY 37.
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Another ﬁrst for the wildlife list today. Our ﬁrst Orange Tip bu erﬂy ever. Of course, and as
usual, my phone was nowhere handy for a photograph but I know it happened and that is
enough. Perhaps it is the sword of Damacles overhead but I am not at all as bothered about
missing that opportunity to photograph another resident of our home as I would be normally. I
count them all as residents even if they only pop in once a year for a few months. There is now
quite a collec on and it is a revela on how much natural history also makes your own humble
patch it’s home. My rule is simple, it must have passed over, walked or ﬂown, on my airspace,
my airspace being deﬁned as a ver cal tube the size and posi on of our boundary extending
out radially to inﬁnity on a line normal to the surface of my home planet, Earth.

I found myself missing live music today along with one of my favourite places to eat anywhere.
The Indian Streatery in Birmingham is second to none for simple but wholesome, authen c
food and is not a chain but a one-oﬀ family run enterprise. Inside the restaurant there is a
trading cart typical of those you ﬁnd on the streets in Indian ci es and they serve their food
from there in the same manner as a street food stall in cardboard tubs with a wooden spoon.
You can eat in or walkout. When the trays run out, Mum emerges from the kitchen with a fresh
batch of Chicken Hotpot, Chickpea Chat or whatever has run out which regularly happens with
lunch me queues stretching out of the shop. I am not an expert in Indian cooking but to me it
is homely, inexpensive, no frills and genuine, perfectly counter balancing the exquisite, reﬁned,
exci ng and precise ensemble which comes courtesy of the City Of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra up the road in Symphony hall about an hour later. Eight concerts a year is the usual
programme, two have been a ended, three have now been cancelled and there is very li le
expecta on that the remaining three will go ahead. I go with my brother who I rarely see
otherwise and missing these concerts, the food and my brother for our day out together is a
very big deal indeed.
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DAY 38.
Paige and Jonny came to call. On my tab. Yet again an evening's entertainment playing cribbage
just ﬂew by with loads of chat, banter and hilarity. We have our online version of cribbage oﬀ
pat now and managed 2 whole games in 2 and a half hours. We lost both games damn it.
Technically a best of three but only un l next me. For the me being we remain one game
behind. I will catch up on earlier events tomorrow. Sleepy red now. Nite nite.

DAY 39.
Yesterday started with an ad hoc link oﬀ to “Its a lonesome old town”, a Keith Jarret tune from
his Munich concert in 2016. I love this tune for the quirky mood changes buried in its ming,
chord and key changes but it is as good as its tle in an Edward Hopperesque kind of way and
for that reason induces a melancholic mood itself. That is o en a trigger for me to spend me in
that contempla ve, emo onally charged, reﬂec ve frame of mind that sets me oﬀ on new ideas
and crea ve paths, or as I call it work.
‘Lonesome’ must be a common enough feeling in this lockdown and it is not to be
underes mated how common it is and how painful. Life for many is a series of distrac ons
rather than serious endeavour. Par es, bars, clubs, mee ngs, ou ngs, holidays, restaurants,
theatres, cinemas, sports, shopping trips, travel, the list is endless, and these o en have a
hedonis c element that can be just as addic ve as their social content. Being cut oﬀ from all
this ‘fun’ for a long period of me is not unlike solitary conﬁnement and the feeling of
depriva on must be immense.
Of course towns can seem lonesome in the sense that they are socially inac ve because they
are deprived or overly industrial or economically run down but only a human being can feel
lonesome. Those who survive this enforced isola on the best will be those who are either not
at all bothered by or are at least less dependent on social s muli, have greater self-suﬃciency
and cope be er on their own. Speaking for myself, being an introvert has never been more
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and cope be er on their own. Speaking for myself, being an introvert has never been
more
welcome.
Apart from thinking that Jarre is the best pianist to have emerged a er Bill Evans he resonates
for another reason. He was crippled by ME/CFS at the peak of his career and it was only with
the support and encouragement of his wife that he returned to playing again and released an
album as a tribute to her ‘The Melody In the Night With You’. I have cared for someone close to
me with that same illness and I have also survived a serious long term illness myself with the
support of my wife.
I disappeared oﬀ to the studio in the best possible frame of mind to work on my latest
endeavour and played Keith Jarret’s album. For me this album ﬁlters out all the best emo ons
from diﬃcult memories and li s me up. Musically it is nothing out of the ordinary but the love
that pours out of it is palpable in a very down to earth and human way and that makes it
remarkable.
And that is where I have been for two days now, apart from our card game last night, in the
studio, calm and reﬂec ve, working on a pain ng, happy and feeling the love. I am a very lucky
individual indeed.
DAY 40.
I have trawled social media today for clues but rumours regarding the whereabouts of Kim
Jong-un cannot be veriﬁed. There are unsubstan ated reports that rela vely straigh orward
heart surgery went wrong because his doctor’s hands were shaking and he has lapsed into a
vegeta ve state. I probably shouldn’t repeat this joke which is in very bad taste but a contact on
twi er suggested that we will now need to call him Kim Chi!
In the personality ba le between Kim and Trump it is now evident that Trump has managed to
enter a vegeta ve state ﬁrst. A state which is ongoing and unusual since the poor aﬄicted man
remains on his feet and apparently responding to ridicule. We wish them both well. I am not at
all sure that the world will welcome a takeover in North Korea by Kim Jong-un’s sister Kim Yojong whose oﬃcial posi on is First Deputy Director of the Propaganda and Agita on
Department. I kid you not!
There are mes in our lives when ma ers seem to be contriving together to mean more than
they would as individual concerns or events. This is just such a me for me. I am coming to the
end of my latest oil painted work and as always with my pain ngs progress has been slow and
intermi ent over a very long me. But this is both the end of a pain ng and in this case the end
of pain ng in a ﬁgura ve style. I made that decision last year. I cannot stand for long periods
any more and my eyes are simply not up to it. I am devo ng what imagina ve inclina on is le
to me on abstract work which is more amenable to my physical condi on. This is actually a step
which excites me greatly. Some months back I formulated the order in which the last
components of the pain ng in progress would be approached and the very last part of the work
would be a rainbow in the shape of a ques on mark.
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It seems ﬁ ng that this lockdown has gi ed me the me, concentra on and condi ons to
complete the job and its most poignant symbol has become the same rainbow mo f which will
be the last component of my last ﬁgura ve work.
DAY 41.
Nothing. Working in the studio today because, rain. Working on the coda to my Symphony No.
4, “The Allegorical”.
I cooked last night, I o en do. My wife does most of the cooking in our household largely
because she always has, is a damned good cook and there is generally a greater chance of it
being edible if she cooks it. When your victuals are at stake the laws of probability are king.
Today however I cooked because for a few weeks now an unused and hot looking bo le of
harissa paste kept saying to me every me I inves gated the snack cupboard “Cook with me,
cook with me, you know you want to!” and I did want to, I did, so here I present my sausage
and chicken tray bake with a garnish of herb and garlic chickpeas.

I am not watching any news tonight. It seems that the number of deaths from Covid - 19 are at
last reducing but the paucity of human care exhibited by this government is just appalling and I
need a break. Fortunately the press or some parts of it have woken up to the idea that they
might have been hoodwinked into thinking that Tories can be nice people and to be governed
by them is okay. How did we become a country that is prepared to sacriﬁce our grandparents in
care homes to beneﬁt the economy? How do you jus fy sending kids to school to collect a
sample of Covid for them to take home and kill their grannies with? What kind of government
has a major dry run for a pandemic (opera on Cygnus 2016), ﬁnds major shortcomings so
knows what to do and does nothing? What kind of government hails their success in reducing
shopli ing at a me when all the shops are in lockdown? What kind of government puts
advisers on scien ﬁc panels then exploits that knowledge by handing out contracts to their
mates? What kind of government needs to hide from scru ny and exclude some parts of the
press for asking awkward ques ons?
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This is not government or leadership as I have known it for all my 71 years, Labour,
Conserva ve or Coali on. It is a travesty and it will hopefully backﬁre on those responsible. In
the mean me however, the deaths are piling up, especially in care homes, and it is the most
vulnerable who will end up needlessly suﬀering while those in oﬃce of hold themselves above
the general throng and play with their sterile ideologies.
To quote Frankie Boyle “You have got to feel for Tory voters who thought they were only
fucking up lives for other people”.
DAY 42.

Today’s image was captured locally near us. We have walked out for a 5000 step stroll-about
down to the bo om of our road and back home via a modern industrial estate reached via this
footpath from Green Road. It is quite incredible how much more we now both no ce what is
about us and value it. Even the industrial estate which felt largely adri like the Marie Celeste
had a quiet, a rac ve, natural ambience about it which refreshed our hearts as much as the
cool evening drizzle refreshed our faces.
I have an analogy for you. We could all live very healthily if we ate porridge at every breakfast,
baked beans on toast for lunch and nothing else for months on end. Not the best of diets but
good enough to survive on. I love both, in fact the thought of that good old favourite of farty
bum beans (a whole n by the way) on a couple or three of well bu ered slices of holy ghost is
making me feel a tad peckish already and it’s not long since I had the porridge! I digress. My
point is that what we can survive on can become wearisome simply because of its monotony
and I am beginning to feel that way. We are quite happy, looked a er, supported by wonderful
family and neighbours and safe but life is ge ng a bit monotonous and although this is not
ge ng either of us down as yet we are both ﬁnding that the eﬀort to maintain our equilibrium
is ge ng very ring. Being strong wears you out. I have started to lust a er a po er around an
an que shop. I need to deal with that but it’s hard.
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Today is the last day of the sixth week. I think we an cipated 12 weeks and so this is the
halfway point. Well maybe not. All the signs are that going in to this crisis was like falling over a
cliﬀ edge and now we seem to be only ﬁ ully and tenta vely crawling our way out. In any case
our PM has had his baby today so no doubt he will immediately organise for himself, by
execu ve ﬁat, a 12 months paternity leave and we will not have the beneﬁt of his presence in
our aﬀairs for some me. A similar act of convenience, if you will, to the government arbitrarily
downgrading Covid’s oﬃcial classiﬁca on so as to avoid the consequences of li ga on when
they get sued for not providing PPE at the right standard. I cannot understand why this has not
escalated into the na onal scandal it deﬁnitely is. We are becoming scandal punch-drunk and
each successive scandal no longer has the impact it should. The Care Home tragedy is more
than a scandal it is surely criminal neglect and we shall see what follows when the government,
as they have promised in their daily brieﬁngs, begin to include Care Home deaths in the ﬁgures.
It is going to be grim. We already have the worst death rate per thousand of popula on in the
world. People seem to be losing sight of the fact that every death is the death of an individual,
an individual suﬀering, frightened, in pain, without family near by, losing everything, knowing
that whatever their condi on this should not have been the way for them, alone or at most
with a caring nurse’s cold gloved hand to hold. I literally shudder and tremble at the horror of it
and for the ﬁrst me in my life I know that I am experiencing raw anger, anger at those who
have abandoned elderly, vulnerable people as worthless and expendable. How did my country
get so low?
DAY 43.
Week 6 arrives. Data suggests that we are now past the peak of this virus in terms of cases and
deaths, unfortunately one man’s data is another man’s rough approxima on and yet another’s
down right fabrica on. However it may be we are hopeful and seem to be se ling into a new
normal.
I love my dear wife as much as I did when we married 50 years ago (soon to be 51) and that,
a er we have been been cooped up together for 6 whole weeks without any other human
contact, is a minor miracle. Rela onships everywhere are under great strain now and we must
spare a thought for those struggling to hold it together. Hang on in there is my advice! The
disease is your enemy so look a er your partners ﬁrst and foremost, anything and everything
else can be repaired with me, love and compassion.
We have been out for our cons tu onal as permi ed under the rules of engagement applicable
to this invisible enemy and have discovered more things that were not there before this crisis
but which have, for our 43 years at this address, always been there nonetheless. Le er pos ng
was the primary purpose but as you can see from the images we bumped into a tranquil green
space with a fragment of quite fragrant woodland, redolent with an earthy a ertaste from
today’s light rain. An archetypal, picturesque babbling brook and rus c bridge completed the
scene and oxygen everywhere, abounding. This is, I would guess, 1000 metres from our front
door!
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Unfortunately we did not quite manage to arrive back at home without rain returning with
some force.
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The government seem to have adopted a much improved tone in their daily brieﬁng. As usual it
is all pre y stage managed and contrived so as to avoid the diﬃcult ques ons but it did at least
sound authorita ve regarding data and the interpreta on of that data. The data itself I am not
so sure about. I am not seeing any rush to end lockdown with impunity and that was my biggest
concern. I suspect that the more freedom that is given to the under 70’s to run around infec ng
each other the longer the over 70’s and the more vulnerable will remain locked away.
The amount of virtue signalling and self-congratulatory moral indigna on that is going on is
becoming tedious I am especially unhappy that the government seems to be successfully
hijacking public support for the NHS to their poli cal advantage. This is a er all the party that
have underfunded and run down our NHS for 11 years. The idea that Tory voters are outside
clapping, shou ng and making a noise when they have voted for a government that is
ideologically commi ed to destroying the NHS does not sit comfortably with me. They have
also almost to a man voted to alienate a good part of our clinical NHS staﬀ and send them,
unwelcome, back to their homes in Europe.
Similarly B&Q opened this week and a racted more than its fair share of cri cism. Especially
misinformed cri cism since it had not been required to close in the ﬁrst place and compe tors
had con nued to operate. This cri cism is en rely misplaced and unwarranted but gave those
who have their heads in an ideological mist and like to take the superior view an opportunity to
wave their red ﬂags of moral indigna on, give away their lack of understanding of working
people and exercise their desire to inculcate anachronis c and discredited values on people
they in reality they look down on. They con nue to demonstrate their ideological ﬁxa ons and
hatred of job creators, par cularly successful ones. It is no wonder that the working man has
taken his vote elsewhere.
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Thinking about this on our walk out drove me to name the modest li le hill in this last image
“The Moral High Ground”. It was raised from spoil created by the construc on of the nearby
housing estate. Spoil, refuse and building rubble covered in topsoil and grass and not so much
as the meanest, niest-minded bigot on top to spoil it.
DAY 44.
“Let me tell you how I love you, shall I count the ways …” , famous words which, as those with
an interest in literature will know, were penned by Elizabeth Barret Browning, that sickly
Victorian child des ned to be the wife of England’s 19th century version of Shakespeare, were
not as it happens, alluding to her beloved Bob but a bacon sandwich. I recalled this curious
piece of informa on whilst indulging in my gluten free version of this quintessen ally Wiltshire,
culinary delicacy and asking myself how I get my R value down to under 1.0. Those who study
these things will be aware that if you self isolate, I.e. keep farther than 7 days away from bacon
sandwiches R will eventually be driven down. R’s above 1.0 will exponen ally increase your
weight whilst R’s below 1.0 will cause it to gradually decrease which is obviously the desirable
end result. Now isola on from bacon sandwiches is a painful and diﬃcult thing especially for
one’s mental well being but I have, in spite of the risks, decided to keep my distance and in
future isolate for 7 days rather than the current 2.
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Bacon sandwiches to start with and a foot masseuse on hand whilst the brain was given a work
over on a few sudoku puzzles has started the day oﬀ on a relaxed and luxurious foo ng. I think
that must be the way forward today culmina ng with tonight’s niggle match replay of cribbage
with our grandkids. No doubt some good, old fashioned, sedentary me wasted will prove
beneﬁcial but I do not an cipate my already fat R’s ge ng any smaller as a result.
DAY 45.
Air quality has no ceably improved. It struck me today with some force that it reminded me of
how it felt when I was a youngster.
“It will be alright in the end” was my father’s favourite saying in response to any of life’s
downturns. “It” was anything and everything no ma er how insigniﬁcant or how momentous.
“End” was never quan ﬁed or quan ﬁable being a nebulous state of aﬀairs in some distant
future me when everything was indeed “alright”. This is an unassailable, tautological kind of
op mism to be recommended and accounted for his indomitable, posi ve outlook in spite of
suﬀering the mental scars acquired from his part in the libera on of Belsen. Dad’s op mism
rewarded him with a never ending supply of futures which were “alright” which is why even at
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the age of 94 and already quite unwell in many ways, including demen a, he spent his winter
months planning next years garden projects and sending oﬀ his plant and seed orders.
His own father collapsed with heart failure whilst working on his allotment (thanks to the
Kaiser’s mustard gas at Paschendale reducing his oxygen supply and weakening his heart) and
Dad took over his father’s allotment at the age of 11 to keep vegetables on the family table.
Naturally feeding his new family in the 1950’s necessitated taking on another allotment which
was not far from our house on the other side of the river Ray at the bo om of Westco
recrea on ground. We would go down there together, always Saturday or Sunday a ernoons,
Dad trundling his homemade wheelbarrow and his tools the length of the Woo en Basse
Road to the Running Horse pub, which is quite some distance, and me, knee high to a frog
hopper, tro ng beside him trying to keep up. Later we would trundle back again with the
results of his labours; beans, cabbages, peas and enormous s cks of rhubarb.
His plot ran north-south on an angle in the corner by the river and backed directly onto the
steel fence which enclosed the railway embankment. The river always ﬂowed then, its banks
lined with trees, cow parsley and tall grasses. Brambles from the embankment encroached from
the back of the allotment and crept around a ny shed tucked up against the steel fence where
he stored the essen als, canes and dibbers, string lines, smaller hand tools, watering cans,
seeds, plant labels and a primus stove to brew his tea.
Today I planted a row of spinach and erected my climbing-bean frame in the manner I had
learnt from him more than 60 years ago, slowly, deliberately, tying ght each lashing so as not
to come loose in the wind or fall apart under a weight of beans and securing a diagonal cane
each side for rigidity just exactly as taught. For those two hours I was a youngster again. I had
struggled back from the river bank with a watering can too full for a smallish 8 year old to carry
and sat a while on the li le seat by the loganberries up against the shed now redolent of
bonﬁre smoke, earth, potatoes and dried onions. The bonﬁre smoldered in front of me
consuming couch grass clods which so plagued the area and the thinnest wisps of smoke rose
up untroubled by any breeze. I breathed in the fresh, clean air mixed with the aromas of
bonﬁre, old cabbage, shed and river and drank of the kindness, warmth and nourishment that
characterised Bri sh weather back then.
All the while my Dad was digging his bean trench and whistling.
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DAY 46.
I have very li le to oﬀer today. I have not wasted it. Far from it. I have wri en my ﬁnal entry for
day XXX. In a sense an act of deﬁance. I have, like everyone else right now, absolutely no idea
what number XXX will be but I felt I had enough to know what my concluding entry will look
like. Hopefully you will see that published one day. On day XXX in fact.
DAY 47.
Please do what you can to get one of these in your garden. You will not be disappointed.
Today’s image is the archway in the structure that divides it across. This structure, It is neither
fence nor trellis, acts as a support for Clema s montana ‘Mayleen’. Mayleen is as fragrant and
as vibrant as her name suggests and is vigorous to boot! She grows a total length of 20 metres,
has been there for many years and has even been fully removed and laid across the grass while
the ‘structure’ was repaired and repainted. Twice! As worthy as she is, Mayleen is not the plant
I have chosen to extol today. That honour goes to the plant on the le of the archway.
Ac nidium kolomitka or ornamental kiwi is not an easy plant to grow in our climate being only
marginally hardy. Ac nidium kolomitka can suﬀer badly from late frosts and look a bit ta y as a
result but when the weather and condi ons suit it this is the truly splendid result. Light green
leaves are followed by white ps and pink ﬂushes giving this spectacular tricolor eﬀect. This one
is trained and ed to support itself and has taken 12 years at least to get like this. It is best
grown on soil that is not too wet but neither dries out and against a warm west facing brick
wall.
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A slight nega ve is that it exudes something which a racts cats. It sends them wild. They are
intoxicated by it, literally and have been known to lie beneath it ﬂat out on their backs dreamily
looking up at the clouds and to all intents and purposes under the inﬂuence.

In other news we have a hedgehog. He or she has not been seen as yet but underneath our
bamboo, next to an old decayed stump is a large pile of leaf li er which I did not make and
which snores gently during the day me. I am excited by this. Becky, our daughter rescued one
that had obviously been used for paintball prac ce and on account of the colourful splodge s ll
adorning his bristles we named him Bluto as we set him free in our garden. That was three
years ago and he/she has not been seen since.
DAY 48.
Backgrounds of ﬁnely loaded bookcases seems to be de rigour for talking heads on our
tellyboxes and has raised some dispute as to whether or not the books contained therein say
much regarding the character of the individual doing the talking. The cap on for today’s image,
myself adorning our library steps, is therefore “Bookcase! call that a bookcase! LOL!”. Work me
out if you can!
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I am surprised at how entertaining some of the ‘lockdown’ TV programs have turned out. The
Mash Report, HIGNIFY, Grayson Perry’s Art Club, Ma Lucas, Gardener’s World, seem to me to
have not only made successful television within the restric ons but have greatly enhanced our
sense of community and shared troubles. One that struck me as par cularly poignant, even
upli ing, was Janina Ramirez’ issue of ‘Museums in Quaran ne’. They have all been good but
hers had an extra resonance for me. Her voiced over ﬁlm from inside a shu ered and silent
Bri sh Museum concentra ng on her favourite pieces somehow managed to counter balance
the crisis which locked it’s doors. A considerable weight of history comfor ngly turning these
mes into a mere event in the passing of centuries.
There is good news and bad news. Bad news is the complete absence of hedgehog poo! In
other bad news I am out and about at 5:50 am scouring the garden for them. The good news is
that this ridiculously uncivilised me of day turns out to be the best me to book on online
grocery deliveries from our local superstore and I have one. Becky , our chief warder, will be
pleased. Not news as such but Day 50 coming up is a signiﬁcant day not just because it is VE
day but for another reason which I hope can be revealed later.
It is par cularly irrita ng to ﬁnd that at least one newspaper has headlined 8th May as Victory
over Europe day! A par cularly vicious, and I would say, deliberately provoca ve piece of
blatant racism speciﬁcally intended to keep an -european sen ment on the boil. It is my view
that the par es and individuals to whom this a tude appeals are in for an unwelcome reversal
of their fortunes. In my life me? I believe so, I hope and believe that I will be restored to my
European Ci zenship and my European heritage and be allowed to feel at home again where I
belong.
DAY 49.
Looking for some informa on amongst a li er of documents, bags, ﬁles, envelopes that
cons tute my as yet unorganised family archive the photograph shown here today surfaced.
Immediately my convoluted thinking processes headed straight for connec ons as they usually
do. So much is linked in so many ways close and distant and these connec ons can o en be
surprising to say the least.
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This photo is of my maternal grandfather William Wicks. I fell to thinking about the diﬀerences
between a pandemic then and the pandemic we have now and almost as a case in point I heard
my neighbours car draw away as he went oﬀ to work. My neighbour is an industrial machine
service engineer. He is out there ensuring that meat, vegetables and many other essen al
products con nue to be packed by their employer’s workforce, their robot workforce. A robo c,
Covid 19 immune workforce is busy keeping society provided with hygienically packed food. Not
all food of course but just compare this with 1919/1920 in the Spanish ﬂu pandemic when
almost no food was sold prepacked, much of it being bought through local markets then
weighed out and served by hand at a shop counter face to face.
The so-called Spanish Flu by the way was not Spanish at all, the name stuck and government of
the day found this convenient rather than admit to the public that the disease was being
brought back by returning soldiers from the war front. An es mated 3 to 5 million lost their
lives in the ﬁrst peak and ten mes this number in a second wave because there were few
restric ons and those that were imposed were relaxed too early. People like myself and my wife
now at age 71 plus are watching with some trepida on to see if the economy will be valued
more than our lives. We are at signiﬁcantly greater risk from a second wave than we have been
so far.
There are rumblings that schools might be re-opened soon. It would be the height of callous,
amoral indiﬀerence to pack kids oﬀ to school to collect a sample of the virus from their mates
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and bring it home to infect granny and granddad with it. Anyone who thinks you can socially
isolate kids and teenagers at school is lacking in even the basics of intelligence let alone an
understanding of children.
William Wicks in the photo was a vic m of the Spanish Flu. He went on to develop Encephali s
lethargica, a known condi on then but not un l the 1980’s was it linked to Spanish Flu
survivors. He became disturbed, prone to narcolep c like episodes, developed violent
behaviours and made several suicide a empts. On the last a empt (he tried to throw himself
into the Hackney Cut on the Lea Naviga on dressed only in his nightshirt) he was conﬁned to
Banstead Hospital one of the three great London asylums. He remained there more or less un l
he died in 1959. This rare family photograph was taken in the grounds of Banstead Hospital, he
was trusted enough to maintain the grounds and helped regular staﬀ in other ways.
That is perhaps where the greatest and perhaps most important diﬀerence in pandemics then
and now lies. We must be thankful that science today is far be er equipped to understand and
treat what, if any, a er eﬀects might follow if someone contracts and recovers from Covid 19
today.
DAY 50.

Today is VE Day and we are celebra ng the parts played by our parents in bringing about Peace
in Europe. I will not indulge in jingois c ﬂag waving of the red, white and blue variety. Britain
did not do this on her own. We were aided by many na ons and peoples par cularly from
India, africa, Poland and America and the various resistance movements underground in all
Nazi occupied territories. Indeed without them we would have been overwhelmed all to easily.
Between them they defeated par cularly brutal, na onalist and undemocra c regimes and
gave my genera on the Europe they enjoyed for the whole of their forma ve lives and
subsequent careers.
Percy Bishop, my wife’s father, was sent to work in the mines and kept the factories powered,
the lights on and literally the home ﬁres burning. My father Sam helped at the libera on of the
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Belsen death camp and worked behind enemy lines destroying supply routes and capturing
retrea ng enemy soldiers. Ellie joined the land army and for three years worked the ﬁelds of
Essex to feed the na on.
It is impossible to celebrate my parents contribu on without at the same me regre ng that
the Europe they fought for and that I ﬂourished in has of late been sacriﬁced on the alter of
that same na onalis c populism that got the world into so much trouble the last me.
It is equally impossible not to be irked by the hypocrisy of a Prime Minister who has not put
protec on of care homes at an early stage in his Coronavirus strategy when anyone le who
was around when world war 2 played out is very likely to be in one of them!
DAY 51.

GCSE 2042
HISTORY: PAPER 1
The Covid, 2019 to 2024.
Using contemporary sources answer the following ques ons:1) Why did the second wave cause many mes more deaths than the ﬁrst?
2) Why did English people seek to evade the rules rather than obey them?
3) Why did so few people alive on VE Day 1945 survive for very long a er VE Day 2020?
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DAY 52.
Stay alert! STAY ALERT!
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This is apparently to be the new slogan. “Stay at home, save the NHS, save lives” might remain
the rule for some me but not the slogan. The reason for a change of slogan is obvious. Stay
alert places all the onus on you the individual. When the predicted and disastrous second wave
comes the government will be able to say, “It’s your fault, you didn’t stay alert!" Slogans, just
like adver sing jingles and the comedian’s catch phrase, are cleverly, subversively designed to
get in your head and s ck there, a process otherwise known as subliminal brain brainwashing.
The Johnson will make a Churchillian speech today, not on our behalf, not on Parliaments
behalf, not even on the governments behalf but on his own, the self styled hero of the hour
who will no doubt con nue in this way with deliberately mixed messages and without any of
the hard rules or instruc ons necessary for keeping order and control and create a confused
public who will interpret them inappropriately. The lockdown will have been both li ed and not
li ed at the same me, a Schrödinger's lockdown, but importantly it will a) not be the
government’s fault but ours for not “staying alert” and b) will allow this duplicitous regime and
its media created messianic leader to con nue a policy of herd immunity; kill oﬀ the old folks;
not give a shit because the economy comes ﬁrst and publicly espouse the opposite.
But slogans can be two edged swords. Being very keen, assiduous even, on recycling I can
envisage todays slogans being recycled. For example, this exhorta on to Tory voters at the next
elec on:STAY AT HOME, SAVE THE NHS, SAVE LIVES
DAY 53.
I have a li le confession to make today. Day 51 was spent a smidge worried. Just a smidge. On
re ring to bed I felt decidedly unwell the previous night. Dizzy, head swimming quite a bit and
the following morning even more so with a decidedly vicious and unwelcome headache and
feeling nauseous enough to put oﬀ the breakfast I usually enjoy with some relish.
Naturally my ﬁrst thought was along the lines of “oh well, its got me, might as well brace for it
but wondering how this was possible. I was aware that I needed to remember to remove
hearing aids before inser ng thermometer and so as not to unnecessarily add to my distress
while I waited for the fever.
My li le confession is that I was somewhat distressed for most of the day. None of the reports
of the nature of Covid 19 symptoms are at all reassuring. Thanks to suﬀering from hypertension
and having an immunity system knocked about by extensive surgery, peritoni s and a near
death event I have every right. Distressed and unse led I was bound to be.
The headache lasted and lasted and did not respond to painkillers. I ate but li le and in
desultory mood out of necessity and without pleasure. A er a day of doing li le and feeling like
doing less I headed oﬀ for an early shower concerned that I might fall in the shower but
mo vated by the idea that I would on any account be clean and dy and in my jimjams when
the paramedics arrive later.
I always shower tops down, ritualis c behaviour I think, shampoo the hair ﬁrst, condi oner next
and leave that to soak in while ﬁnishing oﬀ everything else then a ﬁnal rinse. It took the ﬁrst
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and leave that to soak in while ﬁnishing oﬀ everything else then a ﬁnal rinse. It took
the ﬁrst
few seconds of shampooing to feel both the lump and the bruise on my head and for the penny
to drop. The day before a wooden garden broom had fallen upon the unha ed bonce of yours
truly from a height of some 2 metres as I unhooked a ladder from storage. I had concussion!
Yeah!
I am ﬁne today. Here I am in the shedio working on the last ﬁgura ve pain ng I plan to do, it is
me to move along, back to my normal irascible self and crack on!

DAY 54.
Well that was exci ng! Today I ventured over the boundary and protec vely be-gloved took our
car oﬀ to our GP’s surgery for my vitamin B12 injec on.
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I must have an injec on of this essen al vitamin every 12 weeks. That bit of one’s anatomical
plumbing which magically extracts this vitamin from one’s medium rare sirloin is my case sadly
long gone in smoke up the hospitals incinerator chimney.
It was all rather nerve racking having not driven a car for 53 days being allowed out on my own
wandering around in the mineﬁeld that is Swindon right now but I was brave, and very, very
alert. These virus par cles at 0.08 of a micron on average are cra y li le buggers. Even though
it is said they are an omnipresent danger I personally found none of them, not one and I was
very, very alert!
I fell to thinking on the way how short a me it takes to become used to safety and being
protected and how easily it must be to become ins tu onalised and even downright scared of
what used to be normal. Never has the cliché ‘must get out more’ made as much sense as it
does now.
DAY 55.
Our great grand daughter Grace had her 1st birthday today and we have great grandson no. 4
on the way for an autumn arrival. Not being able to be with Grace at some me on her birthday
was upse ng. Our pregnant grand daughter is not able to enjoy the business of being a mum
to be and all that that entails amongst her peers and family and that too is upse ng. This is day
to day stuﬀ but that is how it is. Short term we focus on the tragedy of so many deaths, many
that could have been avoided if mely ac on had been taken and professional advice followed,
but longer term the costs in human mental suﬀering will be immense.
My feelings are par cularly exercised by the proposal to re-open schools which I am adamantly
against. I shudder to think how deep and long las ng will be the mental scarring in small
children a ending school and forced to sit on their own, isolated but within sight of their li le
mates that they are yearning to play with. Anyone who knows anything about child
development knows that at the nursery stage it is all about physical and rela onal play.
Whatever a child that age ‘learns’ has always been learning masquerading as play. Parents and
teachers would worry about a child’s wellbeing if the child chose to be on his own and could not
or would not interrelate in play so why is there any rush to force them into just that situa on.
So the lie is exposed again, the government’s argument that children’s educa on must not be
allowed to suﬀer is yet another lie to cover up their real inten on, at the expense of our li le
ones’ mental health, to free up parents so that they can go to work.
There should be absolutely no misunderstanding about what government policy is and has
been all along. Herd Immunity. Government was knocked back a bit by the severity of the
deaths es mate, hence the lockdown, but never altered their basic premise. The UK must, at
whatever expense in death, be ﬁrst out of the star ng blocks ahead of the world and will not
wait for a vaccine solu on.
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So the government have not been planning for the ﬁrst wave of this pandemic at all. Their
inten on was to prevent the NHS from being overloaded in the short term but longer term to
plan for and ac vely ini ate the second wave. Second wave planning has been underway for
some me. Three Nigh ngale hospitals took in only 50 pa ents. Huge warehouse morgues
were built and not used. PPE equipment has been stocked and not fully distributed.
The second wave has been ini ated. Now all governments ac ons are aimed at ge ng people
back to work. Or expressed another way, now we have all the elderly folks and care homes
locked up and the NHS able to cope, and PPE supplies ready and huge hospitals and morgues
ready to switch on and possibly most important have established the ‘stay alert’ message so we
can blame the public, LET THE VIRUS RIP!
Government knows, and have cynically exploited, the fact that many people must go to work,
must use public transport, will not assiduously follow social distancing guidelines and that
employers, many of them, will pay only lip service to those rules. Government knows that
people will visit each other under some excuse or other and some will sneak oﬀ from a virus
infected city to spread it about in Devon and Cornwall and the Lake District from their second
homes. Government knows that children will infect each other at school, that tennis players will
forget that the ball will carry the virus nicely from one hand to another. Government knows
without a shadow of doubt that the public if going to work will see no issue with visi ng each
other out of work rules or no rules. They will, and policy has been carefully calibrated to exploit
this natural human urge. By these and many other blindingly obvious routes Covid 19 will
spread rapidly.
And just as certainly we can also deduce that in two weeks from today, Day 69, for this diary the
death rate will have gone up not down, the NHS will be under extreme strain and the
government will be blaming the public because they did not ‘stay alert’ and at the same me
will be crowing about how well prepared the government was.
For the sake of all those that might suﬀer a family tragedy as a result I hope I am wrong and
that I am back here on day 69, contrite and admi ng my poor analysis. For once I will be happy
to be in the wrong.
DAY 56.
There will not be an entry today apart from this li le rant. Technical updates are afoot. All will
become clear in the foulness of me hopefully no more foul than this me tomorrow but it
could be the day a er.
In the mean me, stay safe. Stay alert. Me? I'm staying home un l I decide its safe. I trust noone but myself. The disadvantage of having a lying bunch of amoral incompetents in power is
the complete loss of trust in what they say to ever be true. I do not want to hear that idiot
Hancock say once more we "pledge" , we "promise", we "target". I think that the people of this
na on want reality and they want it to have happened before their press conference and not
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na on want reality and they want it to have happened before their press conference
and not
hear yet more promises and more pledges at these press conferences. I trust only myself.
And another thing. I do not clap the NHS in a self congratulatory virtue signalling extravaganza
every Thursday. I show my support for the NHS by not vo ng Tory, the party that voted down
their pay rise in 2017, the party that has destroyed them over 12 years and is now rumoured to
be planning to freeze their pay. Angry does not come anywhere near it!
DAY 57.
I have today started to publish this lockdown diary via a blog to which I have also added all the
previous entries for any one who cares to take a look.
My blog, Spindri Pages, has been around for a while and was planned for a launch during this
my 71st year. I am crea ng a largely autobiographical website, or more accurately, a personal
“write up” which will by deﬁni on always be unﬁnished (un l my annihila on of course!). Such
content never makes good browsing material but at least I can announce any signiﬁcant
updates via a blog. There is in this endeavour a slow but grand working up to a ﬁnale or coda to
the period I am calling my “allegorical”. I am moving on to new things in a number of areas of
interest.
My dear wife Sharon and I are red, very red a er travelling a long weary road together but
we can at last look forward to a munch or two on the fragrant grass of the sunlit uplands of our
lives. Together we will be just as busy probably but peaceful at least and doing some of the
things we love most more o en. The Covid, when it has ﬁnally ﬁzzled out will have been quite
an eﬀec ve albeit undesirable full stop and has put so much more into perspec ve. Okay it has
also made those sunlit uplands a li le more diﬃcult to enjoy thanks to social distancing but we
can now drive there and in principle we are on a roll and hope to kick our futures oﬀ with a
holiday in October virus willing.
This was a not insigniﬁcant step to move to blogging. I work from the cloud synced with a local
copy on a tablet PC that had run out of space. All ﬁles needed to be transferred to a new
addi onal memory which meant reworking all the defaults in every applica on which uses
these ﬁles. Web design and management, FTP, edi ng, word processing, graphics systems,
document handling the list is endless.
It is done. This is the ﬁrst of my diary blog entries and also the latest addi on to my Lockdown
diary which normally lives in the autobiographical sec on of my “write up” which is, funnily
enough, en tled 71.
DAY 58.
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This is a favourite li le spot in the garden where I sit on a few upright eucalyptus logs in the
morning with a ﬁrst fresh coﬀee of the day listening to the busy birds about their work nes ng,
ﬁgh ng, ma ng, scoﬃng, bragging their prowess from the high perches with the loudest more
raucous species shou ng down the other birds. Almost you might say, an avian version of our
houses of parliament, but s ll in opera on unlike its human counterpart now silenced
eﬀec vely by a virus.
We are fortunate to have this garden and are acutely aware of how lucky we are compared to
ﬂat dwellers conﬁned to small high-rise living condi ons in this lockdown but it is actually a
pre y small garden. Our total plot is only 1/6 th of an acre nearly half of which is occupied by a
house and smaller front garden but feels much larger thanks to the internal views and paths.
There is quite a lot crammed in here too but I will say a li le more about that later with a few
extra views.
Covid - 19 con nues to rage, ravage and divide us. The data would seem to suggest that new
cases and new deaths are declining but apart from this being at a cripplingly slow rate all trust
in data seems to have evaporated along with our governments credibility.
As usual emo ons and feelings are opposing decisive ac on and there is a more or less
comprehensive lack of leadership. Great leadership is the only thing which has ever resolved
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these polar extremes of human nature and a lack of it is allowing an atmosphere to develop full
of fear, apprehension and insecurity in a situa on already frightening enough. Johnson has
been found out to be the useless media crea on he is and is ﬂoundering out of control. Covid 19 is not an enemy which can be blustered, blubbered and lied out of existence and is, it seems
to me, destroying the credibility of extremist right wing governments in its path. Trump,
Johnson and Bolsonaro, na onal leaders with the top three Covid - 19 death ﬁgures in the
world are all of them losing credibility and have been found wan ng. They are also,
interes ngly enough, most likely to risk losing supporters to Covid - 19 in the over 60
demographic.
Meanwhile the loony le wing of UK poli cs appears to have been dealt with for good and will,
hopefully, gracefully expire along with the urban, middle class, le over 1970’s, le ies that gave
it succour. In what could almost be the beginnings of a conspiracy theory this is also the
demographic most at risk of being picked oﬀ by the virus.
The working man has a chance again, slim I know, but a glimmer of hope now exists that a
moderate liberal future for our great grandchildren freely living and working in peaceful
coopera on with other na ons is now a dreamable dream again and one day history might
record that it all began in The Covid.
In the mean me another raucous species, desperate to return, in the ﬂesh, to the Houses of
Parliament is screeching from the roo ops. A new mild mannered but incisive crow, aloof in his
black gown far out-shines the ﬂashy, star spangled starling on the opposite bough which shrinks
into the bushes cowering in the absence of his rowdy mates; a newly exposed, over rated,
pumped up bully boy soon perhaps to ﬁnd himself stranded and ﬂailing on the wrong side of
history.
DAY 59.
Today I once again lingered with my coﬀee at my accustomed sta on on the woodland path
perched on repurposed Eucalyptus logs. These are some views that I have enjoyed from here
today.
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I am also tes ng myself and before I explain that remark, a li le diversion. Whenever I am
dressing, so I mean sockless, fresh from the shower (or not so fresh from my bed) I test myself. I
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dressing, so I mean sockless, fresh from the shower (or not so fresh from my bed) I test
myself. I
test myself by pu ng on my socks standing up, every me. This has been going on for some
years. It amounts to a personal daily aﬃrma on that things are s ll good with my balance,
ﬂexibility, conﬁdence and dexterity. Try it!
I am similarly tes ng myself sat in my spot but tes ng, in this case, the state of my mental
facul es.
I recalled some me a er his death that my Dad had shown signs of mental decline, a
combina on of Altzheimer’s and demen a, perhaps as long as 8 years before it was properly
diagnosed. I should have realised what was happening. We were both of us fond of La n
binomial plant names. In both cases a genuine fondness for the way they trip oﬀ the tongue but
also in both cases a tendency to show oﬀ.
Around about the age of 86 or 87 Dad began ge ng them wrong. Not just forge ng but
actually making up his own versions. Like many suﬀerers of age related mental decline Dad was
confabula ng. It became more obvious as me went on and aﬀected other areas. People ﬁll in
gaps in their familiar knowledge by bridging reality and their cogni on of it with stuﬀ they make
up o en without actually being aware of their inven ons themselves. Dad became an expert,
even having some fun with it at our expense and it has le us with some wonderful stories to
treasure.
I now test myself on a regular basis. I have presented the second of these views above at an
approximately 45 deg. angle to capture as many diﬀerent plants as possible so it might surprise
you to know that in this small part of our not overly large garden in front of me (there are other
trees and shrubs behind me) are the following:I am seated under Acer grosserii var. Herzii, Hers’s acer or snakebark maple (with the fabulous
bark pa ern in the ﬁrst image)
Quercus rubra, the Red Oak (just a li le ‘un!)
Acer platenoides var. Drumondii
Quercus robur, the English or pendunculate oak
Acer palmatum var. Owasaki
Pinus sylvestris ‘fas giata’
Cornus alternefolia ‘argentatus’
Ginko biloba
Chusque culeou ‘Chile Bamboo’
Mahonia aquilfolia
Fraxinius excelsior (but that is next door in the background)
Today I managed to recall 8 out of these 11 but at least had the family name right in 10 even if
the species or variety name escaped me. Not bad and I gave myself 8 out of 10.
So to recap, today I successfully donned a pair of socks standing up. I completed two hard
Sudoku in 16 minutes and got 8 out of 10 in my name-that-plant memory test. Life is good in
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lockdown mostly but it started me oﬀ thinking about mental health and the eﬀects of this
lockdown. I feel quite diﬀerently now a er 8 weeks, something has changed and I shall explore
that tomorrow.
In the mean me here is an image of my latest hor cultural project, my a empt to cul vate an
herbaceous rainbow. What do you think. It li s my spirits no end. And before anyone says the
obvious it is a real genuine photograph of a real genuine rainbow there in our front garden.
Marvellous!

DAY 60.
Mental Health Awareness week. 18th - 24th May.
I awoke last Monday completely clueless as to what day of the week it was. For a few moments
I was confused and I guess a li le alarmed un l I realised that it cannot be at all surprising
when every day has become indis nguishable from any other. This clever li le clock was
acquired to help Dad, who suﬀered with Altzheimers and demen a in the last years before he
died in 2015. Problem solved.
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Mental health has already and quite rightly had some a en on during the Covid. Not enough in
my opinion. The emphasis seems to be on the eﬀects of isola on on an otherwise healthy
(mentally that is) popula on. Of course this ma ers but when it comes to mental health care
we are star ng from a tragically low point. Mental health care in the UK is simply appalling and
to focus on just the isola on eﬀects is to considerably underplay the impact that the Covid will
have on the health of our society.
The ever present threat of loss or even death is highly stressful; bank balances are stretched;
rela onships are under strain with kids and partners under each others feet and all escape
routes might be cut oﬀ. But above all is the uncertainty. So much uncertainty, so much lack of
security, so much vulnerability is harmful to the na ons health and will take many years,
probably a whole genera on to repair.
In addi on I would say that not enough thought is being given to those who already suﬀer from
a mental condi on. There are many suﬀerers in our society, diagnosed and undiagnosed who
are under all those same strains but lack the healthy coping mechanisms that most people
have. I really feel for them. I have a mental illness (PTSD) and have suﬀered a few unpleasant
setbacks during these last 60 days. Fortunately I have learned to recognise symptoms and deal
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with them but many people will break.
One of the deﬁning features of mental illness is the amount of secrecy and dishonesty
surrounding both the condi on and the suﬀerer. My own maternal grand father was labelled a
luna c, was regarded as such by his own family, and conveniently forgo en about once he was
commi ed to an asylum. We can openly discuss how a person is aﬀected by a broken limb but
not how the same person is aﬀected by depression. There is a very long way to go before
mental health care is up to a decent civilised and humane standard. When it is possible to walk
into a psychiatric equivalent of A&E we would at last have got somewhere.
Openness and honesty is cri cal and so too is empathy but above all, in my view society needs
a sea change in its a tudes to what even now, in 2020, seems to be regarded as health dust
under the carpet. Society needs to cul vate a genuine desire to understand how it feels for a
suﬀerer and engage with mental health on a non-judgemental basis.
I have certainly changed my outlook on mental health issues since I became a vic m of excess
stress and got to understand mental illness more. Exis ng services, already over stretched, will
have the a er eﬀects of The Covid to deal with and society must begin to prepare for that now.
Everyone has a part to play.
DAY 61.
Emma Thomson appeared on Mary Beard’s TV show yesterday. Mary Beard is certainly a queer
old dear in many ways but I ﬁnd her willingness to press the ques on that no-one wants to give
a straight answer to without giving ground is intellectually quite refreshing. Emma Thomson,
more well known for appearing before the camera but also a script writer, gave a li le lockdown
rendi on, aided by her husband, of a part of her se ng, as yet s ll in the pipeline, of the
screenplay Harrow Alley originally by Walter Brown Newman. This is set in the year of the
Great Plague and the whole point of her piece was to highlight parallels with The Covid which
we are living through today.
It was remarked that Newman must have found his inspira on in part from Defoe’s work
‘Journal of the Plague Year’ and since I have a comprehensive library of literature from the
18th/19th century I could immediately lay my hands on a copy, did so last night, and have not
been able to put it down since.
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Defoe’s book is disarmingly wri en in a straigh orward, ma er of fact style, which gives it an
atmosphere of realism greatly adding to its power. It was so widely regarded in its day (it was
published in 1722, The Great Plague year was 1665) that later professionals in diseases used it
as a reference and it is s ll today a primary source of how life was conducted in London during
that dreadful tragedy.
As a li le diversion, my reading has been enhanced a li le (as I see it) by the fact that this late
19th century edi on has never been read by anyone in the past. There is always something
slightly thrilling about opening an old book that has never been opened since it was newly
printed in 1899. As I go along I am obliged to set the words free as it were by slicing the uncut
edges apart with a sharp knife before I can con nue.
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Our Covid lockdown has recently been relaxed a li le but this has encouraged those whose
mo va on is purely self-interested and hedonis c to get round rules rather than act in the
interests of society as a whole and accordingly to descend in vast numbers on holiday resorts
for days out. In the process they have put local inhabitants at great risk and greatly increased
both the poten al and size of a second wave.
The ﬁrst few pages of Defoe’s work struck me immediately when I read this:
“Had most of the people that travelled not done so, the plague had not been carried into so
many country towns and houses as it was, to the great damage, and indeed to the ruin, of [an]
abundance of people.”
Lives, living standards, housing, educa on, technology, health and health care, so many things
change and improve as me goes on but human nature it seems is stubbornly unwilling to
understand the importance of also improving our underlying values when it comes to caring for
the rest of humanity even when that equates to saving our own species from harm.
DAY 62.
A news catchup.
Hedgehog shit remains illusive. Snoring in the day me has stopped. We believe he/she has
moved. Apparently hedgehogs can move nest up to four mes over a winter.
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What appeared to be a female Yellowhammer took oﬀ from the very top branch of our
neighbour’s tree two doors up and ﬂew due east which means that she added herself to our
bird list. Male Yellowhammer has been singing his li le-bit-of-bread-and-no-cheese cheeriness
from the Lime trees round the playing ﬁeld opposite for some me but to count for the ‘Natural
History Of Our Place’ it must have been recorded within our boundaries. This is, if you can
imagine it, a tube disappearing oﬀ into outer space to inﬁnity at an angle normal to the surface
of Earth on a line passing through it’s centre.
Dominic Cummings has broken lockdown law but, since we now live in a dictatorship, will not
lose his job. Many who have been ﬁned for the same oﬀence will probably seek the return of
their money or at the very least remember their ﬁnancial loss at the next elec on in 2024. That
is if we ever have another elec on. The Lockdown is eﬀec vely over for that half of the
popula on who care only for themselves. For the rest of us nothing will change we wait in some
trepida on for the second wave which is now all but guaranteed to be even worse than the
worst already an cipated.
Trump has been taking an unapproved medicine to protect himself against Covid-19 which has
been proven to increase the chances of death if you have Covid-19. It is a curious habit of
nature that it ensures idiots generally harm themselves more than sensible folk in what seems
to me to be a natural reinforcement process to lower the workload on the mechanisms of
evolu on. I am just ﬂoa ng this out there but I have a theory that since goodness in the
societal or human sense contributes to the survival of a species over the long evolu onary term
so the bad guys will eventually die out. Incorrigible and perennial op mists enjoy a most
comfor ng state of mind. It keeps Hope out of intensive care and us hanging in there for be er
days ahead. At the me of wri ng there were 241 days, 15 hours and 41 minutes le for Trump
in oﬃce. Not long to go.
The new garden produc ve area is looking produc ve. It needs weeding now, pre y badly, but
the regimented rows of beans, spinach and shard make that a task which can be performed
without mistakenly pulling the wrong thing up. I could get ‘er indoors on it but she’s busy pro
tempore on the fence pain ng. We are severely short staﬀed. Credit where credit is due though,
fences look great and she can do it again in the future.
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I am forecast to complete the last pain ng in my ‘allegorical ﬁgura ve’ style today en tled “But
for the Lovers”. I just need to add the rainbow and a very small white square.
DAY 63.
In a way I hope that the Scummings clings on. There can be no more potent symbol of how
Tories look down on ordinary folk and that message needs to be carried on. Many people have
heeded the call to sacriﬁce for the good of the na on as a whole. Tories however, as they have
done for hundreds of years, make the rules but then do exactly what they like whilst ﬁning,
imprisoning or just heavily policing the common people. I have a feeling of hope today that the
eyes of honest, respectable, decent, caring ci zens of this sick na on might at last be opening.
Whether Scummings goes or stays something has changed for the good.
"But for the Lovers" a new oil pain ng is now done. A quiet feeling of relief and hiatus. I have
come to be very fond of my lovers. The blog post will be made tomorrow. When I catch up and
have taken a photo of it for you.
DAY 64.
In a contempla ve mood today. I should not be because we have decided that our hedges will
be cut, a job which requires mo va on and a not inconsiderable amount of determina on
there being a good number of them mostly requiring straightness and steadiness of aim on the
hedge trimmer and therefore some stamina. Stamina is not in plen ful supply at the moment.
Why the contempla ve mood? I am naturally contempla ve, it is actually central to my way of
being but that is not generally the mood on me ahead of so much prac cal work and preplanned work at that.
Grayson Perry’s art club on the TV last night had me thinking. Art Club is the best of the
lockdown programmes so far in my view. I am a fan of Grayson. Who wants perfect when you
can have Grayson Perry ﬂaun ng his own failings as well as anyone and who does so with such
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in mate, scruﬀy sincerity. As an ar st he stands above most other contemporary prac oners
being without, it seems to me, false pretencion or ar ﬁce and living in his art. By which I mean
that his art is a manifesta on of his self. As much, for example as his cross dressing lifestyle. So
many contemporary ar sts invent themselves a er they have sold and this assumed projected
self then becomes a commercial necessity. Grayson Perry will always be Grayson Perry, always
an ar st, unlike for example Hurst and Emin, charlatans in my view, who have long since fallen
over the cliﬀ edge of ar s c oblivion and will be known in the future not so much for their art
but for the ‘ar st’ they invented.
Grayson’s theme this week, he has been invi ng the public to send in artworks on a diﬀerent
theme each week, was the home. Much of the content struck deep chords with me, all of it
especially relevant in lockdown. The feeling of security, belonging, safety, protec on and
especially how much it becomes a part of your everyday self made concrete in familiar objects,
treasured possessions, reﬂec ons of taste and the focal point of your expression of love for
your partner. Our house, our home is exactly where I need to be right now in the Covid. My
home, together with my wife, has made the lockdown experience not just bearable but
posi vely upli ing.
Li ing the blind, as I do ﬁrst thing on mornings when I make our tea in bed with hedges
uppermost in my mind this glorious, illuminated example of nature’s ar stry presented it’s
unique rendering of morning sunlight and raised in me just that feeling of joy that magniﬁes the
value in everything that surrounds you at home. Hence the contempla ve mood.
And so to the hedges.

DAY 65, 66 and 67.
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I think I am a day out. That must be down to all the excitement going on in the news. Or maybe
its me and I really am a day out, a state of aﬀairs that portends a greater calamity. It is most
deﬁnitely the news I think. It leaves so much to think about, never an easy process in these days
of social media and informa on overload much of which is fake or pure fantasy. Especially so
when you are trying to get beyond the detail and make sense of the bigger picture.
My ever industrious and indefa gable wife and myself made our annual assault on the hedges
around our front garden star ng yesterday and on into today which le zero available me for
diaries. A er two days of sweaty, unremi ng toil on a warm sunny day we were le ﬁt for
nothing. The remainder of today will be reserved for the 6 restora ve R’s, rest, relaxa on,
rumina ng, ri ng, reading and ‘rt.
So here we are arrived here at the fourth restora ve, ‘ri ng, to report on the third, the
rumina ng.
In nature evolu on has secured for each adaptable species willing to take on its own niche a
form of security in the lack of that adaptability in others. It works well by and large as long as
each species s cks to the niche for which it is adapted. When survival depends on a species
encroaching on the niche of others ﬁghts inevitably break out and winners and losers result.
Disrup on, some mes violent disrup on, occurs un l a new order is established and species
which could not adapt have become ex nct.
I can see this at work in the garden from my vantage point where the ﬁrst two stages, rest and
relaxa on are conducted, my heavy victorian chair by the french doors. Birds jostle for posi on
on the highest branches overhead, hold their fort for a while and are replaced in their turn by
the bigger species or the more nimble. There is constant rota on. At ground level live the
scurriers, Dunnocks scratch about in the dirt below the bird feeders over their heads scared to
venture to those heights and content with the debris raining down with the compliments of
other avian species happy to hang precariously from a feeder.
On the feeder the daily ba le is going on with the more nervous species making way for the
garrulous who seem to s ck to a metable for feeding le ng other species ﬁt in their turn in a
less in mida ng atmosphere.
Some species are happy to feed together but this is rare. Everyone knows their place.
Up at the next strata birds ﬂit and ﬂash in the bushes going about their rou nes and yet others
occupy the niche above and come to earth only on the football pitch in the playing ﬁeld
opposite, a long way from humans where they feed contentedly down the half way line or
behind the goalposts.
How nature works has always fascinated me. Looking behind that immediate ac vity before the
eyes there is hierarchy, tribalism, conﬂict, power, strength, domina on and character not just a
feathered, breeding, ski sh, collec on of wild hungry winged animals.
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This interest is useful in other areas, for example many, if not most, see the Cummings
controversy as an error of judgement and a sackable failing by saying one thing and doing
another thereby pissing oﬀ those who have done as told and stayed at home regardless of the
personal cost. Of course this is true. But understanding both the players, the niches they occupy
and survival ins ncts kicking in on the front line of poli cs I see this as an opening gambit on
the far right of UK poli cs to at least avoid a no-deal Brexit, possibly Brexit altogether, by
cu ng oﬀ the source of Johnson’s power, Cummings, and neutering Johnson.
Johnson is a mere ﬁgurehead and not a ﬁt leader but his job a er all was to win an elec on not
lead the country. Cummings job is to drive a Brexit no-deal over the line not to advise Johnson
but to get us out of Europe regardless of all else in spite of Johnson. Authority to sack
Cummings is not in Johnson’s contract and Cummings will survive in posi on irrespec ve
because all else besides exi ng the EU on a no-deal basis (and in the process losing as many UK
lives as it takes) is of no interest to their maniac, ideologically driven alt-right sponsers. These
shadowy, secre ve vultures sat on the margins of poli cs euphemis cally called inﬂuencers are
just wai ng for those with bit parts to do their stuﬀ and shuﬄe oﬀ.
Cummings and Johnson will be shuﬄed oﬀ in their good me alone unless another species
a er their niche can play a more adap ve game. Cummings is the opening move in a game
being played in the poli cal stratosphere way above our heads.
In my humble parlour, from my victorian chair I shall watch their strategy with interest. I think
more against Cummings will emerge this week or next, ﬁres will be stoked, an enraged public
will be brought to the boil, the privileged classes will be rightly viliﬁed, one rule for them one
for us, populism will be wound back and the Cummings goose will be cooked.
The game is on!
DAY 68.
Order is restored to our hedges.
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Order is the Covid theme today, or perhaps more to the point, the lack of it. An instruc on to
stay conﬁned to barracks took eﬀect on 23rd March. We, feeling a li le more vulnerable than
our similarly aged peers, took to the bunkers on March 18th. Our original expecta on was 12
weeks, so adding on our three days of premature lockula on, we expected to be out of it in 87
days. Today then should be just over a fortnight to go before “Yippee, we’re ou a here”.
In the beginning was order. We knew where we were, what we had to do, keep busy, keep
ac ve, stay posi ve, stay at home and not to under any circumstances covet a cuddle with
anyone. Our mo va on was both civic and selﬁsh being as much afraid of catching Covid-19
ourselves as we were keen to keep down the risk to others and to avoid ourselves becoming an
avoidable burden on the NHS when they might be overwhelmed.
We got it! But it was patently obvious that others, some others, did not see beyond their own
needs. True many had inescapable pressures but just as many others did not and sought only
to circumvent the rules to feed their hedonis c, social and addic ve urges.
All that order has disappeared. We the quaran ned have been forgo en, lost in a kind of limbo
not knowing what comes next, s ll afraid of the risk, wearing out, dying out even by ge ng
nearer and nearer to the ﬁnal curtain with or without any virus danger, our lives on hold and no
expecta on of freedom any me soon.
The government itself is in chaos, planning all the while, beneath the radar, to unleash an
economic Brexit disaster on top of Covid, robbing us of our income from savings, destroying our
pensions and in parallel planning for, probably purposely engineering a second wave which now
seems to be the harsh and unse ling future and ever greater disorder.
All the me I am hearing people in similar circumstances asking “what is next for us?” , “what
about those who are shielding?” “has anyone heard anything?” and the truth is we are locked
down, out of the way, out of sight and out of mind, while the government unleashes the beast
of Covid-19 amongst us and the devil take the hindmost!
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Order has disappeared and we seem to be entering a vast unknown. We the quaran ned are
not being directly informed or communicated with and must therefore stay at home, and not go
out. We are alert, alert to the government changing the message to be alert when the
individual most responsible did not ‘stay at home’ and the message required adjustment to
accommodate this fact before it got out. We will roundly curse the government for abandoning
us and create our own sense of order and security.
To that end it was cathar c pu ng some of that order we thirst for into the hedges. It does not
need to be pre y, just neat, looked a er and not encroaching on the paths. Above all it needs
to be straight. Right now the only thing being straight with us is ourselves and the hedges.
But our gender neutral Fu Pigs remain on duty. They guard our demesne, embodying in their
concrete stubbornness our determina on to enforce order and sense in our lives even if our
own government has chosen to rob us of that order and replace it with confusion, risk and
danger.

DAY 69.
We have completed the obligatory lockdown jigsaw puzzle. It had to be done, even if it is just
the one. It had to be done to get the full lockdown experience and quite a challenging puzzle it
turned out to be. Usually one piece proves illusive, so much so that you get nearly to the end
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swearing that a piece is missing. No-one wants to do a jigsaw puzzle that cannot be completed,
despondency sets in as things progress and you become more and more convinced that the
piece missing is not on the table. Well as ever it was there, about 10 pieces from the end, but in
an absolute ﬁrst for us we had one piece le over! Strange mes indeed but here in The Covid
life is strange.
It is for example becoming increasingly diﬃcult to ﬁt a li le bit of wri ng in. We are at least
twice as busy as we were before. We have enjoyed a wonderful summer so far and June has
not started yet. Apart from seeing, hugging and cha ng with our babies, (their babies and their
babies), nothing feels too diﬃcult to manage and thanks to online shopping and family support
we are ea ng well, ea ng be er than before in fact especially since we have not been to a
restaurant for nearly 10 weeks. TV programmes, many of which at the best of mes are pre y
inane, have in some instances been enlivened by being ﬁlmed from homes of stars giving us an
insight into their homes over their shoulders. Seriously, some of them have weird tastes in
knick-knacks and some pre y odd reading material has crossed their intellect judging by the
ubiquitous bookcase background now employed by many.
But the underlying feeling of vulnerability con nues and it rather looks as though we the
shielded are going to need to keep our wits about us. News on social media is that NHS
planners have been told to gear up ICU’s for another peak mid july onwards and I heard from a
funeral director that their trade body (did you get that?) has been advised to expect a ﬂood of
customers in August. This is the strangest thing, the next 3, 4, maybe 5 months will be more
dangerous to go outside than it has been at any earlier me. Stranger s ll, today the
government announced that some of the less vulnerable no longer need to shield and we are
now allowed to go out! Go out and meet another person from another household even! Yes
these are strange mes indeed. We have been unlocked at the point of maximum danger. From
now on We The Shielding are on our own. We shall decide things for ourselves and ignore
everything the government tells us.
DAY 70.
Momentous! This is the tenth week of lockdown and in my view the moment of greatest danger
when the virus is running rife thanks to the excesses of VE day celebra ons encouraged by both
false and mixed messages from the johnson and thanks to the rules being largely made
redundant by the ac on of a senior ﬁgure in government to render those rules eﬀec vely
‘op onal’. Anger seems to be growing and in any situa on of grave risk anger is never conducive
to correct ac on, it serves only to increase the risk. The famous Bri sh Bulldog Spirit kicked in
at the start and to any government should have been our most valuable asset but our ace card
has been squandered by the above men oned ‘senior’ ﬁgure who for the sake of argument we
shall herea er refer to as Scumbag. In similar fashion we shall also refer to our so-called PM as
‘the johnson’. Lack of capitalisa on should immediately explain my homonymous inference.
These two, probably now in viola on of the Corporate Manslaughter and Homicide Act which
came into force on 6th April 2008, must be, one day, held accountable.
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This is the moment of greatest risk to We The Shielding and to our li lest kids who are being
sent out to round up the virus and bring it back into homes and families before either the virus
is under control or an eﬀec ve track and trace system is in place. This is the system
recommended by WHO as far back as January, implemented immediately by many countries
who have avoided mass death but started late in UK and then cancelled altogether on the 12th
March in favour of an immunisa on program whereby everyone would be immediately exposed
to it to gain immunity. Or in the widely reported words of Scumbag, “Economy comes ﬁrst, if
some old people die, so be it!”
Consequently, and in pursuance of this policy, We The Shielding are now being unlocked so that
we can take our turn to die. We are being culled. It is not a comfortable feeling to be that much
under valued by one’s own government.
In lighter mood tomorrow’s diary will be deliberately diver ng. I intend to write down the story
of my desk. It fascinates me, this can be seen elsewhere in my work, that photographs can be
almost meaningless eye s mula on un l the story in their detail is told.
This exercise will also mark the arrival of lockdown day 71. 71 is a special number for me. But
that is for tomorrow.
DAY 71.

71 is a number which has o en popped up in my life since birth, not quite the very minute of
my birth but a few days a er, being born when my parents lived at 71 Westco Place. My
father’s works number at the cigare e factory was SM 71. He used this number to adver se his
ownership on tools, pens, rulers and so many other items around the home that the number,
subconsciously perhaps, took on a vaguely mys cal character so that when it popped up later in
life its mythological status immediately earned it the right to be my lucky number for ever.
It is day 71 of the lockdown and it has not been the luckiest day on the face of it but such is the
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power of this 71 I am ﬁlled with op mism that today marks the start of something wonderful.
Credo in LXXI.
The picture shows my work area, the open top of my crowded desk, which is also near the
dining room table so please, no pity for my working condi ons, I can spread out if needed.
I love it here. Right now I can hear, through the french doors, blackbirds rapping into the night
without a trace of self indulgent misery and, turned down quite low, some Franz Lizst which has
Ouzels of self-indulgent misery. I could have taken self-indulgence in birdsong down the
Messiaen road but we will not go there tonight. Here at my desk there are stories, such
wonderful stories, spinning the memory and enlightening the nerves. Not ngly but they set up
gentle vibra ons of re-assurance. Everything is now calm, crepuscular, quiescent and all will be
well in the end. A bonﬁre has been lit in the garden next door and the smell and the evening
are serene.
The screen saver you can see is of the harbour in Porthleven, a much loved Cornish ﬁshing port,
now a tourist village where two policemen lost their lives washed from the harbour wall by a
freak wave into a raging sea. I took this picture on holiday, we rented a li le ﬁsherman’s house
nearby, and to get free wiﬁ for the two weeks we bought a meal in the harbour side pub, took
their wiﬁ code and parked outside the pub most nights to catch up on the internet from the car.
We did eat in their restaurant again to be fair. The holiday itself was just perfect. It takes just a
quick ﬂash of this one memory, one picture, to recall the whole of our me there and prac cally
relive it.
The brightly radiant picture of tulips on the right was painted by Patricia Bas aanse. The ar st
painted this by mouth, she does not have any use of hands. I support only two chari es, Land
of Hope in Nigeria and the society of hand, foot and mouth ar sts. These people are
inspira onal.
The book to the le , Fowler’s The Kings English, a 1951 reprint, I bought on holiday in
Ilfracombe, a good many years ago now. I am not that good at English Grammar as you might
have no ced but as bad as it is I can assure you that without Fowler’s it would be a lot worse
(although possibly more up to date than 1951). That holiday saw us riding bikes on the Tarka
Trail, smashing an expensive camera by falling oﬀ the said bikes, discovering Instow, Barnstaple
and sampling what must be the na on’s most prize winning ﬁsh and chips at Squires in
Braunton.
Fountain pens are deﬁnitely my thing but more of that tomorrow.
In the mean me I wish my diary goodnight, a night where aside from other issues, the whole
world seems to be at war with itself, leaderless, direc on less and falling into a quagmire of the
most inhuman of behaviours whipped up by those in power who should be leading by their
example but who are in reality stoking up, knowingly and deliberately fomen ng, the very
divisions in society which created it.
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George LLoyd’s murder has struck a raw seam of jus ﬁable unrest caused by poverty,
degrada on, inequality and suppression aggravated by death and disease in The Covid which
aﬀects poor, deprived communi es more than any others. Let us hope that a new era can begin
for the US in November.
DAY 72.
An historic day when MP’s voted to disenfranchise 17.5 million voters by excluding their MP’s
from Parliament and vote through a proposal to, quite unnecessarily, return to a medieval
method of coun ng through the division lobbies, instead of implemen ng an electronic bu on
operated system like most of the underdeveloped na ons. It is a sad reﬂec on on and a
disturbing parallel to the way we are being forcibly dragged back to ‘olden days’, economic
enslavement and domina on by a self-appointed rich and privileged elite, feudalism in fact. This
cannot and will never succeed. There is no legi mate way such a poli cal system can be
sustained. Li le Englanders and their English Excep onalism are dying out in The Covid but
more than this, you can own and control members of society who are ignorant, deferen al,
supers ous and uneducated through power and wealth as they did in feudal mes but we are
none of those things today. Meanwhile rapid and comprehensive intercommunica on tools
prevent people from being cut oﬀ and enable them to share instantly their ins nc ve reac on
to oppression circumven ng any a empt to divide communi es one from the other.
I am now beginning to feel that posi ve change is afoot. Those who would take us to ruin for
the sake of reliving the days when Britain ruled the waves, Britain would never be slaves but
make damn sure as many other na ons would be, could never have won in the longer term but
they all appear to be so u erly stupid and incompetent even in the implementa on of their
own anachronis c ideologies. Governing us in The Covid has proved to be beyond their
capabili es and they cannot do their vile work without making mistakes or blatantly
demonstra ng a paucity of basic humanity. I am op mis c that the fascists who are a emp ng
to take over our na on will destroy themselves and that our obscene undercurrent of racially
mo vated hatred and na onalism is on the run. I am certain that demographic change alone
will marginalise them in me and I further predict that we will return, chastened, to our
European homeland in my life me. My father’s trauma c war me experience at the hands of
the Nazi regime will not have been in vain and the free and coopera ng Europe he fought for,
the greatest peace project ever undertaken, will get back on track.
The fountain pens can wait un l tomorrow.
DAY 73.
I’m sorry but I laughed. Could not help schadenfreuding. Not a real word but experiencing
schadenfreude always carries a li le guilt and a reluctance to confess that it was felt. My
‘schadenfreuding’ is an open admission to relishing the misfortune of others because they
damned well deserve it and enjoying the relish without an ounce of guilt. I do hope Alok
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Sharma doesn’t suﬀer much and recovers quickly from the Coronavirus and I also hope that he
has not infected too many other MPs or their families or all the cons tuents they might have
seen or their oﬃce staﬀ back in those cons tuencies but honestly, I laughed! It is rumoured
that the dickensian, spectral scrawny ﬁngered appari on that is Rees-Mogg was heard to say
that this was the last thing they wanted. He is trying to beef up the baying Basse hounds of
the Tory benches behind the johnson because on his own he is about as bad at the dispatch box
as it is possible to be. Starmer’s calm analy cal and forensic intensity in the face of a bumbling,
harrumphing, lying charlatan on the ropes has turned the johnson into the Tory par es weak
spot. The johnson is now their so underbelly and it is ge ng riddled on the points of their
own lies and crushed under the shear weight of their monumental errors not the least of which
is steadily building up a substan al body of journalists who, having seen through all the lies and
obfusca on, have become a substan al body of power ranged against this wicked government.
By progressively shu ng them out, hiding from scru ny, selec ve viliﬁca on, open and
unrepentant lying, data manipula on and downright dirty tricks they have built up an army of
opposi on who are now on the march.
Oh joy, oh rapture, schadenfreuding feels good. But I hope Alok Sharma is okay. I really do.
I started to acquire a li le extra op mism yesterday, today I shall go about my gardening tasks
cheerfully schadenfreuding.
Fountain pens tomorrow.
DAY 74.
Tested nega ve! Of course we are so used to government systema cally lying that no-one can
be sure. We will wait and see when Alok Sharma surfaces. The press has not made much of the
fact that showing symptoms, in this case a swea ng fever, he should be isola ng, should have
contacted the test and trace service and should deﬁnitely not be in the House of Commons
vo ng to improve the infec on rate amongst MPs! He broke the lockdown rules.
Chlorinated chicken is coming, there will be a rebellion of sorts, farmers, many of whom voted
to abandon European food standards and their monitoring agencies are now worried about
cheap US compe on. They voted for it and you cannot have both. This cheap source of food
will be used to lower the cost of state school meals, meals on wheels and hospital meals. In
other words anywhere it can be hidden in a pre-cooked format to raise proﬁt levels in the food
industry. You will eat it. You might not know when and where but you will. We will certainly
need to #stayalert !
I wonder how many farmers expected that not only would they lose their market in Europe for
beef but they would lose their home market to cheap, hormone fed , US beef. Farmers surely
are not an overly bright lot.
On the subject of food, our produc ve garden is producing, the pondament as I am now calling
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On the subject of food, our produc ve garden is producing, the pondament as I am now
calling
it, has come on really well. Runner beans are running up the s cks, climbing beans are
clambering up their poles, rhubarb is spur ng its sprouts about, chard is charging up and
le uce is luscious already. Only the spinach is spindly but it is spinning along speedily behind.
Here is the housewife out in the kitchen garden chivying the chives and picking a side salad for
our chicken dinner last night.

And so to return to the stories on my desk at last, and the fountain pens! Here is a closer view.
Both of these pens represent a new and posi ve phase of our lives and therefore add much to
the cache of peace and posi veness about my workplace.
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The red pen, a classic Watermans, was purchased in W H Smiths, Cribb’s Causeway in
December 1999. As wri ng pens go it was quite, but not exorbitantly, expensive. It has a
matching biro pen which is more or less unused and as momentous as the approaching new
millenium was that is not the new phase heralded by this acquisi on. I had just resigned from a
job in the nick of me. Having been made repugnant by my previous employer of 25 years I
took a posi on just outside of Bristol in 1998, made too much of a success of it, got threatened
with promo on and found it necessary to take evasive ac on. The threat of a more stressful job
and the shear hell of my current 54000 miles a year driving being increased to who knows what
was enough to convince me that pain ng and wri ng for the rest of my days was well worth
every ounce of penury it was going to incur. I wrote my resigna on le er, drove to Cribb’s
Causeway (a shopping mall) to post it and presented myself with this luxurious pen and biro set.
It was a great decision to resign. I worked as a ﬁnancial consultant for a while then took a retail
job selling marine ﬁsh and aqua c systems in order to acquire some retail experience (I thought
I might sell some art!) and two years later, in 2002, now pre y close to the earliest date when I
could take my occupa onal pension and with an exuberant explosion of exple ves directed at
my bemused employer who had wanted to promote me beyond my inclina on I gave one last
deﬁni ve F*** you Steve and walked.
The black pen is a vintage 1950’s classic Montblanc Masterpiece 144. Such a joy to write with
that I o en take a blank sheet of paper and just write for the whole sensual pleasure of the feel
of the barrel and its weight and the lively spring of its nib on the surface. I feed it with Diamine
majes c blue ink which itself is pre y special.
A whole other life me came between 2002 and acquiring this pen which to summarise involved
my wife and I between us in new and con nuous, o en separate, family care responsibili es for
sixteen years un l December 2019. Sixteen years which did not allow a great amount of me to
paint or write or to do the simple stuﬀ that re red couples like to enjoy. Now we are both free
to enjoy the rest of lives un l the next upheaval comes along but now at least we can be sure
that whatever befalls, our responsibili es are just for each other.
The Covid is our ﬁrst challenge but being in lockdown together has far more upsides than down.
Onwards and upwards.
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DAY 75.
Our dishwasher puﬀs as noisily as any steam train on its way through one of those English idylls
which John Betjeman might have eulogised. Aided and abe ed by double glazing which
eﬀec vely excludes today’s sharp breeze scurrying amongst the trees beyond the window, my
imagina on conjures a weary looking gaggle of an cipatory fellow travellers. We are oﬀ to the
coast.
I am a li le frustrated by Sudoku puzzle number 168 in my li le book of Altzheimer’s an dotes.
It will not yield to my determina on to prove something. I am not quite sure what or to whom.
It could be me.
A frisson of disappointment lingers from yesterdays revela on that my favourite chocolate bar
of all me, Fry’s Chocolate Cream, might have wheat in it. I bought them o en in my childhood
at the corner sweet shop two doors up with Aun e Pat’s shilling on a Friday night in the 1950’s.
How dare they. The tummy is strongly objec ng.
A er a breakfast of stodgy, cold, homemade, oat-based muesli tummy stability did at last return
this morning, the start of a day which has so far not been marred by any untoward events and a
day at least when we expect a calm sea with a dream clearly visible, albeit a long way oﬀ, and
s ll only just above the horizon.
Coﬀee onboard turns out to be quite palatable, wiﬁ works and our companions are smiling and
laughing excitedly amongst themselves spread evenly along the deck like regularly engineered
lifeboat installa ons. They are each of them lifeboats a er their own style, water ght and
ready, ever ready. They know there are arrivals a er departures and ends as surely as there are
beginnings: that some waves are easier to bear than others: that we are moving and mo on is
all that ma ers. They know there will be waves but perhaps not today, hopefully not today.
Where there is movement there is change and all that need concern us is keeping the propeller
turning.
Time in lives stood s ll is a window of opportunity for renewal and medita ve refreshment in
an empty silence of unclu ered self but below decks engines thrubb wai ng, charts lay marked
and gear stands by ready. We sail with more good fortune than many others but we are not all
in the same boat.
DAY 76 and 77.
Yesterday, day 76, was a weak, sleepy blur. Today, just as sleepy, not so wobbly and we took
ourselves oﬀ in our car for the ﬁrst me in this lockdown for some Barbary Castle air, a change
of scenery and revitalisa on.
People everywhere! Not in usual numbers but suﬃcient to warrant considerable cau on. I say
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‘this’ lockdown because today the government ‘U’ turned on the re-opening of schools and
would not even commit to a return in September when they would usually be opening for next
school year. That can only mean one thing, that authori es are expec ng a second wave big
enough to require a second lock down. It seems to me that this is poten ally our most
vulnerable period in The Covid.
News is dominated by the Black Lives Ma er protests. Unsurprisingly those who are most
exercised by protesters out in support not just of George Floyd but of meaningful change
generally also voted for Brexit. Many of them no doubt had ﬂocked to the beaches at the
weekend and probably supported the reten on of the scumbag who did more to spread the
virus both before and a er lockdown than any other UK ci zen. Our government could have
immediately condemned this racist killing but did not. They did condemn the protesters. They
listened to no-one. The johnson has today claimed that this is not a racist country. This is the
same johnson who has, seemingly with impunity, used racist speech on several well
documented occasions and done more to foster racial hatred than any poli cian I can
remember since Enoch Powell.
It is said, quite rightly that not all people who voted for Brexit are racists but it is certainly true
to say that all racists voted for Brexit. This deﬁnitely is a racist country with a racist history of
exploita on, pillage and massacre on an imperial scale and Britain needs to have a serious
conversa on with itself regarding its inhuman past.
I am glad Colston ended up in the harbour. Ironic that he might have gone in where he loaded
and unloaded his ill-go en tragic cargo. Statues of hateful ﬁgures like his should ideally be set
up in museums where they can be seen in a truthful historical context and not appear to be set
on high as exemplars from the past. I am not agreeing with wanton destruc on but this
par cular statue should have been removed a long me ago as should others with the same
sordid past. The very forces that enabled the slave trade back in the 18th century are s ll
around today with power to prevent change and so change does not happen through peaceful
means. The very reason ‘peaceful means’ are promoted is because they can be thwarted by a
minority of powerful people who have a vested interest in the status quo.
These people are s ll conduc ng their slave trade today. Economic slavery is the Conserva ve
way of running the economy, trapping people in low paid work, with li le employee protec on
and without an adequate social safety net creates a maximally produc ve and therefore
proﬁtable workforce at the lowest cost. Hence zero hours contracts, the gig economy and their
urgent desire to free themselves from European employment protec on laws. These working
men and woman and their dependents are slaves who have freedom in name only.
Good riddance to Edward Colston and judging by the opinion polls for 2024 we are well on our
way to good riddance to his Tory apologists.
DAY 78.
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In the case of Great Tits I have the measure of them in terms of tune, pitch and loudness when
we exchange hos li es at the top of our garden but they never give up and a er a li le
exchange I am the one that gives in and retreats from the arena. Not so Mr. Blackbird. Mr.
Blackbird has a remarkable collec on of tunes, all complex, colourful, rhythmical and
numerous. I give him a fair ﬁght, mimicking a compe tor and whistling my merry way through a
dozen or so of his composi ons, but always lose. Mr. Blackbird carries on singing in exulta on
having ﬂown to a high perch to gloat at the sight of his vanquished rival skulking oﬀ to his
greenhouse defeated. Can you see him up there atop the Cypress laughing at my pathe c
version of his joyful notes, happy and secure, free and equal in his natural element.

Blackbirds are charming li le beau es and not just black either, their feathers have a subtle
sheen in the daylight and their yellow beaks and eye rings are dis nc ve. I would not want to
lose them from my garden which is enriched by their contribu on to the varied bird life we
have here in our li le urban backyard. I will try again tomorrow. At the very least I keep him on
his toes.
Black Lives Ma er has dominated the news again today. I have the sense that some real and
signiﬁcant change in society around the globe is taking place. Here and now statues are being
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removed, covered or pulled down. Street names are being re-wri en, corpora ons and big
businesses are making a stand for Black Lives Ma er and ﬁlms and television series are being
pulled from streaming services for pu ng ou ng doub ul messaging. I have heard such
comments as “we should not re-write history” and even one senior black ﬁgure, Sir Geoﬀ
Palmer, a prominent black ac vist in the human rights movement, disagreeing with their
removal on the basis that their con nued presence is a record of black history. I could not agree
less. History is wri en for future genera ons on a daily basis. Surely the only history that
ma ers to black people throughout the world is that change happened and that a more hopeful
moment in black history was wri en in The Covid.
Black Lives Ma er.
DAY 79.
If you search them out, rainbows are everywhere. I found this strange creature peering out at
me from out of the television screen like a home grown version of the poltergeist.

All rainbows are special things. To some portentous, an epithet which suggests some awesome
phenomena is at work on a plan to disrupt our future. White light is being split into its
cons tuent parts, a con nuum of electromagne c radia on over a range of frequencies which
falls into our visible range. However to actually see one you must also have a certain type of eye
structure. We are lucky animals, we have it, but unfortunately for others, gorillas for example,
they are not so lucky, they have the wrong apparatus apparently and for them rainbows do not
exist.
I have absolutely zero inclina on to believe in signs lucky or otherwise but I love rainbows just
the same. They induce an upli ing, heartwarming feeling spontaneously, a commonly
experienced reac on which alone might be responsible for their mythical symbolism. They
remind me, every me I see one, of travelling home from work in Bristol towards Swindon at
5pm in the late a ernoon, a due east direc on, with the sun se ng in the west behind me in
the rear view mirror. In the right sunny-rainy condi ons a full rainbow, o en a double and
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some mes a triple would appear in my mirror view bridging the motorway and prominent in
the reduced, reddened and stormy light. The day behind me ceased to exist at that point and a
calm peacefulness was palpable.
Maybe this one should be called a tellybow?
I am bound to report that portentous or not this appari on heralded the good news that Farage
has been taken oﬀ air unceremoniously by the broadcaster (LBC) where he was contracted for a
weekly phone-in radio show. His comments made during the Black Lives Ma er demonstra ons
went a step too far. Why a known fascist, racist agitator should ever have been allowed to
broadcast over one of the most diverse ci es in the world is not something I will ever
understand. This highly unsavoury individual who insulted Jewish class mates and sang neo-nazi
songs in his school days (facts well documented) will go down as one of the most signiﬁcant
players in the poli cal history of this period. Not because of his prominence as a poli cian or
the size of his party but because he made today’s Tory party the extremist party it has become.
In order to defeat the populist threat that Farage represented and to retain their core vote they
became UKIP in all but name and similarly populist. Led by the near fascist extreme of their
party which subsequently gained in voice and prominence, the Tories were eventually cleansed
of moderate poli cians like Ken Clark and Dominic Grieve and an extremist right-wing coup was
completed with UKIP marginalised. Jeremy Corbyn joined in the an foreigner sen ment by not
dealing with inherent an Semi c elements and an an EU stance on Labour’s extremist wing
and sealed the fate of the voices of modera on by becoming the handmaiden of Brexit.
The leaking of the BAME sec on of the Covid report today, the Black Lives Ma er protests and
above all the huge na onal debt of gra tude we owe NHS workers who largely emanate from
ethnic minority communi es add up to a powerful force for change.
Let us hope that Nigel Farage is ﬁnally put back in the nasty, vicious category where he belongs,
shuﬄes oﬀ the Bri sh poli cal scene and is followed by his racist apologists in the New Tory
party.
Now that would have been a very lucky tellybow indeed.
DAY 86 (80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85).
According to my reckoning today is day 86. We entered lockdown on 18th March, it is now 14th
June and it seems that me is ﬂying by so fast that a few days, 5 to be exact, have been lost in
transit. Be that as it may we ﬁnd ourselves s ll ba ling on in this great and cosmic endeavour
we call life, safe in our lockdown bubble, enjoying our garden and now, more prosaically a li le
disappointed by a turn in the weather. That is Britain for you, our island weather is never
reliable, always transitory and never likely to hang around when you want it to.
I lay the blame, with some jus ﬁca on, for my loss of six days on the ba le for survival.
Unfortunately on old war wound has returned to haunt me and I have, as they say, been “out of
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Unfortunately on old war wound has returned to haunt me and I have, as they say, been
“out of
the game”. But here I am, not ﬁgh ng ﬁt, but kicking back at life for being so tedious and
looking forward to be er days.
The news has been dominated by right wing thuggery and mindless vandalism going on in
London which the johnson has euphemis cally referred to as racist violence a emp ng, a la
Trump, to not oﬀend his extremist, fascist supporters by somehow conﬂa ng their thuggery
with the BLM protests which were almost without excep on much bigger and peaceful. I say
euphemis cally because this slobbish element are not just racists. They are thugs, vandals and
criminals who for any event and for any reason turn up to cause mayhem because their small
intellectual apparatus is stuck in a hate groove. Racism is just a lightning rod for their anger.
They are also Brexit supporters and for the same reason. The johnson has embraced and
emboldened these fascist, na onalist extremists to fulﬁl his private ambi ons and as was widely
predicted their view of taking back control has been revealed in all it’s savagery as the plan it
always was, taking over control.
Meanwhile the extremely vulnerable, the elderly, the sick and the pregnant watch from their
lockdown in horror at rampaging vandalism, racist taunts, a acks on police and a complete
disrespect for both humanity in general and law and order in par cular while a spectacularly
corrupt and incompetent cabinet, without leadership, ﬂails indecisively at Covid-19 with
weapons grade inep tude. We watch, locked in our bubble and denied our freedoms, afraid of
an invisible, deadly enemy while these government’s allies bully, boast and brag their way
across our TV screens unable to live freely, safely and normally within the bosom of our
families.
I believe Will Hu on’s statement today that this government has met it’s Waterloo is exactly
right.
In the mean me we ba le on.
DAY 88 (87).
Here in The Covid all is calm and peaceful. Our french doors are very slightly ajar because heavy
rain with thunder has just started and a delicious fragrance, of earthy, garden dampness is
wa ing by me in one direc on while I write and Mendelsohn’s 2nd string quartet wa s by me
in the other. From here I can see our new produc ve area which is now feeding us with a
variety of leaves. It needs to get a spurt on though. We have serious compe on from
gastropods and woodpigeons who have no regard to our needs at all.
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Yesterday was not a good day for yours truly but today there is, I am relieved to say, a tangible
improvement in my overall health and the old war wound is a li le less troublesome. I am not
normally coy or secre ve about how I am healthwise but now is not the me to go into details.
Later maybe. In the mean me I should record here that yesterday a heavy metal tube fell on
my head due to a combina on of stupidity and clumsiness brought about by the weakness of a
body mo vated by stubborn determina on to get on with something useful. I have a painful
lump to remind me to ease back a bit.
The Covid has caused many people to think about stuﬀ they might not otherwise have been
bothered with in their normally busy lives. Is that a good thing? I think so. My feeling is that
there is far less apathy about. How many of us have walked by Colston’s Statue in Bristol (I
have, many mes) and have not felt any disturbing impulses amongst the synapses and
neurons? How many were aware that Churchill’s views on race were li le diﬀerent to today’s
white supremacists? How many people would have even known what a SPAD was but are now
very aware of the Scumbag in number 10 and are rightly concerned about his inﬂuence over
the johnson, the extent of Scumbag’s power, who his backers are and what sinister
machina ons are going on behind the scenes. (Much of which appears to be eli st power
grabbing at best and at worst downright corrup on).
Climate change has been brought to the forefront of consciences that would not, in normal
mes, have troubled many folks, people can now smell and feel the diﬀerence that The Covid
has made in their own senses. The debate about cash in society has also taken a turn. Paper
money (or as it is now, polymer money) has been threatening to disappear from the high street
for a while. Resistance has been strong but now it’s the bad guy for an altogether diﬀerent
reason. I for one have not spent a single penny of cash for the 88 days of lockdown so far.
None of these issues are new. They have been with us for some me but they are gathering
new dimensions from diﬀerent perspec ves and many more in society are engaging with
debates surrounding these and many other issues relevant to modern society.
Today’s news is that the government has made a U turn on its plan to end free school meals for
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eligible kids during the summer school holiday a er the public interven on of a soccer star.
Only this government could have exposed itself to such a despicable, heartbreaking, callous and
inhuman proposal in the ﬁrst place. I hope beyond anything that society as a whole does not
stop engaging with these important issues or fall back into the complacent hedonis c way of life
that was commonplace before The Covid. It would appear that this government is covertly
trying to undermine our en re way of life. We are going to need all of our wits about us.
DAY 89.
I have real diﬃcul es with fools. Not that I am consciously rude or ill-mannered towards them,
or at least I hope not, but I am suscep ble to an irresis ble tempta on to put them right.
Mostly these are illogicali es which seem to be everywhere and which o en arise out of
bigotry or conﬁrma on bias, a euphemism which amounts to the same thing. They cause the
owners of those unfortunate characteris cs to submit to foolish compliance or be prone to ill
considered conclusions.
In The Covid I have ﬁnd myself literally shou ng at the television. Outside broadcast teams
seem to be permanently set up and ﬁlming from stupid land. For example a farming presenter
who proudly announced that due to social distancing he was going to be his own sound man
thrust a furry microphone at his interlocutor just a few hundred cen metres from the man’s
mouth and a er the interview was over handled the thing when returning it into the back of his
Landrover.
I remember also a tennis match being conducted within social distancing guidelines in which
the two players were gaily and obliviously bashing the same ball to and fro and handling it for
each other’s serve without asking themselves if the virus could survive a ride through the air at
50 or 60 Kilometres per hour. (They were not professionals!)
I know someone with a house on the con nent who voted for Brexit and then complained
when freedom of movement was stopped. Fisherman want their ﬁshing grounds back from the
French so they voted for Brexit for just that reason but 50% or more of ﬁshing rights have
actually been legally sold and Brexit will also added so much delay to the expor ng process that
the market for ﬁsh they do catch (60% of it) will be wiped out. There is an endless list of people,
trades and businesses who simply allowed an emo onal bias against immigrants to rob them of
their reasoning.
Some of these might be small issues and many people perhaps would regard my shou ng at the
television as a li le over the top, unjus ﬁed and a tad weird but details ma er to me and I
make absolutely no apologies.
It would appear, and many have made this observa on, that the UK government is a whole ship
of fools and we are all headed for the rocks with them at the helm. Their open and unremi ng
mendacity, spouted with impunity is now a daily occurrence. Lying to Parliament, at one me
almost the most heinous misdemeanour that an MP could be caught doing is now common
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place at all levels. Every poli cal mistake that can be made is being made. Every step taken to
ﬁght the virus has either been too late, too li le or gone wrong. The latest casualty being a
‘world bea ng’ Tracking App built under a £108 Million contract awarded apparently without
tender or compe on to a mate of the scumbag. This App did not beat the world and couldn’t
even beat the Isle of Wight where it was trialled and where it only detected 4% of Iphones! The
UK therefore will not have the very technology successfully used to save lives in other countries
un l very late in the day. So late in fact that it will be well a er the second wave of The Covid
which will probably explode everywhere shortly. These are not just fools. These are murderous
fools.
What is taking place in the UK today is so reckless, so dangerous, so irreconcilably irra onal and
lacking in all that I understand as sense that I am tempted to believe in a logic and a plan which
we cannot see. What is certain is that the government itself has concluded that we are the
fools, that we are easily confused and given suﬃcient obfusca on, smoke and mirrors we are
unlikely to no ce before it is far too late to do anything about exactly what they are up to. I
strongly suspect that there is a plan, that it is sinister in intent and that we are not going to like
it!
DAY 90.
As I said to ‘er indoors “Something must be done about it”. If I were to let her loose on it I
would not expect anything other than an unmi gated disaster to be the end result but in the
absence of our regular hairdresser something must be done and probably quite soon. If I tell
you that we o en have heated discussions about her performance on the pruning shears you
might understand my not unreasonable fears, although, to be brutally honest, she would be
star ng with a problem which is already beginning to look worse than our un diest shrub.
I have today discovered that the whole of my raised greenhouse tomato bed is, beneath the
soil, one massive and busy ants nest. They have destroyed this years plants. Ge ng rid of these
pests permanently is not going to be easy and it needs to be done before the queens ﬂy and
repopulate the whole thing with a new brood of the li le blighters. Advice has been sought,
Professor Google had nothing.
Our hairdresser comes to our home. She has been maintaining my barnet for at least 40 years
and has become a friend and familiar visitor that we look forward to seeing again soon.
Thinking about the issues involved led us to discuss how we proceed with our shielding. Our
conclusion is that it is all about risk. When we ourselves feel that the risk out there is low
enough we will, in our masks, venture out. The government is so untrustworthy that it ma ers
not an iota what they say, recommend or instruct. We shall decide and when we do, it will be
with the conﬁdence of our own judgement. We are thinking perhaps in two weeks me, subject
to any evidence regarding the strength of the second wave, then we will make our decision. In
the mean me we con nue to actually enjoy the peace and unhurried quiet and for the me
being remain
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‘Im and ‘er indoors.
DAY 91 and 92.
Rain, which has at last stopped, has been the main feature of our weather for the last two days
in a row. Very welcome rain from the garden’s view point and for the ﬁrst me so far
preven ng any outdoor ac vity although I might complete a few jobs in the greenhouse later
on.
In the mean me I return to the story of my desk. Or I should say stories. Things I collect about
me all have stories. I have made it my way of life to retain and live within, as it were,
connec ons with loved ones and my shared experiences with them. I have said ‘live within’
because these are not accumula ons of memories opened as the inclina on takes like a
photograph album. The work shed is a good example. I have, along with my own tools, my
father’s, my uncle’s and more recently my best friend’s father’s tools, given to me by my friend’s
wife. They are all regularly and deliberately used on my own projects, their owner in mind as if
they were merely borrowed, in mind and in my life.
Another example is my everyday ‘Bling’ which I assemble about my person daily in a li le ritual,
always in the same order, each one a lived experience involving a loved one. I am working on
this story which I am rela ng in another form which brings me to my desk and the white lidded
aerosol behind the tablet PC.

This aerosol contains spray glue. It sits there awai ng the comple on of a piece of wri ng to
accompany an abstract pain ng des ned for an illustrated book, a long term project that I add
to from me to me and which requires spray glue for each illustra on.
The light reddish brown pebble in the bakelite case on top of the desk, (it can only just be made
out), was used in another piece from this book and collected from a cornish beach. To my
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imagina on a monstrous, mythical, swimming beast is trapped within it.
You can see trophy badges from father’s day cards, one from my son another from a
granddaughter which at the moment are reminding me that father’s day falls on day 92 in The
Covid.
The dic onary came from my long term employers who were so grateful for my devoted service
a er 25 years that they made me redundant. I used this dic onary for all of those years and it
remains with me along with the ‘traﬀolyte’ sign announcing the name of its occupant from my
old oﬃce door. This la er trophy now adorns my work shed and serves the same purpose. I also
decamped with a waxed pocket engineers reference, a handful of drill bits, a scien ﬁc calculator
you can just make out top le , a Brinell microscope, which is behind the calender with the
tulips, and trauma c memories of a redundancy process which now even now trigger many of
my worst dreams.
And so to return to the desk itself. The desk is C1930. It belonged to my uncle Dennis and was
used by him in a small bedroom upstairs where they lived in Fleetdyke Drive, Lowesto . When I
helped his widow to move to a smaller house she gave me the desk in thanks for a laying a
pa o. It was my idea, Dennis was a second father to me and the ﬁrst big loss of my life, he sat
once where I am si ng now. His old desk also holds a hand made token recording their Golden
Wedding anniversary, behind the PC, a box of ﬁshing ﬂies, top le under the calculator, and one
of his wife’s paperweights on the right by my red notebook.
But my favourite thing is this :-

In one of the drawers I found an old, complete, packet of 10 Wills Woodbine cigare es. They
have their own story. Dennis was a heavy smoker in his younger days and o en relayed this
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have their own story. Dennis was a heavy smoker in his younger days and o en relayed
this
story; one day he ran for a bus and nearly collapsed in pain and breathlessness, he would have
been around 25 to 30 years old, and gave up smoking on that day at that minute (around 1949 I
would guess) and carried an unopened packet of Woodbines around with him for many months
a erwards without ever touching them. He never smoked again. We knew he had kept the
packet and there it was in his desk drawer.
In another connec on, I worked at the factory where Woodbines were made during the
summer school holidays as a casual labourer. There are so many more threads and connec ons
on and in this desk, an old piece of u litarian furniture which resonates the lives I’ve known
with my life and I just adore it with all its inmates.
DAY 94 (93).
What celebra on day was Sunday (Day 93)? Here is a clue.

Not my birthday, not yet, I am Virgo. Your next guess might be father’s day and you’re on the
money, hence the socks. My son has bought me these so called ‘Odd Socks’ which is en rely
appropriate for such an odd Virgo and I absolutely love them.
Yesterday was in fact a double whammy. It was our 51st wedding anniversary on the same day
as father’s day which has happened only once before and that was around 1985 or 6 on a
boa ng holiday on the Norfolk Broads. We had moored up in Horning and an expedi on into
town, I can remember to this day exactly where the shop is, resulted in the purchase of a li le
porcelain love token with a linked two-heart design. Sadly this li le pot has long since
disappeared following an accident and now only survives in a pain ng of Sharon. I had
deliberately placed it on the window sill behind her. Here it is in the detail below,
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Day 93 was our 1st anniversary in lockdown and of course we hope that it will be the only one.
The number of deaths are reducing which on the face of it is great news but since at the same
me the infec on rate is at best stable and predicted to rise a er the #scumgate eﬀect,
lockdown easing, VE day celebra ons, bank holiday, BLM protests and other government
mismanagement we remain at risk. It feels as though we have been safely imprisoned,
forgo en about and the authori es have now mislaid the keys while they are busy restar ng
the economy. I get the general idea and I am bound to admit that it is not an unreasonable plan
while the economy gets going and the virus is aﬀec ng only that part of the popula on least at
risk. Unfortunately our jailers are not even talking to us through the bars. The most vulnerable
are ge ng their sparse survival ra ons by way of a food parcel and the rest of us get by on the
occasional visits of our loved ones behind an ever present glass window called, rather
incongruously, a ‘social’ distance. I call it unsociable distancing.
We made an anniversary card for each other and taking my inspira on from the two hearts
design on the li le pot men oned above I produced this li le eﬀort with some graphics
so ware,
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The worse thing right now is that a predic on of when it will be safe for us to venture out to
that completely altered new world out there remains illusive. Today a date was given for pubs
and restaurants to re-open and no doubt there will be celebra ons with much quaﬃng and
laughing, lock ins instead of lockdowns and general inebria on going on throughout the land at
which point the masks will be oﬀ, people will move to a more ‘social’ distance in drunken
recklessness and infec on rates will accelerate once again not to men on unwanted
pregnancies.
I have kept the ﬁle and a backup of my card design. The possibility of a second lockdown
anniversary is unlikely but real enough.
DAY 98 (95, 96 and 97).
Hot yesterday (97, 95 and 96 ﬂew by and le li le me for wri ng). Our house is of twoskinned, concrete-block construc on below a pre y thick cement and shingle rendering and is
wonderfully cool in summer un l it all warms up to ambient. This is usually around 12 to 1pm
and un l this me looking out towards the north from our open pa o doors sipping a fresh hot
coﬀee is an absolute joy. By some kind of perverse twist in our dining plans on this extremely
hot day I am just about to cook up a batch of Chilli for dinner tomorrow which we prefer to be
quite hot and tonight a frozen Lasan Murgh, also pre y hot, should help to clear the pores just
nicely.
Today, day 98, is even ho er weather-wise and ho er for the government too by all reports. It
is highly disconcer ng that we have a prime minister who lies as a ma er of habit even to HM
the Queen: who uses racially oﬀencive language: who loses a supreme court case for abusing
parliamentary procedure: who tried to subvert the cons tu on: who lies in the House of
Commons: who refuses to sack an adviser who broke his own lock down rules sending Covid
law breaking through the roof, the same adviser by the way who had already been found in
contempt of Parliament and is currently being inves gated for unfairly dismissing another
minister’s adviser: a Home Secretary under inves ga on for bullying senior civil servants: a
health secretary responsible for an absolute tragic and disastrous loss of 65000 lives so far in
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The Covid: an abandoned Coronavirus tracing App developed by a mate of the scumbag a er
was ng millions of tax-payers money on it and now a Housing Minister accused of corruptly
inﬂuencing a previously rejected planning applica on in favour of a Tory party donor.
It seems odd to say the least that these people should be running the government. On the face
of it they were democra cally elected but this is not the case. Less than 30% of voters actually
voted for them yet they govern the other 70% and hold an 80 seat majority. We have ended up
with a government of corrupt, incompetent, lying charlatans because of our vo ng system. It is
outstandingly obvious that we are in desperate need of a change to the propor onal
representa on vo ng system. First past the post has, not for the ﬁrst me but this me
spectacularly, failed us. As you get older you begin to realise that our much lauded Bri sh
common sense is actually in rather short supply. Yesterday, in the middle of a pandemic,
Bournemouth counsel were forced to declare an emergency event because of the huge
numbers of people on the beach. A sea of people all of whom had obviously taken a leaf out of
Scumbag’s book. Not an ounce of common sense in sight or even, one suspects, a brain cell to
ﬁnd it in.
The progress of this government is an almost direct parallel with poli cal events in economically
ravaged Weimar Germany following WWI which brought an extreme populist to power, a
charisma c bully who had whipped up both racial and an -socialist fears and used his
popularity to make himself dictator. It did not end well. We have not yet got to the the ‘dictator
phase’ but the Tories con nued success in transferring power to the execu ve, controlling or
avoiding the press, avoiding scru ny, bypassing and neutering Parliament and undermining the
rule of law are all steps in that direc on.
But the PM and his nodding-dog cabinet all seem pre y cool to a man/woman amongst all this
heat, illegality and wrong-doing, no-one is sacked or resigning.
We can manage, even relish, the heat from our curries and chillies but it seems to me that more
heat is coming our way and it’s unlikely to be as appe sing as my Lasan Murgh.
DAY 99.
Just one day away from the 100 day milestone, s ll locked down, s ll keeping ourselves safe,
s ll not bovvered! Here is the light of my life showing how to be world class at social distancing.
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Bugger oﬀ up an old hill fort (we have a few round here, this one is Barbary Castle, late bronze
age) and you can see nu ers, idiots, or couldn’t-give-a-shits for miles. In fact we could have
seen someone coming towards us from Swindon about 6 miles away. There were a few other
people there. A couple of females with a child parked themselves down on the path itself
meaning that those old folks like us out for our exercise were encouraged to work harder by
disappearing down the side into the defencive ditch to circumnavigate the human obstruc on
at two metres distant then clambering back up to the path the other side. I doubt if the builders
back in biblical mes could have that use in mind but marauders are marauders and they feel
like that to us when ever we leave the house. It was a great li le excursion though and worth
the eﬀort.
It has been announced that those shielding, the clinically vulnerable, and 70+ year olds will be
allowed out of lockdown at the end of July. This at the same me as the number of cases has
gone back over a 1000 a day, 1112 yesterday. I think this is just a fob to keep us from taking risks
in the interim and guidance will change. Either way we are following the data and we will
decide. It seems obvious to me that if cases are rising and are now already at a higher level than
when lockdown was announced, by some weeks, that it would s ll be unsafe to relax our guard.
By the way the Spinach has bolted. The beans and peas are ﬂowering we have a good crop of
chard and the gastropods have allowed some of our cauliﬂower and kale plants to survive. As
ever with growing your own, you win some you lose some. The wildlife must have its share.
DAY 100.
It is our Alﬁe’s 5th birthday today and we shall miss out again but video calling had us there for
a rousing happy birthday and the blowing of germs over a tradi onal birthday cake with a
Treasure Island theme. A er our ﬁrst hot days of the year last week, today it rains again and
the garden heaves a great breath of relief. The wind outside is tremendous, pea plant tendrils
clinging tenuously to their suppor ng s cks are not that keen on a ba ering but it all looks so
green and in spite of the s ﬀ breeze the garden has a calm feel to it. Here is a view of the short
long border taken in the few minutes of sunshine we had towards evening. I picked a bowl of
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Lockdown reaches its 100th day, at least ours does. We started 4 days earlier than government
instruc ons required. A er a bizarre and surreal visit to the theatre to see a Wicker Husband,
all the me trying not to touch anything or be breathed on and without par cipa ng in our
usual group dinner or drinks, we hurried oﬀ home and headed straight for the bunkers. Since
then we have occasionally raised our heads above the ba lements but have avoided most risks.
Our nearest skirmish with the enemy was a sick son who thankfully tested nega ve and
recovered in two days. We have a friend who caught covid 19 from her son very early in the
lockdown and who was extremely poorly but survived. My wife has a second cousin who is
known to have had it but other than her neither my wife nor myself knows of anyone else
either close or distant, locally or in fact anywhere else in the world even amongst friends of
friends who have had the thing and between us we know, or know of, a very large number of
people indeed. I would say that at least a thousand would not be an overes mate. Of course I
rou nely ask myself, especially since the number of cases locally is low compared to almost
anywhere else na onally, why are we being so strict with ourselves?
There are a number of reasons and obviously a fear of the virus is one of the most important
amongst them. A large majority of deaths, and these are tragically always a er extreme illness,
are in the age range 70 and above. Another factor is that apart from missing family hugs and
get togethers we really don’t mind it much. We are lucky to have the support we need to stay
safe, fortunate to be re red and not dependent on work and even more fortunate not to have
fallen out. Not everyone is so lucky, but for us nothing has really been too onerous.
One considera on is that our government cannot be trusted and has spectacularly failed the
na on in their management of the pandemic and in their refusal to act upon scien ﬁc advice
from the start meaning that every ac on was delayed. It is es mated that 40000 lives have so
far been lost needlessly. A direct result of this mismanagement is that no-one in the country
really knows enough to make sound judgements about the risk and speaking for ourselves we
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have naturally erred on the side of safety.
By far the biggest reason however is that we will always obey the rules. It seems to me that the
public fall into basically two camps. Those who responsibly endeavour to understand the virus
and the danger it presents, who think about the issues, follow the reports, work out what
ma ers and take the interests of society at large to heart and those who do very li le of any of
those things, concentrate purely on their own interests and who take the lazy way out. The
former camp is ﬁgh ng the virus, obeys the rules and accepts their strictures. The la er camp is
ﬁgh ng the rules.
At the risk of being controversial it seems to me that this divide is the great challenge in Britain
today and although there are many excep ons I am going to hazard a guess that an opinion poll
amongst the crowds on Bournemouth beach in the week would reveal a majority that also
voted for Brexit and who do not agree with the removal of certain Victorian statues.
DAY 101.
July is fast upon us, real me is all at sea and is itself not at all certain where it should anchor
while inside this upside down, lockdown world the weather is decidedly March like. Gales are
doing their best to blow down my recently established oak trees. Of course I am well aware that
oaks are not usually to be found in the average smallish urban back garden but I have planted
three and would rather like them to remain upright. They are there for two reasons. In the case
of the Red Oak I just love their handsome leaves in the autumn and I have placed it where it
will make the best contrast with an acer which decays beau fully through a so orange to a
bu ery yellow. The other two are indigenous English Oaks. I grew them both from acorns from
which it is said, as a general rule, great oaks trees grow. Oak trees are hosts to more wildlife
than almost any other indigenous species of tree and to encourage those is my reason for
plan ng them. I intend to control, prune, and manage them to a size somewhat less than
‘great’.
The government con nues to ﬂail about wildly. Such is the reversal of public opinion that polls
of voter inten ons for the next general elec on give the conserva ves a lead of an average of
only 5% over the last 10 polls compared with an average of 22% over a 10 poll group just a er
the 2019 elec on. A private prosecu on against the Scumbag has been told that there is a
reasonable chance of convic on and the same Scumbag is also likely to be convicted of
employment oﬀences for mistrea ng an adviser he forced out. Neither the johnson or his
cabinet of curiosi es are able to inspire the kind of trust and gravitas expected of poli cians.
This is unlikely to change in my view. The costly mistakes of Grayling (remember he bought a
ferry company with no ferries!), the lies and false promises of the Leave campaign, especially
that ‘no-deal’ was ruled out along with any lowering either of food standards or employment
protec on laws. All of these promises either have or will be broken and directly impact voters.
They are highly nega ve mistakes which cannot be undone or spun in any be er light.
And then came The Covid. The government’s management of it has been late and disastrous,
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the treacherous Scumbag has been exposed for the over powerful extremist he is, the johnson
for the lazy, incompetent, drama queen he is, 65000 excess deaths above normal averages at
the me of wri ng, and the demise of a ‘world bea ng’ Coronavirus App at huge expense
which will not now even be ready for the widely predicted second wave. The ‘one law for them
another for us’ trope has at last se led into the na on’s consciousness. Today the City of
Leicester, it has been announced, might be put back into lockdown.
Those of us who support the rule of law and the way our unwri en cons tu on operates were
already concerned at the liber es being taken, corrup on being ignored and lying to Parliament
with impunity. We are so concerned that we believe our whole democra c system, hard won
over 600 years of Parliamentary history, a beacon to the free world and emulated as a ﬁne
working exemplar in many other countries is now under real threat. It is not unrealis c to be
worried that a kind of dictatorship looms ahead for Britain indeed today the head of our
independent Civil Service was forced out and replaced by a poli cal appointee. This is not
fanciful scare mongering. The government’s behaviour can only be explained or understood by
assuming that they do not expect ever to be held to account for it either in law or at the ballot
box.
Can we hope that they have laid the groundwork for and planted the seeds of their own
destruc on? We can hope but I am far from sure. It might just turn out that those who voted
them into oﬃce might have planted the seeds of their own destruc on and from those seeds a
great disaster will emerge. Speasking metaphorically, I consider it my job, as a responsible,
op mis c gardener, to con nue to prune, snip, chop and saw especially at the old diseased
wood and if necessary hack away un l the thing is under control or dug up altogether.
DAY 102.
I spent the la er part of yesterday, day 101 in The Covid, up the step ladders in my happy place
kni ng the Clema s montana. Here it is at the peak of its magniﬁcence earlier this year in the
middle of May.
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The day was overcast, warmish (but only for England!), threatening light rain but the recent
April winds had dropped to a friendlier breeze. The garden and it’s wildlife, especially the
gastropods, were relieved a er rain the day before and it all felt very green. Time was forgo en
in a delicious lack of anything else be er to do, almost 3 hours of it, while I worked
methodically along its 15 metre length picking and unpicking the threads of its new growth. The
general ambiance soaking in to my mood worked its wonders un l I too had become a so
shade of greenish.
I call it kni ng because to get this plant established over that length and looking rela vely even
without gaps I never prune it but methodically, and this requires some pa ence, proceed slowly
from end to end around early July threading and tying in all the new growth rather than cu ng
much of it down. I try to cover any gaps and encourage new growth to con nue in an east to
west direc on. By this me new growth has intertwined with itself and these plants can wind
around stems and shoots clinging on tenaciously. They need to be cau ously unpicked in order
for the whole length to be ed back in. Over me a long tube like structure of mature wood
grows along the support, becomes self suppor ng in fact, and with most new growth on the
outside without loss of next years ﬂowering shoots.
I marvel that the plant acquires all of its water and minerals for new growth at its most extreme
end by capillary ac on along its vascular system a total of 15 metres. Unlike trees there is no
massive trunk and all the shoots are surprisingly narrow. Even at its base the woody stems are
only a maximum of 5 cen metres.
This plant came from a cu ng from my Dad. I am quite unable to remember who was
successful him or me but we were both trying for a few years to get a cu ng to strike, clema s
are not easy plants to propagate vegeta vely. But the eﬀort was absolutely worth it. This one is
called Mayleen and in late spring when it ﬂowers it ﬁlls all the lower garden with a most exo c
scent on mild days. I know of no other Montana variety quite like it.
Oﬀ now to ﬁnish the other side, lost in medita onal mindfulness, and hoping for more of the
same result. Greenish all through.
DAY 103.
It almost felt painful to return to the news outside of our survival bubble and last night’s
commentary on the announced extended shut down in Leicester. I felt very sorry for all those
small businesses who had been busily restocking ready for lockdown to be eased this weekend.
This will take several of them over the edge. The area is poor, full of sweat shop style
businesses closely packed many of whom have been forced by their circumstances to ignore
social distancing rules.
The worst aspect of Leicester’s tragedy is that their plight and possibly future local death rate
could have been mi gated by responsible, mely government ac on. The government knew
that cases were rising long before they did anything about it. If Public Health had been on the
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that cases were rising long before they did anything about it. If Public Health had been
on the
ball they should already have been monitoring community spread throughout the na on. The
implica on is that any decision taken to ease lockdown was taken without systems in place to
impose local local downs in me to do anything meaningful.
Perhaps the most damning issue is that the government has not allowed the data out to local
authori es so that they can look a er themselves. The results of so-called Pillar 2 tests, I.e.
those made at test sta ons have been hidden or not available. It is not diﬃcult to see why this
deliberate act of concealment has been perpetrated. With the clinically vulnerable, the elderly
and care homes safely indoors they are out of danger and death rates are falling. Similarly
hospital lab tests are fewer and also falling so this is the only data published. Actual infec ons
are not falling and in the case of Leicester have risen rapidly since the beginning of May as you
can see from this data but only made available to Leicester Council late last Thursday. Pillar 2
Cases have been rising over me, it can be argued from the beginning of May.

You have to ques on the mo ves of a government that eases its pandemic lockdown and
allows all of us vulnerable folks to begin venturing out while publicly implying that cases are
reducing when they most empha cally are not! This is worse than lying, this is deliberate,
na onal decep on in the knowledge that avoidable death will result.
This morning when challenged the johnson lied to Parliament again. The truth is above,
compliments of the Leicester Mercury.
DAY 104.
Time passes. Ubiquitous Tilia X europa border our side of a school playing ﬁeld opposite the
house and run the length of our road. They drive us crazy with their natural processes dropping
masses of golden dust followed by s cky nectar which ﬁlls the air and in turn by seeds which
can helicopter for some distance. Later a glorious but messy gold and russet fall. To admire
them through their moods and changes every day of the year gives me profound joy and as you
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do with messy children I deal with their natural processes which in the autumn includes
collec ng their leaves, masses of them, in cubic-metre builder’s bags, up and down the road
and turning them into a light and friable leaf mold for my own garden. Here they are just before
the virus arrived.

Here they are again in The Covid, in early July, same trees taken from the same spot on our
drive just in front of the gate.

Time passes but these denizens and companions of the natural community in our street will
begin their return to winter lockdown when this autumn’s fall commences to take their long,
well deserved rest a er replenishing my leaf mold bin handsomely.
That is how I am taking The Covid. One day we shall all emerge into the spring sunshine of a
brand new season and bud up anew. In the mean me we can take a rest, well deserved for
many of us, and recharge the ba eries.
DAY 105.
Passer domes cus, commonly called the House Sparrow, is so called because this ubiquitous
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ubiquitous
creature has found its niche with us. Evolu on is both construc ve for the individual species but
risky at mes. That this li le creature’s rela onship with us is en rely symbio c (in the sense
that if the human race had destroyed itself would the House Sparrow struggle to survive?) I ﬁnd
hard to believe but such is the risk for organisms symbio c with another thanks to the natural
process of evolu on.
Not long ago another common species occupying a diﬀerent niche had the name Hedge
Sparrow. Nowadays this bird is called by an even older name, the Dunnock. Back in the day
(way, way back in the day) all Sparrows were referred to as Dunnocks. Dun from the
Germanic/Old English for greyish-brown and -ock, also Old English, a suﬃx for a diminu ve
form of something as in the word hillock. In other words Dunnock was a generic term for all
small brown birds.
Luckily we have a pair of Dunnocks resident ‘chez nous’ which have entertained us frequently
during The Covid and for a ‘small brown bird’ are actually far from dull. They play chase-mecharlie round the garden occasionally with Robins and House Sparrows joining in the fun.
Our Dunnocks feed, as do all their kind, on the ground and have learnt to exploit the more
acroba c birds which cling and hang on as they ravage the fat feeder and shower bits
everywhere below. Interes ngly, back in March when the Ac nidium was s ll without leaves,
one of them regularly a empted to scale the branches just like the Robins do with fearless
facility but his li le heart always ran out of courage above a certain height. Dunnocks inhabit
the lower zones amongst shrubs, leaf li er and bare ground round the margins and were clearly
nervous of exposure at higher levels.
Today however Mr. Dunnock has surprised us. The ques on ‘how I could tell it was Mr. and not
Mrs. Dunnock?’ is perfectly reasonable. I assume that the one doing the chasing is Mr. Dunnock
and this is not an anthropocentric fancy. I have been awestruck by how Mr. Woodpigeon keeps
up his pursuit of Mrs. Woodpigeon on numerous occasions all day long and also Mr. Crow has
been observed sidling up to Mrs. Crow and trying his moves out up in the neighbours tree.
Today Mr. Dunnock surprised us by launching himself from his usual vantage point on the head
of a garden ornament, ﬂew straight at the fat feeder, and ﬂapping and gripping for dear life
pecked oﬀ a morsel and ﬂew back. Here is a hazy picture of him quickly captured just before his
next a empt.
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Mr. Dunnock has been prac sing! Taking his cue from more expert birds Mr. Dunnock has made
a gallant excursion out of his evolu onary niche and out of his comfort zone. If his pursuit of
Mrs. D has been successful he will no doubt teach this newly acquired survival technique to his
kids a er also showing an inevitably greatly impressed Mrs. D how it’s done.
I fell to wondering if, in perhaps a few thousand years or so, there will have evolved an en rely
new species of small brown bird who are dependent on this skill and living exclusively in this
area if we just keep up a supplies of hanging fat feeders.
There is a small ginger hominid living nearby Mr. & Mrs. D who has similarly adapted quite
readily to life in The Covid and that is how it should be. Whatever it takes, survival is the name
of the game.
DAY 107 (106).
Most of yesterday was spent exclusively in the garden, most being that part of the day between
rising from my bed and se ling down to our evening meal, not a very early start but taking
advantage of a considerably improved sleep pa ern in the last six or seven days. With li le me
le for wri ng I fell to thinking that a useful aspect of The Covid is that deadlines, habits and
du es are no longer as relevant and this, if nothing else, is libera ng for those of us constantly
driven by feelings of guilt when nothing has been achieved. I no longer reﬂect on a lazy day and
think of it as wasted me. The crea ve mind needs the luxury to waste it’s me. I have found
in those rare moments that two important things happen. Firstly wonderful, beau ful new
ideas can arise, some mes with astonishing, instant impact. Life happens in those moments
when me stops as it seems to do for example when lingering over an upland farmers gate
gazing beyond his herd of cows munching their dewy summer meadow grasses and absorbing
the details do ed along distant hills. Secondly, it is in those moments of almost absent minded
reﬂec on that the most reliable decisions are made. By me at least.
I ﬁnished kni ng the clema s yesterday. It takes three days at least, and pruned and shaped
the new English oak tree while Mrs Gardener dead headed and planted a few shrubby
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the new English oak tree while Mrs Gardener dead headed and planted a few
shrubby
perennials which were long overdue. All very quiet and res ul and as it should be. Here is the
whole thing in a view looking back towards the house this me.

This clema s plant grows from the ground in the corner behind the deck (watered by the
overﬂow from a rain collec on system) and as can be seen not only extends across the full
width of the garden but is now being trained to adorn the two sides of the deck.
Today has been dull and overcast hence the extra luminous greenness. I had popped out
between showers to pick dinner from the now verdant veg patch which apart from bol ng
spinach (the heat!) and le uce which did not thrive and a 50% pea failure is proving to be The
Covid’s ﬁnest reward so far. A beneﬁt which might soon come into its own when the ul mate
disaster of leaving the EU without a deal transpires at the turn of the year. Dinner is in the
foreground. As I remarked a few days ago survival is the name of the game, which reminds me
to start the next stockpile of toilet rolls soon.
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It seems as though our wannabe PM’s, the johnson’s, propensity for being absent, mindless and
lying without compunc on knows no limits. Surely the decision (because it must have been
deliberate) to make a statement which at least appeared to backdate blame for care home
deaths to the care homes themselves is not one of his best. The facts present a picture so
incontrover bly opposite to this that to even appear to imply care homes were responsible,
even in a small degree seems almost suicidal. I think it is arrogantly deliberate. In fact I think all
the lies, obfusca on, lack of transparency and apparent oblivion to public opinion is all
deliberate and pre-arranged arrogance. The calculus I believe is that winning the next elec on
is a given irrespec ve of the drop in the johnson’s popularity and that The Covid is merely a
useful vehicle for distrac ve controversies which are being generated and exploited to misdirect
public percep on. Underneath the radar the government is planning a no-deal Brexit, as they
have been from the referendum on whilst claiming the opposite, in spite of Parliament and of
public fears and are consolida ng their grip on power in whatever way they can by, for example,
poli cal appointees in the civil service. Scrapping food standards, employee protec on
legisla on and their commitment to human rights and equality is all to do with a US free trade
deal also planned from the referendum. Cons tuency boundary changes are in their favour but
their greatest advantage is an almost unlimited execu ve power to cherry pick or alter law
needed to replace European regula ons on exit which they acquired under Brexit legisla on.
This authoritarian, arrogant government is crea ng an en rely new Britain with a new future
and a great deal of interim upheaval. Those who voted for them are, in my view, going to rue
the day they did that.
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DAY 108.
Lockdown has it’s downside. Seriously, what must it be like to wake up with this in the morning!

I confess that I am no longer sure what to do about it. She, ‘er knows all things, says, much to
my surprise, that she’s okay with it, that it reminds her of mes past. Ah! La Cherche du Temps
Perdu! Not always a sound plan when nature has been at work doing her own thinning, when
luxuriance is no longer in evidence and the old wood is sadly diseased beyond redemp on.
As is my way, not giving in to the challenge has so far had the upper hand but I felt a sad dose
of giving-in-shortly coming on when this smiled back at me this morning from the shaving
mirror.
Our locked down, home hairdresser might be required to unlock herself soon so that we can all
call it a day and move on.
The trouble is that moving on is at present a totally unknown risk. Anecdotal reports of rising
cases are everywhere and there have been cases locally in our central shopping area. Only 2 but
it is coincident with reports of a hospital A&E department shu ng up shop with more than 70
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it is coincident with reports of a hospital A&E department shu ng up shop with more
than 70
staﬀ posi ve with the virus, the lockdown of Leicester and serious new outbreaks being
reported all over Europe.
As a result we are not dying for a pint any me soon and will not be using the Chancellor’s buyone-get-one-free meal deal on a poten ally infected repast in any restaurant. To be honest it
sounds like an introductory mobile phone sales gimmick and as is usual with those things all the
danger is in the small print. In this case the very, very small print in an 80 microns font.
DAY 117.
The old war wound is now more or less under control apart from a lack of mo va on but the
healing balm of be er sleep, or I should say, the improvements that that brings about, were
best consolidated by a few days holding back the grey ma er which is, thankfully, s ll straining
at the leash to go out walkies. I won the day and took a few days oﬀ.
There have been other ba les raging out there in the garden however. For starters I am not
winning with the green veggies, the gastropods are, and the small greenhouse has become the
favoured domicile of small brown ants and contains a nest of the pesky cri ers, a nest which is
approximately 1200mm long by 400mm wide. I do not have the upper hand with those either.
These are the ants. The same yellow ants that occasionally infest lawns and create piles of
unsightly ﬁne earth debris.

I am now trying out bio controls. For slugs and snails that means parasi c worms (nematodes)
which arrive in a kind of suspended anima on and having the appearance of ﬂuﬀy yeast which
is ﬁrst dissolved into a worm slurry and then diluted before being sprayed onto the surrounding
soil. These clever li le microscopic beasts parasi se their slimy prey which hurry oﬀ and die
below soil level. In theory, while spraying it all over the place I started to wonder if I hadn’t
been conned. If they die underground how am I to know that my investment has yielded a
result?
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There is only one bio control available for ants, also a nematode that goes by the scien ﬁc
name Steinernema fel ae. Ants are not parasi sed by these worms but they will not,
apparently, tolerate living near them. I am not at all certain how this works, perhaps they smell
badly or shout abuse at the ants and play loud music day and night. I wondered also how
results with these nematodes were to be monitored. In my perhaps naive expecta ons I
imagined an interminably long line of ants, some carrying their eggs or pupae marching out of
the greenhouse by the nearest exit but there is no sign of that.
The Covid is far from over but without major incident. At least not enough to reach the main
stream news outlets. These are unreliable in any case since they have either become
microphones for an untrustworthy government or have their own poli cal agenda to advance
according to whatever their readership and circula on factors demand. Confusion and
insecurity is therefore on the increase especially amongst the long forgo en about locked down
community. Most humans, primarily due to what is now known as conﬁrma on bias, will quite
readily believe that previously held convic ons, however strong and decisive, can now be
doubted simply because of the counter intui ve behaviour of others. This is especially so if
those others are oﬀ out carelessly enjoying themselves with their love ones and friends in all
the ways they are badly missing. This is probably our most dangerous me. The incidence of
infec on is higher now than when lockdown was ﬁrst imposed. It is s ll out there, infec on
rates are rising. Deaths it is true are falling but this is due to, and relies on, the fact that those
who have been shielding remain shielded and that new infec ons remain mainly amongst a
younger, healthier demographic. Un l there is a clear sign that infec on rates are reducing we
remain vulnerable.
My working life was spent in an industrial engineering environment in which health and safety
rules and regula ons carried great weight. Lowering our guard now would be like opera ng a
press machine with its guard disabled for convenience. Everything is ﬁne un l you lose your
concentra on and chop your ﬁngers oﬀ!
Those who have been shielding must con nue to shield un l infec on rates are shown to be
reducing and clearly under control. The risk right now is much too high and for the me being
at least, worsening.
DAY 118.
Wavering is deﬁnitely taking hold. In the mean me improvement work con nues on the
Warwick estate as the new painter in chief gets to work on the front gate and fence.
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Pain ng is a calm, medita ve occupa on and always brings other rewards aside from how good
it looks at the ﬁnish and this is indeed a great job, well done Mrs. W!
I guess dealing with The Covid is a bit like climbing up a ladder. On the lower rungs there is li le
feeling of any danger but the higher up you are the more wobbly it gets un l eventually you run
out of courage all together but s ll cling on to get the job done. The leg muscles being over
tensed start to ache, the feet begin to hurt and trembling can set in as you re. The work
however is somehow ﬁnished, a rest, a li le diversion a change of height, whatever it takes, the
job gets done.
We reached the trembling stage I think maybe three weeks ago and the wavering has
commenced. Half a dozen family members descended on our garden for father’s day and since
then there have been incursions through the French doors for Nan’s dinners in the old familiar
manner whilst we have sat at the regula on distance away on a small table to ourselves. On at
least three occasions our inside loo has been called into service and dinner invita ons are
increasing.
The subtlest inﬂuences undermining any determina on to remain safe are on the one hand the
behaviour of others regularly in the news and on the other the complete absence of either an
adequate policing policy or clear and eﬀec ve government advice. There is widespread public
disregard and a government whose own members ﬂagrantly ﬂout its own rules.
We con nue to monitor the level of risk as we see it, we have purchased our masks and I am
sure that the day is quite near when we will venture out.
Be careful up there Mrs. W. The ladder is wobbling.
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DAY 120 (119).
So there they hung, shrivelled up, scrotally as it were, from the Euonymus beside our pa o,
glaring back deﬁantly at me as I opened the French door blinds this morning.

Yesterday was a busy day, hence the missing entry in this journal. To return to the day before,
day 119 in the year 1AC (Anno Covidii), the dreaded wavering men oned earlier took a more
literal turn when the head painter fell over backwards, bounced on her ribs and started
swearing at the ground in a manner worthy of the ﬂag-draped, drunken, na onalist thugs we
see too o en mouthing oﬀ on the TV. In this case though, as always with this well brought up
lady, ar culated in a forceful but demur tone and pronounced with precision.
Badly shaken and feeling bruised the aforemen oned tradeswoman, with help from some
strong painkillers spent the rest of the day and much of the following morning half asleep and
uncomfortable but res ng up. Fortunately she was not up the ladders wavering but down on
the ground and thus, luckily, a visit to the hospital did not seem to be necessary but the poor
dear was very shaken. So shaken in fact that I could not avoid volunteering to prepare all the
vegetables for an evening social dinner planned at ours.
Instead of wri ng yesterday I sat quietly in the garden and spent a contempla ve few hours
unhurriedly preparing dinner to a magniﬁcent work of meless art, Bach’s Well Tempered
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Clavier, my only desert island choice if I needed to pick just one to be marooned with.
As the day progressed our injured chief painter morphed into the head cook, magically
conjured up the best chicken, bacon and leak pie anyone had ever tasted and our evening
celebra on dinner for Jonny’s birthday, went ahead as planned. Jonny is the latest edi on to
our extended family and very welcome he is too.
Here we are, wavering, in respect of social distancing rules, somewhat in evidence, but under
the prescribed number. We have, between the six of us, one pregnant, one diabe c, one near
diabe c, two with compromised immunity systems, two over 70’s but nothing to stop us
enjoying each other’s company.

Raucous laughter, good food and ﬁne people. Simple pleasures in a suppor ve, unselﬁsh, close
and open hearted family. They are all great people to be with.
And just for those few precious hours it was virus? What virus?
DAY 121.
July 18th Covid data, today the government announced that it would not be publishing Covid
cases and death data because of an error in the prepara on of death data. So here it is anyway.
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There were 40 new deaths.
At the same me as a major easing of lockdown rules was announced and shortly before the
clinically vulnerable (and those of us vulnerable because we are septuagenarians) are released
in a pent-up tsunami of spending power, the government have stopped publishing the very data
we need to judge of the advisability of venturing out to put our meagre pensions back into the
government’s coﬀers in taxes.
Their excuse is specious to say the least and it relates to the death data not the case data. As
you can see from the PHE’s data the number of cases today is 827 and there is now a clear
indica on that cases are on the way up. It is therefore daily more dangerous to relax our guard.
This is the important number for us. Death rate will be lower because those of us not dead yet
are s ll mostly indoors. The death rate will con nue to decline but, by the look of the case data,
only if we stay indoors. It is worth no ng from the chart that 847 is a higher death rate than
that published the day we went into lockdown.
On the 24th of July the wearing of masks in shops will become mandatory. Most shops that is,
but not Michael Gove’s favourite sandwich takeaway because otherwise he could also be
accused of ﬂou ng the governments own advice. The law was changed to accommodate his
hypocrisy and lack of responsibility for others.
We have talked, my wife and I, about making the 24th day the oﬃcial end of lockdown for us
and to adventure out with our new masks for maybe a li le supermarket shopping. That is just
one week hence. If the case trend con nues that decision might need to be revisited.
I am taking a breath at this point because for someone who has prided himself his whole adult
life on his steady avoidance of anger as both an undesirable and destruc ve reac on is ﬁnding
within himself an alien anger which is both vehement and jus ﬁed.
The Covid has dealt me that awful injury.
DAY 122.
New, lab conﬁrmed cases today were 726 and there were 27 new deaths. For those of an
analy cal turn of mind although actual data, on the face of it, shows an upturn in cases the
range of uncertainty associated with the trend, i.e. its ability to predict the future is too wide to
conﬁrm that the trend is up. There is s ll some hope of at least a short term respite from our
conﬁnement and that is how we plan to play it. There is no expecta on or conﬁdence as yet
that a second wave in the winter months can be avoided. There are too many factors working
against us to take into account not the least being that this virus is known to thrive and be more
virulent at colder temperatures much like the annual coronavirus that proliferates during the
winter months that we call the common cold.
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So the game plan is to sally forth bemasked on the 24th July with due cau on because if we
stay shielding we might not get out again un l late next spring. Something must surely be done
soon about this

Tenta vely it is our Grandson Zack’s birthday and we are joining our family at a local beauty
spot to meet up outdoors. We will be sharing our car for the ﬁrst me in 122 days with one of
them. Small steps.
Odd sort of day in my head today. I am used to endless random thoughts, they have been
chasing me to distrac on, o en right through the night, for much of the last 7 or 8 years. The
amount of informa on sor ng, news, checking of news and tracking of progress par cularly
with Covid-19 being new to the world and s ll largely unknown with certainty. At the same me
there is absolutely zero conﬁdence in a totally untrustworthy government that lies with
impunity so feeling conﬁdent with any decision or plan is sheer hard gra these days.
Informa on can ﬁll the mind and chase around the ﬁeld of one’s intellectual farm like
demented sheep before an untrained dog with spirited but misdirected intent.
Today I took as much of a break from over thinking as I could and revelled in the luxury of doing
nothing because doing nothing was the objec ve. Nothing was done except for the harmless
semi-automa c ac vity of cooking up a new batch of home made pease pudding taking
advantage of the le over liquor from pot roas ng a gammon joint which we usually cook on its
own for that purpose. Gra fyingly it was the best result ever achieved but too late for dinner.
Not to worry, we s ll enjoyed our meal overlooking relaxed greenery in a peaceful garden at
roughly two thirds into a Scriabin CD box set.
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There remains a gluten free scone, jam and cream to be dealt with. Some days only barely fall
short of perfectly sa sfying and this was one such. There is also a freezer full of pease pudding
cold now, very cold but not very old.
DAY 123.
5 days and coun ng down. Poli cal excitement seems to be headed for some kind of crescendo
although that pales into insigniﬁcance against my excitement to be going out with the family for
the a ernoon to celebrate our grandson’s birthday. Here we are, for the ﬁrst me in 122 days
back in our car with another person and all suitably masked up behind which we are excited
and grinning from hearing aid to hearing aid on our way to a local beauty spot high up on the
Wiltshire Downs at Barbary Castle.

Wearing a mask is not a problem with regards to comfort however spectacles steam up in an
enclosed space and the gap behind my ear is already over burdened with spectacle frames and
the aforemen oned hearing aids making an addi onal piece of elas c there rather problema c.
My wife and I arrived an hour ahead of the ﬁrst con ngent who had booked a clay pigeon
shoo ng session just down the hill a bit and we took this opportunity to walk around the site
together and take in the views back towards Swindon and to become reconnected with a
heightened sense of wonder in the li le details around our feet that always a ract our interest.
Colourful busy insects on wild ﬂowers and grasses in their various stages of late summer
development to fullness, seed heads and a gradual dessica on in the high downland wind and
warm sunshine. It would not be over sta ng the feeling of this experience one iota to describe
it as ecsta c.
Our li le get together lasted several hours. Interes ngly the photos show me to be somewhat
defensive in an arms crossed a tude, always a dead giveaway, and I admit to that.
Conscien ous distancing inculcates an ever present fearfulness around others however close
those others are in normal mes but I was also conscious of smiling my way through an
exquisitely pleasant warm a ernoon with an incomparably sunny heart.
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The Russia report will be published tomorrow. I believe the deliberate delaying of it’s
publica on is distrac on poli cs and I am not therefore expec ng much in the way of
revela ons.
You can have too much excitement!
DAY 124.
If this row of blossoms progress to fully mature runner beans there will be a bumper crop in
The Covid.

They make such a decora ve addi on to the garden too, their name, Scarlet Emporer, is apt.
My Dad swore by this old and well established variety.
The Russia report has been published and it was a er all a smoking gun. There has not been
any evidence exposed for direct Russian meddling in UK elec ons, par cularly the referendum,
but it is none the less a damning indictment of the government. The ICS commi ee reports,
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robustly, that the johnson lied in every respect and detail regarding his reason for the delay to
publica on, that the government engineered that delay and that the government has neglected
its prime duty to protect UK ci zens from such external threats. No evidence was found
because no government agency looked even though Russian meddling was widely claimed!
The obvious but important ques on is why? Both individual MPs and the Tory party beneﬁt
from close contact and funding from prominent Russian Oligarchs, some with close Kremlin
connec ons so no doubt ﬁnancial mo ves can be suspected.
Of greater importance is that their claimed democra c mandate for Brexit could be without
founda on and undermined if any Russian involvements were unearthed. So they didn’t look!
They did nothing even though only 35% of the public actually voted for Brexit: though the
margin of win was just a few percent: that those most eﬀected, i.e. young people and expats,
were excluded: that the demographic who would reap the consequences, the 18 to 40 year
olds, voted in great numbers against it: that Vote.Leave commi ed proven elec on oﬀences:
that it was largely won by lies, lies and more lies and by a direct and divisive appeal to an -race
sen ments common amongst older voters. The latest polls show that nearly 60% of UK voters
would now vote to rejoin.
They looked the other way using the Trumpian excuse of “if we don’t test, the Covid numbers
would be lower”. In this case “if we don’t look, there was no interference and we can deny it
with impunity”.
And then the delays. Their a empt to discredit the process and delay the publica on is
tantamount to an admission that although Russian Interference cannot be proved it did happen
and would be a further condemna on of the Brexit referendum result which has already been
invalidated by the Elec on Commission.
How will history see this? History will record that a small group of self interested rich elite
forced through and imposed their ideological agenda on the UK, devasta ng its economy,
causing division and hatred within its popula on, enabling and legi mising far right extremist
thugs by lying, whipping up racial hatred, commi ng elec on fraud and all with the help of
foreign funds and ac ve interference. All of this against the democra c choice of the devolved
na ons and the underlying wishes of a blinded and duped English electorate who have now,
now the facts are known, naturally changed their minds.
The johnson is an amoral, despicable and mendacious charlatan but If he had an ounce of
poli cal nous to save himself from the condemna on of a future recorded history he would
hold another referendum and reverse Brexit altogether.
You reap what you cul vate, sow, water and fer lise, unlike my beans this crop is deadly toxic
and should be destroyed before it kills the UK.
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DAY 125.
Today my Dad would have been 100. This picture of him holding me was taken in 1949 at their
ﬁrst home in Westco Place, Swindon.

By the me of my ﬁrst memories of the ny garden behind our home, the brick wall had been
rendered and painted but the old green door to our outside lavatory was as you see it here.
Cold, dark, damp and unlit other than by torchlight, a torch which would be shone into each of
the four plainly painted corners and then around the underside of the rough wooden toilet seat
checking for any slugs, snails and toads that might be in there sheltering from the elements.
Dad is 28 here. Family history does not record how my Dad, a humble tobacco worker at the
local Wills factory, could, unlike all of his fellow workers, aﬀord even the deposit to buy his own
house which he had acquired in 1946 the year a er their wedding in 1945. He also found
enough cash to pay for Mum’s wedding ring which his mother-law to be acquired on the
London blackmarket at a me when gold rings where both unaﬀordable and unobtainable. He
later admi ed the ring was bought with “gi s” from Nazi oﬃcers he had helped to round up in
an SAS clear up/libera on opera on in Norway. It is likely his house deposit came by the same
route.
The very day a er their wedding Dad paid a visit to Cutler Street in London, then known as loot
ally. I am as convinced as I need to be that Nazi Oﬃcer’s kind “gi s”of watches and cigare e
cases were the key not only paid for a wedding ring andthe founda on of a warm and
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welcoming family home but laid the groundwork for the home owning ethic he handed down to
all of us.
In me, from memory around 1960, our outside ‘lavvy’ was replaced by an internal bathroom
and kitchen conversion with the help of a modernisa on grant from the council and my parents
were then to remain in this house un l it was subjected to a compulsory purchase order in
1970. It was demolished to improve the road arrangement at the junc on of Woo en Basset
Road, Westco Place and KIngshill Road.
I have o en, over the years and to this day, reﬂected on what made my Dad so unique. All
Dad’s are special, or they should be, but Percival Warwick was of a higher, nobler, heroic order
altogether.
I could say that I think of him everyday. I do but not in a conscious way. He lives on in me
because much of the way I think and feel I have from him but also in li le details of fatherly
instruc on and guidance, taken for granted at the me but which became a part of daily life.
I gathered seed today from a garden plant and folded them into a packet with a plain sheet of
paper just as my Dad showed me in his garden at Westco Place. I folded, gathered, folded
over again on a very, very deliberate, slight angle, then folded each end back and tucked the
one into the other to make a sealed envelope. I wrote a name and date on the front just as he
would have done.
Our handwri ng is almost iden cal.

DAY 126.
Lockdown, our lockdown that is, ends today at 2pm on 24th July. I took a mugshot for the
record and you are indeed perfectly correct, I am exceedingly ta y.
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By way of a reitera on I have been turning over in my mind what has happened in the last 126
days.
What has not happened is easily summarised. We have not been out except for exercise and a
change of scenery and then only half a dozen mes. We have not been to any shops for any
thing. My wife had a relapse and nipped into the Coop when she once escaped out on her own
but otherwise none. I have not eaten any beefsteak. We have not hugged anyone (apart from
each other). I confess that we both had a hugging relapse on our grandsons birthday earlier this
week but un l then total abs nence. We have not eaten out or ordered a takeaway. We have
not driven anywhere by car apart from on one visit to the GPs and our ride to the grandson’s
birthday event. We have not been in a conﬁned space with any other person apart from the
same trip to the birthday meet up. And apart, I would say, from the lack of hugs we have not
been bovvered by it much all.
What has happened? Well this for a start.
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For four years I have invested me and hard cash into the cul va on of one of my favourite
perennials but each year the gastropods have beaten me to it and scoﬀed all the new shoots in
one overnight binge leaving nothing behind. In The Covid, eyes were peeled, tac cs were
improved and here we are, Helenium autumnale - Moerheim Beauty in all its glory.
The pond project was cancelled and in its place we have created a produc ve garden. Spinach
has been moderately successful but due to dry weather it bolted early. Peas were very tasty, all
24 pods of them, light problems with those possibly and the le uce did not work at all, again
too dry but also in the wrong place. Chard is s ll going strong, rhubard is prolifera ng, climbing
French beans are yet to produce but we have a very promising and a rac ve row of runner
beans. We have perpetual spinach, Mizuma and a few other ideas for winter veggies but in the
mean me cabbages, kale and cauliﬂower are all growing so there is much to an cipate with a
good crop of chives and parsley coming along vigorously behind. I sent in an army of nematodes
a er the slugs and today it looks like this

We created a rose garden at the front of the house. We have three diﬀerent yellow ﬂoribunda
roses that in our dry, calcareous, impoverished soil have spent a few precarious years struggling
against the odds. I dug out a massive trench at least 400mm deep and back ﬁlled it with a
mixture of our soil, garden compost, John Innes No. 3 and added addi onal organic ma er and
slow release fer liser. The plants breathed a long sigh of relief, I swear I could hear them, and
they appear to have se led down, two have ﬂowered once and a third late ﬂowerer has at last
begun to bud up. The prospects of a proper rose display next year are promising.
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Before my dear wife fell over backwards wildly ges cula ng with a loaded paintbrush, speckling
the yard and pu ng herself out of ac on for a few days she had made an absolutely
magniﬁcent job of repain ng nearly all the fencework and my workshed. Our woodwork has
never looked so good.

An enormous nest of yellow ants appeared in our small greenhouse. I sent an army of
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An enormous nest of yellow ants appeared in our small greenhouse. I sent an
army of
nematodes in a er those too and I can conﬁrm that said busy pests have buggered oﬀ I know
not where. They must have packed up, shouldered their eggs, pupae and household belongings
and trailed oﬀ in the middle of the night, a long line of, I would say roughly 123,435, dejected,
homeless ants who would not tolerate my alien host of foreign invaders. I am much in favour of
hard working immigrants.
We are 11 to 8 down on the Friday night cribbage! Our game has proved to be a weekly treat
that we have come to an cipate with great pleasure, an evening of catching up with the young
folks and checking the progress of our next great grandson. Ge ng beaten fair and square is a
small price to pay. Interes ngly we have achieved such ﬂuency with our invented rules for
remote working that the real thing is bound to be confusing when we next play face to face.
We have discovered a new rela onship with our garden and home. Re-learning how to
appreciate the li le details and feeling extremely thankful for the space we have to breathe,
work, do our separate things and relax together. Perhaps most importantly we have rekindled
our love for this home with a new understanding of its worth as a home and the focal point of
our lives. The memories, history and personali es contained in the things we hold dear, the
places we have enjoyed and the loved ones we have lost have taken on a new signiﬁcance. They
have been the stable, familiar backdrop of our lockdown, secure, grounded and unchanging.
My wife has completed at least a quarter of a book of Telegraph cryp c crosswords and
although it took me all of 126 days I managed a whole li le book of 250 Sudoku puzzles ranging
from moderately diﬃculty to your ‘aving a giraﬀe! Our conclusion is that Altzheimer’s has not
crept up on us in The Covid so far.
Our diet has improved, probably more in my case than my wife’s, for a range of reasons not the
least being that we have been less ac ve outside of the house which has given us more me for
cooking at home. Being highly gluten sensi ve, (though tested nega ve for it I am as sensi ve
as any Ceoliac disease suﬀerer), my go-to meals when ea ng out are either large lumps of meat
and chips or all day fried breakfasts and pre-covid we did eat out a great deal. Our diges ve
systems are now thoroughly re-acquainted with regular vegetables and as a consequence are
behaving much be er. I have lost 3kg in weight.
Online grocery shopping happened. At least it did a er Tesco ﬁnally achieved capacity to meet
demand. Unfortunately this took them most of our lockdown but it works pre y well now and
especially so since they started to priori se slot bookings for the over 70’s. Online shopping is
now our thing and will be con nued.
There was an unwelcome re-occurrence of PTSD symptoms, nothing I can blame on The Covid
because it had been building up for some months ahead of the lockdown. I should say eﬀec ve
yet again, because this was the third me. A er recovering from a second breakdown I tried to
avoid a longer term of treatment being acutely aware that it aﬀected those crea ve processes
which my life and my way of life depends upon. Con nuous mental war with panic a acks,
palpita ons, tremors and racing thoughts eventually wears you down not to men on the
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palpita ons, tremors and racing thoughts eventually wears you down not to men
on the
regular trauma c dreams reliving the stuﬀ that caused PTSD in the ﬁrst place and also the
constant pressure to maintain a pretence of normality. I gave in, I surrendered to treatment and
am now much improved.
We had a rest. A long unhurried step back from a frene c world that no ma er how “re red”
you might be sweeps you along in a society that works more like a machine opera ng 24 hours
a day. A vast engine delivering an unending supply of hedonis c tempta ons, diversions and
entertainment and consuming all the life it can digest in its one soulless objec ve of wealth
crea on for others. We have experienced both the eﬀect of that devilish enginery and then a
life aﬃrming calm when the world took an unscheduled break in The Covid. We have been in
respite. Taking a break, reﬂec ng on our world, our society and our nearest and dearest. This
has been the most profoundly rewarding aspect of forced priva ons in this lockdown
experience. Our lives have breathed a long sigh of relief just as our dear planet has with a
sudden drop in environmental toxicity.
As a family we have grown together. We have always been close and suppor ve which is due
mostly to my Mum and Dad’s example, a legacy to be remembered and honoured for it’s
importance to us all, but now I feel we are closer, ghter and much deeper in terms of our
shared experiences. We have been unselﬁshly supported by them all which has not been easy
for them with two stubbornly independent, self suﬃcient people like us. We have learnt a li le
humility and to be dependent on them, our children and our grandchildren which has been a
good thing and a thing to cling on to. We are naturally relieved that the virus has not se led on
any of them so far and so, so grateful to them all that it is impossible to convincingly express
that in words.
My wife and I have become much closer during our lockdown, much more integrated and
se led a er what seems to have been a life me, for each of us, fulﬁlling our caring
responsibili es which took us in other direc ons and le li le me over for each other. Here we
are locked down together in The Covid with only each other for entertainment, friendship,
conversa on, reassurance, love and human contact at what surely was the perfect me in our
lives to remember and celebrate our marriage while looking a er each other. Here we are
looking out for each other as usual in our ﬁrst skirmish with that invisible enemy out there
beyond our front door
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Of course we are fortunate enough to be independent of the need to work and the pressure of
paying bills although our pension savings have taken a serious hammering. We know that, but
we worked hard for that too and in so doing prepared for an unknown future disaster which
turned out to be The Covid. Li le did we know though that a future voracious disaster would
target mainly us, the over 70’s, as it’s preferred vic ms.
Sharon wears a mask,
Sharon cares for other people like she cares for me.
Don’t be a selﬁsh dick head,
Be like Sharon,
Wear a mask.
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The virus is s ll out there folks and at the me of wri ng new cases are heading back up again.
The Covid is not over yet so wear a mask, stay safe, take no risks and watch this space,
lockdown might return before The Covid is done with us.
CONCLUSION.
We had our ﬁrst family dinner at home for 126 days last night. This is our son and his two
beau ful youngsters, our li lest grandchildren, relaxing a er dinner and planning to play
‘Happy Families’.
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We are intending to stay safe, take precau ons and live a li le while we can before the second
wave starts again.
This postscript was wri en on Day 46. I planned to either post it unchanged, or post it
unchanged with a PPS to follow it if my thoughts proved later to have been wide of the mark.
Unfortunately and as I concluded at the me our government has not lead us through this crisis
well and have lied con nuously to present a be er picture of events than was the case. They
have been charged with confusing messages, delays, no speciﬁc policy aim, lies, data
misrepresenta on, mismanagement and corrup on. Even this old cynic could not have
predicted the extent to which this conclusion would be proved right.
I could see that the truth was being literally mangled to the point of irrelevance just as it was in
the arguments that won the Brexit referendum and so The Covid may not turn out to be the
only or even the most important genera on marking event a er all. The Covid is happening at a
turning point in global poli cs in an existen al ba le between the forces of a neo-feudal,
na onalis c and authoritarian class of the rich, powerful and dictatorial on one side and the
forces of progressive values, human rights, interna onal coopera on and social jus ce on the
other. I have not found it necessary to alter my original postscript or add to it.
POSTSCRIPT
Today’s is the ﬁnal entry and I am wri ng this in advance on day 46. There is more of The Covid
to come but this diary must eventually ﬁnish and be allowed to lapse with the ending of
lockdown. My record of these strange mes, wri en in forced conﬁnement, beset by
uncontrolled change and experienced in the later stages of my life will have run its course as
surely as I am running mine but at this stage, again like mine, I have as yet no real feeling for
how long that will be. Yesterday was another day in history and tomorrow will be another and
the day this diary ends will be of ny import and signiﬁcance in the great and mysterious overall
scheme of things.
It seems to me that the biggest casualty of modern mes, grossly and obscenely mangled by
the Covid into a monstrous, injured, blotched and bloody corpse, is the truth. The way to
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wealth and power is now seen to be the denial of truth and rule through lies, disinforma on
and the avoidance of scru ny. Not just to promote untruth but to disguise truth, enhance
confusion, discredit exper se, engender distrust and to divide the peoples of our shared
humanity from each other. Our privileged, feudal and religious classes have always sought to
keep knowledge, communica on, educa on and therefore truth as their own in order to
contain the threat that truth presents to power. I believe we are witnessing an existen al
moment, the last stand of the remaining shreds of feudal power and the rise of a more civilised
and progressive society. Op mism being the par san of truth ﬂourishes underground and in the
minds and hearts of our young people. We live in an age of unprecedented and global
communica ons freedom. The prin ng press, photography, radio, television and now the
Internet and social media are the genies which, freed from their bo les, have caused
revolu ons in learning, knowledge and truth. In a me when an out of control execu ve is
a acking the three other pillars of state the press has become largely the government’s
microphone but Social media and the internet is becoming our new Fourth Estate. This is a
genie that will not be re-corked. Our challenge for the next few decades at least is to ensure
that it too is not corrupted or controlled.
Others will come a er me. Their history too will be wri en or they might write it themselves. I
encourage them to do so but their contribu on to history will only be as rich and rewarding as
their willingness to be scep cal and their reverence for the truth allows. I encourage people to
be passionate about truth; evidence, science, data, fairness and analysis; truth in all its
manifesta ons. Truth ma ers but there are too few truth tellers and too many lazy,
supers ous sheep out there ready to be herded and farmed; there are too many bigots willing
to believe whatever conﬁrms their bias as long as they are not denied the basics of an existence
and access to mindless pleasure and hedonis c pursuits; there are too many unscrupulous,
power hungry rich elites who believe they were born to rule and who are always ready to
exploit bigots and gullible, ignorant sheep.
I encourage younger people to work for truth, seek the truth, worship the truth and speak the
truth. I do so in the hope that a similar crisis is not allowed to happen to them or their children,
sen ments that might have been expressed by our parents at the end of World War 2 and
theirs a er World War 1 ﬁgh ng an enemy with frightening similarity to today’s neo-fascist
New Tories. People my age went into the Covid with li le me le . Many will not emerge at the
end having died from the Covid unprotected by their own government and needless casual es
of an amoral and disinterested ruling class who have pursued their personal ambi ons, power
and greed at the expense of the lives of our most loved and most precious grannies and
granddads.
As I write there have been, in excess of normal levels, 75000+ deaths in The Covid so far. I
sincerely hope that at some future me and not too far away, the perpetrators of this
monstrous and needless loss of life will be called to account for their ac ons.
I have taken the liberty to include as my ﬁnal reﬂec on on the Covid in lockdown, a quota on
which I make on behalf of my children, their children and their children’s children. These words
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which I make on behalf of my children, their children and their children’s children. These
words
are spoken by Edgar, the son of the Duke of Gloucester at the conclusion of Shakespeare’s
greatest work, King Lear.
“The weight of this sad me we must obey,
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.
The oldest hath borne most: we that are young
Shall never see so much, nor live so long.”
You that are young should take this on board, some of us might not survive to advise you. You
have lived to see so much, possibly lost so much and you have seen the truth under threat like
never before. It is up to you to put that right before the deﬁning event of your genera on
occurs or you will lose the ﬁght. Teach your children to understand the scien ﬁc method and to
trust science, revere the truth and to never, ever believe either priests or poli cians.
July 28th, 2020
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BACK IN THE COVID
The Lockdown Diary 2
Oﬀ we go again then. En rely predictable, predicted but denied by many including our
mendacious, incompetent, corrupt and manipula ve government un l they were forced to act
by events. There have been more than 70,000 excess deaths many of which could have been
avoided by more mely ac on and which are therefore on the johnson’s hands and his odious
arse licker of a Minister of Health, Twat Wankcock together with the governments ideological
decision to bypass our NHS and hand out contracts for billions to mates, rela ves and party
donors in the private sector which have spectacularly failed at all levels.
The UK is not in a great place and worse, it is becoming increasingly obvious that, at the
expense of human life and lives, the governments Covid 19 responses are calibrated and med
to cover up the disaster about to befall the UK when the Brexit transi on period ends at Xmas
and the proverbial excrement hits the rota ng wind and distribu on machine.
I am going to say right now, at the very start of Lockdown 2, that there will be a third wave of
Covid and possibly therefore a Lockdown 3.
DAY 1
November 5th 2020. Presumably their jacuzzi next door has reached temperature because the
mildly intrusive 50Hz hum has just this moment switched oﬀ. The garden reverts instantly to a
serene kind of ambiance that only arrives on these chilly but sunny wind free days in mid to late
Autumn. A coal t pops in and is joined by a party of blue and great ts with two opportunis c
goldﬁnches. They are all twi ering around me amongst the part-clad, part-bare shrubs and
trees as I stand statue s ll, camera cocked, observing the alchemy happening in the leaves as
they turn. I reﬂect on how s ll and quiet their world is normally and that I can only experience
how that is myself when I am mo onless in both space and me. The world that the birds
enjoy is a special place. At this me fantas c fungi emerge, overnight magic to me but at
nature’s though ul pace real and normal and ﬁ ed to their work. here is today’s fungal
manifesta on. A bracket fungus, Polypore type, not sure of the exact species but white and
glistening like rivers of unglazed porcelain encircling and slowly strangula ng the remains of an
Acer platenoides.
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Today, slightly more than 6 months since our ﬁrst na onal lockdown, our second na onal
lockdown has begun and it feels pre y weird to me largely because today my a en on is
occupied mainly with events over the atlan c. Today is turning into a day to remember for
another reason. The US elec on is in progress. As I write, late at night, there remains no oﬃcial
result to what is a very ght race but the indica ons are that Trump will lose. Should this end in
a Biden win it would be momentous, dangerous, unpredictable and poli cal dynamite both for
the US and for the whole world. It might even one day in the future be regarded as an epoch
deﬁning event in human history and of massive signiﬁcance. I will expand on this subject as
me goes on but ﬁrst we must nervously wait for the hoped for and oﬃcial event to have
happened.
On a more down to earth note, one of our young family members has developed a fever and
sore throat and since we were with her only yesterday our ﬁrst day in lockdown 2 has turned
into a squeeky bum day while we wait the results of her Covid test. We might just have caught
the damned thing the day before we entered our safe zone to avoid the damned thing. Life is
such blast! But at least this Lockdown 2 commentary might just acquire some added interest
beyond my impassioned tub-thumping.
We shall see no doubt, in the foulness of me.
DAY 2
This will not go out today. Today I am too engrossed by events taking place thousands of miles
and almost another world away. Except that it is no longer another world, their presiden al
elec on is taking place in the US, an event with such profound importance it should command
the undivided a en on of all peoples of all na ons. At present it is much too close to commit to
unalloyed joyfulness without the fear that things might s ll go es-to-take-oﬀ. Restraint is
required.
Li le else however is able to exercise these knackered neurons right now and in any case a level
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Li le else however is able to exercise these knackered neurons right now and in any case
a level
of weariness remains a er recent busy ma ers nearer home. Lockdown 1 came to a close on
June 28th. 130 days ago, an intervening period of ups, downs and sideways. We had a holiday
here, at Higher Rixdale Farm buried in the countryside near Teignmouth.

Since Lockdown 1 we also had our birthdays, health issues, another great-grandchild and life
carried on but it was all strange and strained, unrelaxed and abnormal. Around my birthday in
September we courageously ate out for the ﬁrst me since early March, an occasion which,
apart from an appalling meal, served to teach us how government measures are so inadequate
and reinforced the percep on that it really is everyman for himself. We quickly disappeared
back indoors and did not venture a meal out again un l October 3rd in Devon. Here in fact.

This is the view from our table in a restaurant in Shaldon looking across the Teign estuary
towards Teignmouth taken at that crepuscular me of day when seaside life underwater,
unseen and unheard, takes over from the now sleepy seagulls. The me when, in my opinion,
all harbours are at their most roman c.
And for our ﬁrst day and our ﬁrst holiday in fact for a couple of years it felt wonderful. Apart
from our roman c perspec ve beyond the window we felt secure. The staﬀ and their service
were ostenta ously safe and doing all the right things. I can report that my steak was
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steak was
excep onally well cooked, as I like it, medium rare, an auspicious start to a relaxing two week
holiday deferred from March because of Lockdown 1 and just sneaked in before Lockdown 2. Of
course beyond a Covid secure roman c table for two by the water much weirdness remained,
people walking around each other in the street, strange coﬀee shop protocols, businesses each
with their own interpreta on of distancing rules and as usual far too much evidence of pure
ignorance and confusion. Some mes this could be humorous in a quirky way. Study this image.
This is a seafront public convenience.

In the gents, according to the sign inside the gents, men and women must keep two metres
apart! Similarly men must keep two metres away from women when using the ladies side. I
excused this odd signage because in the gents you are warned that the a endant is female but
then no ced that this a endant is male when cleaning the Ladies side. As you can see from the
oﬃce window Mar n was away so I could not conﬁrm the logical reasoning behind these signs
and the direc on in which ‘Mar n’ must have been transi oning.
Okay, I admit it. I get a li le bored while wai ng for my wife.
DAY 3
Ma ers in Trumpland seem to be coming to a conclusion. Most opinion seems to be posi ve
for Biden. I remain restrained and it is fascina ng that this is the prevailing a tude out there.
So many people passionately hope that this na onalist, alt-right, racist, dystopian nightmare is
about to end but everyone is afraid of the dejec on that would result from a Trump win and are
hedging their bets to save their feelings from the worst.
We are however, today, a li le more willing to acknowledge that good news is on its way.
DAY 4
So never mind the Covid. Today is a day for history to record that humanity recovered its
op mism. The future for our planet and our great grandchildren might be be er than it seemed
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just a short while ago.
Biden and Harris are now President and Vice-President elect of the USA. Trumpty Dumpty fell
oﬀ the wall!
An interes ng defeat too. It will not be lost on Trump that since the Republican party has kept
the Senate so far and gained a few seats back in the House of Representa ves. This elec on
was not so much a rejec on of Republicans but a rejec on of Trumpty Dumpty himself,
personally.
The Senate might s ll go to the Democrats but this will not be known un l January when a run
oﬀ for two seats takes place in Georgia.
Bigotry, racism, na onalism, con nual and blatant lies, illegality, fraud, media suppression,
corrup on, cronyism, division and hatred are no way to govern a country and the ci zens of
America have rejected them empha cally.
To our modern sensi vi es and a tudes it is remarkable that Trump was ever elected in 2016
but then again we did elect an iden cally unqualiﬁed and mendacious charlatan in the UK too. I
think I might be in a minority in my now elderly baby boomer peer group but I am suﬃciently
well informed, detached and par cularly more liberal minded to look beyond the narrow
conﬁnes of genera on poli cs which in my view is behind these events. My explana on for this
aberra on in human progress lies in the opportunis c capitalisa on of events by what I tend to
call the “old guard” to defend its domina on, power and wealth in one concerted, last ditch
a empt to retain all that power.
The cons tuency to which these forces and their client wannabe despots appeal is my own
older, largely conserva ve (with a small c) genera on which idealises tradi on, excep onalism
and na onhood and which is so resen ul of change. Such voters are easily roused to defend a
past they see slipping away against cultural dilu on, racial diversity and an ins nc ve, ingrained
horror of behaviours that would have been deplored or even illegal in their own life me and are
now “in their face” as it were.
These same voters would more likely than not deplore the behaviours of Trump and Johnson.
Their erosion of law and order, viliﬁca on of the judiciary, their cons tu onal outrages,
incompetence, pathological mendacity, media suppression, a lack of transparency, unfairness,
nepo sm and rampant corrup on in normal mes. But they are now under threat and willing
to overlook blatant immorality, law breaking, corrup on and undemocra c rule because they
are themselves under threat. Their world is dying out and this is fer le ground in which to sow
the seeds of fear and hate of immigrants, foreigners, progress, science, gender equality, the
demise of religious belief systems and above all change.
The “old guard” have sown their seeds of discontent. This “old guard” is the last remnant of a
feudal, aristocra c or pseudo-noble, asset owning elite that is making it’s last stand. History
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records that prising power from this elite is a tough, slow and s ll incomplete poli cal process.
Whether that be in voter enfranchisement, educa on, taxa on, land ownership, educa on,
employment rights, health provision, any area we can think of the status quo has been fought
over tooth and nail by this privileged elite in defence of their vested interest and almost total
power over us.
The slave trade is a good example. Moral objec ons were by-and-large circumnavigated with
tacit acquiescence by a right wing, authoritarian Church whose very canon condones slavery.
Even when it was eventually abolished provisions were made to compensate slave owners for
their “losses” and slavery did not in fact immediately end. Today slavery s ll exists. If you are
employed on a wage too low to support your family or pay sky high rents and are forced to
work long, unsafe hours for cruel bosses, to moonlight or do extra work in the gig economy or
resort to criminality you are, to all intents and purposes, enslaved. Enslaved by a regulatory,
ﬁnancial and tax framework formulated to beneﬁt the “old guard. From this impoverished
unhealthy servitude there is no escape other than into homelessness and it is s ll the fate of
millions to be languishing there under mountains of debt yet working all the hours they can in
invisible chains.
Maintaining this ancient feudal power is the mo ve behind the sponsors of populist ﬁgures like
Trump and Johnson. There are dark, shadowy forces behind Trump, Johnson and others which
are exer ng real power over our lives through these two hapless ﬁgures who are merely
dancing puppets. It is also no small thing that 80% of the Bri sh Press is owned by 5 billionaires
and many, if not most of the UK’s cabinet are highly religious.
And if anyone is inclined to believe we live in a democracy, we do not. The last thing the “old
guard” want is democracy, parliamentary sovereignty, scru ny, accountability or checks and
balances. They pay lip service to it but they hate it. Ask yourself why welfare payments are
inadequate, why no-one can survive on the minimum wage, why taxa on is anathema.
We are at a ‘Y’ in the road to a civilised future. The forces of the “old guard” intent on
containing democra c ins tu ons, controlling the legal system, destroying checks and balances,
maintaining a low paid workforce in cap ve servitude, controlling the media and minimising
individual rights, have met, and are ranged against, a liberal, educated moral, humanis c
genera on which dreams of a society in which their government legislates in the interests of
society as a whole and for each ci zen equally. A government that cares for and protects it’s
ci zens and their na on as a whole from greed and corrup on. A na on of equal individuals
with equal rights, opportunity and freedoms and not a na on economic slaves maintaining a
privileged elite.
These mes then are existen al for both sides, there is only one road forward. Trump’s demise
and his exposure as a mendacious, bullying charlatan fron ng a right wing coup just might be
the turning point into a new age. It happened on 7th November 2020 when the world slept
through a night with apprehensive uncertainty and woke to a more hopeful dawn.
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As I wrote this li le rant the sky outside modulated to a weird, ominous colour and an image
sprang to mind of a huge incandescent orange freak exploding in an uncontrolled display of
angry petulance which was bathing the whole world in a pervasive, distasteful a erglow.
Almost immediately it brightened up out there and the garden passed into a be er mood.
DAY 5
Successful trials of at least one Covid 19 vaccine were announced today adding substan ally
more op mism to the global frame of mind. A 90% eﬀec veness is claimed which, to put it into
perspec ve, compares favourably with the 67% eﬀec veness claimed for the ﬂu jab.
Specula on regarding the impact of Trump’s demise on Brexit nego a ons has been rife today.
We shall probably know more as early as this week. Interes ng mes indeed.
DAY 6
These days in The Covid I hesitate to think ahead with thoughts such as when will it end, when
will it be safe, will we survive can we now plan ahead. I believe this is the all pervasive inﬂuence
of a contempt engendered by familiarity. It might also be inﬂuenced by the fact that we, my
wife and I, now both 72, are a li le reluctant to contemplate that this might be it and all there is
un l we both hobble oﬀ with our arthri c joints creaking, bickering as usual into oblivion. I feel
very sorry for our even more elderly ci zens and especially for those younger folk tragically
ﬁgh ng terminal illnesses and for whom The Covid has poten ally blighted and restricted what
might be the ﬁnal few months or years of their lives.
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This is todays glorious autumnal an -depressant but at the same me a stark reminder that in a
few months me The Covid will have lasted for a year so far. Already, and even if vaccines are
released before the end of 2020, we can an cipate a 6 months wait for a vaccine and another
12 months un l life can return to unfe ered normality with a more realis c expecta on of 6
months beyond that. We shall be 74 perhaps.
It is now 6 days into this new lockdown. We have altered in our approach, familiarity again I
suppose. We no longer quaran ne our shopping delivery for example nor are we washing
refrigerated products such as cheese, milk and frozen food with washing up detergent (yes we
were!). We will shop if necessary, we are trus ng our families instead of avoiding contact and
accep ng house visitors such as window cleaners, postmen etc as long as they keep their
distance and wear masks. In fact in most regards nothing much has changed for us in the last 6
days except that we are more aware of breaking the law when we do.
And this is not very clever! We are at least at 10 mes greater risk than we were at the height
of the ﬁrst peak. The na onal death rate is nearly as high (ge ng towards the 500s a day) and
cynically understated by a government that has changed it’s repor ng rules to create a more
favourable picture.
We are not alone. A Covid weary public is now following their own ins ncts and are now much
less afraid when they should really be very, very afraid. A vaccine cannot come soon enough.
Oﬀ up the garden now for some more an -depressant.
DAY 7
It is the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month.
I am not a poppy wearer or indeed a supporter of the poppy idea. I do not need to adver se
the fact that on this day and all others but especially this day I honour and remember those
who fought on our behalf the evil that would have destroyed us had it not been for their brave
sacriﬁce.
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This man, my father, SAS 2 Regiment, lived to the end with indelible memories of apocalyp c
piles of emaciated and naked dead humanity having been despatched in support of the
Libera on of the Belsen death camp. Later he was to return a er the war trauma sed by
working behind enemy lines so much that he kept a loaded Italian Luger pistol hanging over the
bannister at home believing that he was watched and in terror of being captured for years a er
the war ended.
He escaped with his life along with many others who escaped with their lives to suﬀer from
their experiences and unrelen ng memories but also to work for the repair of their country and
the well being of everyone.
I remember them too. Bill who served in the Army in the Middle East, but also Mum who
served in the Women’s Land Army and Percy, my father in law, who was conscripted for work
down the mines as a Bevan Boy.
I shall be remembering them with thanks honour and gra tude today, tomorrow and on every
one of my tomorrows.
DAY 8
The tangerine tosser has ﬁnally arrived at the same conclusion as everyone else and as his
denial and anger subside to be replaced with the misery of his reality he becomes one of the
losers he loves to despise. The majority of Americans did not vote for more of the same divisive
poli cs of hatred, racial discrimina on and violence enabled by corrup on and law breaking.
His hair turning grey suggests that he has also been dumped by his stylist and it is rumoured
that Melania might be intending to dump the charlatan too. Karma it seems is making the most
of its moment.
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Trumpty Dumpty is le ng it be known that he intends to run for oﬃce again in 2024 on the
grounds that two terms in oﬃce is permi ed even if they are not served concurrently. Given
the scale of his defeat I doubt whether the GOP will allow this to happen unless the party splits
but demographic changes are much more likely to rally behind a less extreme candidate.
Demographics is a wonderful and sobering force in poli cs, simple in opera on but long term in
eﬀect. In 4 years me the older community who voted for Trump will have been replaced by
the now 14 to 18 year olds who will not vote for him and who are also unlikely in suﬃcient
numbers to vote for any GOP candidate remotely as divisive or conten ous as Trump.
We also, in the UK, thanks in part to the bumbling inep tude of a Prime Minister obviously out
of his depth, will beneﬁt from the same forces. Interes ngly both elec ons happen in the same
year and probably at roughly the same me.
There is a deﬁnite inevitability about this moment in history. Our feudal past controlled by
monarchies or religions (or both working together) has been whi led down over the years in
spite of this elite establishment trying to keep feudalism in play. This power has been gradually
diminished by be er and wider educa on, communica ons and science in trench by trench
warfare over centuries star ng with our emergence from the so-called dark ages when religions
dominated life and law. A gradual widening of vo ng rights and the growth of non-aristocra c
power bases necessitated these old establishment forces morphing into A Conserva ve party
condemned forever to maintain their support by appeals for stability, tradi on, na onalism and
populism but condemned to dissemble the fact that their very existence depends on a poli cal
system which allows an asset owning class to maintain and control a poor, indebted and
enslaved working class.
But there seems to be (perhaps Iris Murdoch was right!) a domina ng underlying force towards
the ‘Good’ and away from evil which is, over me, weakening Conserva ve forces, religions and
aristocracies, eroding their power and ensuring that at some point the ba le would be obliged
to move to open ground.
Open ground is where we are today. The ves ges of feudalism are out of their ﬁnal trench and
it is hand to hand ﬁgh ng now. Exper se is publicly viliﬁed, corrup on amongst the powerful is
rife, governments are exploi ng, confusing, spreading lies and diversions, ﬂou ng the law and
tes ng the limits of our cons tu on and norms in a last trench a empt to avoid defeat and
relinquish forever their power into the hands of the people. I believe that their defeat was
always inevitable. I believe that me will record their defeat as coming earlier than it might
otherwise have done thanks to The Covid.
The people of this na on needed the care and protec on of those governing them but care and
protec on has not been forthcoming from those governments nearest in spirit to our feudal
past. They have been visibly, some mes corruptly, protec ng and adding to their assets at the
expense of the na on’s health and by keeping workers at the rock faces of our economy whilst
they hole up safely in their sequestered estates organising carts to collect the dead.
DAY 9
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Friday the 13th. So this is the unlucky day that just keeps on giving. Trump is gone, the Corbyn
fac on loses its grip on the NEC, Cain is gone and the scumbag, Grima Wormtongue, the
shitweazel in No. 10 has gone too. Something major happened and as usual we have nothing
oﬃcial so the specula on rife on social media is to be treated as a joke. The scrawny
Gollumalike boldly le by the front door with a rather small box, retaining his security pass on a
lanyard round his neck in a much too contrived theatrical fashion to be believed and even
returned later for a photo opportunity, lonely and dejected at a wintry kerbside wai ng for a
cab. I intend to restrain my joy un l I see the next move. I personally believe that these events
are all about Gove undermining the johnson with the aid of the scumbag and Cain (his boys
from way back) and scumbags removal is a sign that Gove (and Murdoch) have lost this round.
Next will be the removal of Gove from the Cabinet Oﬃce and the announcement of an
extension to the transi on period for leaving the EU. One or the other or both.
You heard it here ﬁrst.
On the whole it has been a very lucky day for us all.
We took a walk out today, four genera ons of us, to a local spot quite near to us but one we do
not o en visit. Luck is about how much of a fair share you win in this random lo ery of an
existence of ours but nature in all the chance events that characterise natural evolu on and the
world about us managed to do this at the Badbury Rings.

Surely, on the whole, it is a lucky day every day!
DAY 10
Daily conﬁrmed cases are s ll high, today 26,860. Todays tragic death number of 462 brings the
total UK death ﬁgure to nearly 52000.
It is par cularly gro y weather out there, to quote Ronnie Barker. The wind whapps up the side
of our house at the best of mes but today it is horizontal and carrying a con nuous soaking of
heavy rain which also pounds our windows at the front rather noisily.
It is wonderful, I love it. I am warm and cosy and already feeling the beneﬁts of Thursdays
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Vitamin B12 jab. I have relished rainy days since boyhood camping weekends under canvas. It
made others feel trapped and bored, I felt though ul and reﬂec ve and, though inside and
protected, even more connected with the woods and plants about me.
So today was a nostalgic day, a cooked breakfast, light English music by Eric Coates and Earnest
Tomlinson (*see below), a li le reading, a li le wri ng and regular supplies of my favourite tea,
Ceylon. Favourite because it brings me the heady odours of our cour ng days, of freshly cut
meadow grass drying under the late summer sun in the ﬁelds at the bak of Coate Water. Strictly
Come Dancing is on the TV shortly and then another a empt at a star ng strategy with this
diabolical monstrosity of a jigsaw puzzle which for the record we started yesterday on day 9,
lockdown 2, at 8:30pm.

For our TV dinner with SCD we had cold roast chicken with a warm len l curry accessory
together with a salad of mizuma, pak choi, spring onions and a topping of chopped pecans
enhanced with a li le balsamic drizzle and graced by a modest knob of organic cheddar.
Lockdown 2 day 10 has been a great day to be indoors so far but the invisible barrier at the
edge of our property holding us cap ve is an ever present and menacing distrac on that will
just not go away however pleasant the day is.
*Tomlinson is almost unknown but worth inves ga ng. He is responsible for a substan al body
of mostly light music but other more serious works and some innova ve symphonic Jazz
composi ons.
DAY 11 and 12
There has been a Covid exposure in the family. Friday 13th might not have been as en rely
lucky as it usually is for me. Unfortunately at this stage in The Covid, and I am sure that this is a
common experience, war-weariness is se ng in, guards are being dropped everywhere. We are
at our most vulnerable with a considerable por on of society now ge ng infected, more
vulnerable now in fact than at any me in the ﬁrst lockdown. Back then conscien ous concern
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dominated and ignorance reigned yet the spread and case numbers for this nasty contagion
were considerably lower compared to today. Today our greatest threat is complacency.
On a brighter note the brussels sprouts season proper has begun with UK produce now in the
shops the size of mini-cabbages. Some plants in the garden are enjoying an extended season
thanks to weather atypically warm for November. This shone out today, our Golden Wedding
rose, now looking much happier in its new home and just fabulous up close. Ours is not the
garden for roses or indeed any plants except the very hardiest being stony, dry and generally
impoverished but especially for roses. This is a new deep dug bed at the front of the house in
good sunlight, back-ﬁlled with garden compost, feed and leaf mould especially made for our
three favourite yellows.

Today was windy and sporadically wet which always feels colder than it really is. When we took
a walk out with family and one of their dogs I for one was glad to be ge ng oﬀ home to the
warm. I must record here that today and for the ﬁrst me in The Covid there was a dis nct
feeling of relief rounding the corner into our street, relief and comfort that the safety of our
home had been reached. I take this to be a sign that a li le fearfulness is creeping in which is an
altogether unwelcome feeling.
Golden Wedding was s ll pris ne when I drew the blind and I could not help wondering if there
is a rose name Diamond Wedding. I hope we get to ﬁnd out.
Day 12 came and went. The johnson found a convenient way to hole up in the Downing Street
ﬂat for 14 days by having been in the proximity of an MP who tested posi ve for Covid. It is
pre y obvious he cannot handle Prime Minister’s Ques ons on a Wednesday in the House so
this is suspicious news at the least. Facing Sir Keir a er the soap opera carry on in No. 10 must
have been just too scary to handle and scandals associated with PPE procurement seem to be
hi ng the fans all at once.
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The Clemen ne Clown that lives in the now barricaded Whitehouse un l January is making a
massive success of ensuring that the GOP gets as much bad press as possible.
Brexit looms large on every news channel except the BBC and in another bizarre twist the
massive lorry park built to buﬀer up wai ng freight trucks at the channel crossing has ﬂooded.
They built it on a ﬂood plain. Yes, I kid you not, on a ﬂood plain. This government’s
incompetence is of truly staggering and historic propor ons.
DAY 13 to 16
Absent without giving a **** is no longer a capital oﬀence as it was in feudal mes and in
exercise of my inalienable rights I took a few days out. It is necessary to stand back a li le on
occasion, taking the me to refocus the telescope through which we tend to look at events
around us. More than just necessary, some mes a deliberate disengagement is vital especially
when so much confusion abounds. I believe my ‘telescope’ was not only out of focus but the
wrong way round and it was right to put it down.

I can now conﬁrm however that I do give a ****! I do care about our na on a great deal. It
ma ers to me passionately that so much in terms of values, standards, respect for the rule of
law, freedoms and democra c government especially in public life are being eroded to the
considerable detriment of my descendants.
Today we are subjected to another unedifying example of this government riding rough shod
through the standards we were once rightly proud of and respected for globally.
This is where we are today. Government has been run by unelected advisors, both notable
bullies, one of whom was successfully sued by a mistreated employee who also had a key role
in elec on wrongdoing and was in any case already found to be in contempt of Parliament.
They are gone now but their a tude prevails in whoever is le behind to make decisions for
the inept and unkempt 10 year old brat of a haystack that currently occupies the top oﬃce in
the land.
A minister, already responsible for a number of expensive mistakes, spent £3M on an
emergency ferry company that had no ferries.
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An advisor who broke the governments own lockdown rules and lied about the circumstances
was not sanc oned in any way.
The government a empted to illegally stymie Parliament by proroguing it which was only
stopped by taking the government itself to the supreme court.
We have a government which rushed through the Withdrawal Bill, denying scru ny, which they
then claimed was not fully understood because they never read the small print.
We have a government that is not only prepared to break interna onal law but introduces
domes c legisla on (s ll in progress) which would allow it to break interna onal law without
domes c sanc on.
We have a government that hails the ending of Freedom of Movement in 27 European
countries for 60 Million UK ci zens thereby depriving them of their rights and their iden ty as a
great thing.
A government that builds huge lorry parks for delayed ferry traﬃc on a ﬂood plain.
A government that can spend £16 billion on war machinery but not £3 Million to directly feed
hungry kids.
A housing minister who rewards party donors with preferen al planning permissions, is forced
to admit it and allowed to keep his job although proven corrupt.
A government that has so mishandled Covid that 70,000 excess tragic deaths were incurred
(with more to come) and who destroyed the economy by ignoring its own experts and by being
indecisive and late with every ac on.
A government that has handed out £billions to private companies for a Track and Trace system
which is not working and PPE equipment which was not ﬁt for purpose, over priced and made
using Korean Slave labour in China.
A government that overrides lawful processes and appoints mates and donors to high oﬃce
and that demeans the House of Lords by appoin ng policy speciﬁc supporters including a
Russian Oligarch.
A government that has exploited, legi mised and fostered racism and division for poli cal gain.
And today a bully, The Home Oﬃce minister, iden ﬁed as having broken ministerial guidelines
by the governments own oﬃcer responsible for policing those rules, who becomes the ﬁrst
minister (ever as far as I know) to escape not losing her job in such circumstances because she
bullied people but “didn’t mean to”. A minister who, by the way, had already been ﬁred once
for breaking Ministerial guidelines. All of this in Na onal Bullying Awareness week!
We are subjected to headline grabbing but unachievable promises such as bridges to Ireland,
world bea ng track and trace, no second lockdown, mass Covid tes ng, it will all be over by the
summer and lied their way through a Brexit referendum by promising sunny uplands ahead and
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telling voters we “hold all the cards”, “no-deal is not an op on”, trade will carry on as now, red
tape will be reduced, no border in Ireland, no eﬀect on jobs, Britain will prosper! There is such a
long list of outlandish claims that it is impossible to recount them all concisely. The government
must be aware, every me, that they are making outrageous and decep ve claims some of
which are all out straight and deliberate lies.
Cronyism is rife, tax revenues are being ﬁlched and squandered, corrup on abounds, mendacity
and secrecy are the norm. No-one loses their job however badly they have behaved. Journalists
are marginalised unless they avoid the hard facts and lawyers not in agreement with the
governments law-breaking are openly viliﬁed.
All of this covered up with con nuous shape shi ing, lying, dissembling and deliberate
distrac on to confuse and cover up.
So yes! I most certainly do give a fuck. I do not hold any par cular poli cal allegiance, I have
voted for all par es at some me in my life but I do care about democracy, stability, the rule of
law, honour in public life, human rights and freedoms. Above all I worship the truth like some
people worship their gods. Without respect for the truth our civilisa on will decline and the
world for my great grandchildren in say 40 or 50 years me, will be an real-life dystopian
nightmare and not just a smoking, sha ered and lifeless ﬁlm set with the bad guys in power
exploi ng a popula on of broken and demoralised slaves. That I do care about intensely.
Telescope adjusted.
DAY 17
For an actual Sunday today feels unusually Sundayish. With our quiet morning coﬀee I thought
about why this should be the predominant feeling, today in par cular, and I write this listening
to the music of Eric Coates deliberately to enhance the mood. I have two excellent Coates CD’s
on the Chandos label recorded by John Wilson.
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The obvious star ng point then is the ques on, “why Eric Coates in par cular?”. Coates is not
well known generally and amongst those of us more seriously interested in music is placed
under the “Light Music” heading and largely ignored. Notwithstanding this unfair (in my
opinion) treatment of Coates he is however very important in the psyche of persons of a certain
age, my age in fact and the genera on before me.
Why? Well if I tell you that the introductory music to Desert Island Discs is a tune called ‘By the
Sleepy Lagoon’ it might give you a clue. He also wrote another well known tune called ‘Calling
All Workers’ which was used as the opening theme to the radio programme Music While You
Work from mid 1940 up un l 1967, a program of popular music played twice daily mid morning
and a ernoon on the BBC Home Service.
With very li le other entertainment the radio featured in most households in the 1940’s and
50’s, my family for example acquired its ﬁrst television (In the East End of London) about 1951.
The internet was a very long way oﬀ and X Boxes not even science ﬁc on. So on Sundays, to
the odorous delights of roas ng beef and spuds and already in a state of sa sfac on brought on
by early sandwiches made with Mr. Nicholl’s thick cut Wiltshire bacon from a pig farm just
north of Devizes we would play card games or do jigsaw puzzles or simply read. These leisure
ac vi es were not regarded as ﬁll-ins or me wasters or cures for boredom. There was intent
behind them, they were purposeful, as purposeful as any other common household ac vity and
an integral part of surviving those economically and emo onally impoverished post war years.
And we were family. Dad would be at rest from his 50 plus hours working week and Mum
would be similarly relaxed and away from sewing heavy uniforms at Comptons. There would be
no rushing about, maybe a walk out in the sunshine, rarely a walk to a local pub and a bag of
Smiths Crisps outside. Rest was taken seriously as it should be but was taken with signiﬁcantly
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less background anxiety. Work for most people was secure and long term, ambi ons and
desires existed but did not drive most lives with great force and importance because second by
second access to our lives through adver sing and sales promo ons did not then exist. Sunday
professional sport was banned.
Although we were a mainly non-religious family our parents sent us to early morning Sunday
School (a er we were grown enough to ask awkward ques ons) to guarantee some private
me for each other. This no doubt worked in our favour to improve the atmosphere at home.
By the me we arrived back a er chapel, ready for our bacon sandwiches and invigorated by
terrorising our teachers with ‘alterna ve’ views everything was rosy.
I suppose you would call this nostalgia. O en this word is used in a pejora ve sense
comparable to maudlin but I embrace it whole heartedly.
I think of it as opening a door. A portal accessed by a key consis ng of trigger events that in the
right combina on invoke feelings or memories of feelings which can some mes lead to maudlin
but at other mes warm and comfortable like old slippers. I embrace both. Living in the present
moment is all very well and fashionable but no-one can prevent their best (or indeed their
worst) experiences from the past from framing every present moment with whatever feelings
those memories engender without descending into the purely hedonis c.
This morning was quiet and calm. Calm and without undue cares or diﬃcul es or deadlines or
plans. An autumn mist lingered over the playing ﬁeld opposite and amongst the trees and
shrubs around the garden. A promising sunlight peeped over the top and small birds were
about everywhere. We had both, my wife and I, a be er night’s sleep a er a poor week in that
department. Possibly this was due to a busy but sa sfying day yesterday on the garden’s winter
clear up and a couple of strong pain killers each to re re on later. For some reason neither of us
felt any need, pressure or urgency to do anything and even locked down in The Covid (and
therefore more or less con nuously restricted) this is a rare state of aﬀairs to allow ourselves to
luxuriate in.
I had descended the stairs whistling ‘By the Sleepy Lagoon’ to the smell of fresh coﬀee. Silent
levers must have tumbled into place to unlock this Sunday-ish feeling which we have indeed
been wallowing in all day and we have so enjoyed it.
DAYS 18 to 22

Day 18 was a grey weather day calmer inside than out but that did not wholly prevent a ending
to seasonal work in the garden. As these last few days have progressed so the outlook has
improved to frosty nights but gloriously peaceful shimmering days. There is much beauty in the
garden even now. This view through our recently ﬂowered Fatsia japonica against bare
branches of ash trees burnished by an evening sun thrills me every year.
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But there is a beauty here of another kind altogether more precious to me than mere eye
candy, a beauty that is freely available to all who would open their senses to it. It is close to
impossible to put it into words. You either feel it or you don't. At this me of year, si ng out
there for a few minutes peace and spiritual nourishment, it is like you have tucked up your own
beloved, tangle haired child for her innocent sleep and are totally absorbed as you watch her
dri oﬀ.
I have been packing the greenhouses, clearing the plants and sweeping the pa os. My Fuchsias
have been inside for a few weeks already but there are a good few pots of tree seedlings and
cu ngs parked around the garden to prepare for repo ng and a substan al Hydrangea
anomola subsp. Pe olaris to cut back. This must be done before winter winds whipping across
my neighbour's outbuilding roof tear it away from the wall that supports it. Once that thing
becomes una ached it will never go back so I prune it back at this me to below roof height
slowly and methodically to just under the eaves every year.
It is a long repe ve task but res ul and mindful.
Tonight I worked right at the top and well a er dusk into near total darkness, busy but intent,
light peeping around an almost shut door, watching my child sleeping by me, random bits of
clothing un dily discarded about her room and with her tousled, golden hair spread over the
pillows, dreaming no doubt of spring.
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DAY 23
Planning for the fes ve season has begun. There is no doubt that however it works out it will be
unlike any other before or a er although the la er sen ment is more in hope than in reality
because we can no longer be sure of anything ahead. Not withstanding any government
instruc ons which are confusing, self-contradictory and I suspect unenforceable, as a family we
know how we intend to approach the whole thing. In fact throughout this pandemic we have,
as a whole, behaved with intelligence and awareness. We have various vulnerabili es, clinical or
age related, risks and a tude diﬀerences but overall we have tended to be wary of the virus
rather than following the rules and we look out for each other.
So far we have had near misses but no direct hits and with a viable vaccine about to be
deployed we must not let down our guard for the sake of a li le seasonal sociability which can
be so painlessly deferred. Our inten on is to behave so that when the next fes ve season
comes along we are there to enjoy it and not be one of those to be remembered in our annual
toast to the dear departed.
An added complica on this year is shopping. We have been arranging weekly home deliveries
but our last booking is the 14th December, there are no more slots available. This suggests that
we will need to face the horriﬁc idea of shopping in the week before the holiday at Tesco. This is
going to be interes ng. In the past I have taken a novel to read whilst wai ng in the checkout
queue. How it will work this year with distanced queues snaking all over the store is dreadful to
contemplate. A novel, a portable seat and a light lunch might be called for this me.
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In other news #diaperdonny is trending on Twi er in both the US and the UK and it surely is a
na onal US humilia on in progress. A recount demanded in democrat heavy Winsconsin and
paid for by the Trump Campaign ($3M!) has increased Biden’s lead! The dark neo- fascist forces
that have chosen to sponsor popular but mendacious leaders, amoral showmen, with distorted,
eli st, domineering a tudes to the world and a total absorp on with self advancement have
made a strategic mistake with #diaperdonny and the johnson. These two have, it seems to me,
caused their two par es (the GOP and the Tories now changed beyond recogni on) to be so
discredited that they will cease to exist in their new form. In both cases their undoing, perhaps
their main undoing is that Covid-19 demands leadership with compassion, competence and
conﬁdent reliance on scien ﬁc exper se to minimise its total impact in both health and
economic terms. Neither the US or the GOP have such a leader. Even their cabinets, composed
as they are of power hungry sycophants chosen for their loyalty rather than their suitability for
oﬃce display nothing but laughable inep tude.
History will record that the ci zens of both na ons were saved from the destruc on of their
democracy, an authoritarian dictatorship and a future in economic slavery by a virus.
DAY 24 to 26
As avid and observant readers of this gripping journal have probably no ced they have not
lately been regaled daily with my outpourings, not consistently anyway. There is a reason for
this: not bothered. It is all ge ng rather tedious.
Admi edly we consciously chose to be as cau ous as we were the ﬁrst lockdown. Many people
did not follow our example and judging by the vast numbers of vulnerable and elderly folks now
dead or seriously ill we made the best choice. It was pre y obvious that there would be a
second wave. Both the late start to a lockdown and its premature termina on with suﬃcient
infected people out there, many of whom were asymptoma c, make condi ons for the
dura on of this last lockdown much more dangerous than the ﬁrst.
The government have spent £12billion with a private company to implement a test and trace
system, a vital defence against a second wave, but this has turned out to be unﬁt for purpose.
(Apart from a disgraceful waste of tax-payer money).
My theory was simple. The ﬁrst wave started with just a few cases brought in no doubt by
travellers. Ending Lockdown 1 prematurely kick started the second wave with literally
thousands of infec ous people out there. Then, by allowing social drinking and other
establishments to open, the government created just the right condi ons for vigorously
infec ng thousands more with this by now overjoyed li le virus par cle. A second wave was a
given because of the way the ﬁrst was handled.
So we stayed indoors and out of the way aided by and very thankful to our local Tesco for
deliveries to the door.
As a general summary I think we have been a li le desultory and underwhelmed by this second
period of conﬁnement. For the ﬁrst, we were “up for it” as they say, and “on it”. Now it seems
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period of conﬁnement. For the ﬁrst, we were “up for it” as they say, and “on it”. Now
it seems
to be all ea ng, sleeping, doing the shopping on-line, pu ng the shopping away, Twee ng,
blogging and Facebooking.
Part of the problem is winter of course and early nights. The garden is ge ng its winter dy up,
bulbs are mostly planted, but other than that not much is happening while it takes it’s seasonal
rest. We are not able to stay out there all day and long into the evening as we could in the
summer months.
Jigsaw puzzles have lost their charm. We started one on the 3rd day and it has proved to be a
bit of a bugger to say the least. I took a late walk up the top to check the greenhouses and here
is my indefa gable other half slaving away on the most diﬃcult puzzle we have ever a empted.

And this is the sum total of progress so far in 21 days.

Variety is what we are missing. Variety and that most illusive of all human needs, freedom. It is
a strange feeling indeed but even when we are out we can feel it in others as much as in
ourselves. Rules are ﬁne when there is a fully understood purpose and it is for our own good
but this only works for so long. A er a while it feels like a hollow, empty and soulless
repression. I imagine the same feelings are apparent in popula ons under a repressive
dictatorship and that maybe explains the joyless atmosphere I experienced directly travelling in
East Germany and Russia in the 1970’s.
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I have two wri ng projects and two pain ng projects in progress which are ge ng scant
a en on. It seems that once you slip into a desultory mood mo va on drops oﬀ equally for
even the ac vi es you most enjoy and this combined with another concern regarding physical
inac vity is a double whammy. The less you do the less you want to do. Or at least that is how it
has aﬀected me, I say that because my wife seems to be coping a great deal be er.
News of the ﬁrst vaccine approval therefore as extremely welcome news!
Lockdown 2 has now oﬃcially ended this 2nd December and we have transi oned into a ered
restric on regimen which is just a con nua on of Lockdown in all but name. In the Swindon
area we have been allocated to er 2. We feel the same more or less. We had a late breakfast
out this morning and coﬀees simply to break the spell.
As I have now set the pa ern for mostly ad hoc blog posts I shall con nue with occasional blog
posts but with the tle Back In The Covid - Tier 2. This feels like a low point. I hope it is an
inﬂec on and that future posts reﬂect a more upbeat a tude.
In the mean me, gives self a determined and meaningful kick up the arse.
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BACK IN THE COVID
The Lockdown Diary - Tier 2
DAYS 1 to 6
We have been in Tier 2 for 6 days so far. Not much has changed, wave 2 seems to have
gathered pace and although rates of infec on are now receding the size of the onslaught is so
great that daily death rates remain at an appallingly high level (today it was 397). This reﬂects
how li le has actually been achieved to protect the most vulnerable. As other European
countries have discovered, short of locking the old codgers up for their own good and nailing up
the doors and windows of care homes there are s ll many routes for the virus to get at them.
We are our own worst enemies too. I have myself noted that too few older people have
genuinely sought to understand both the virus and the rules, many are too blasé or dismissive
and in any case who cannot completely understand that natural human desire and need to be
with family, making the most of their aﬀec ons, at the closing chapters of one’s story, true even
more so in mes of crisis and at tradi onal mes of fes vity.
Our family have decided to stay within our own, respec ve and very ght bubbles this xmas.
We want to ensure that next xmas no one is missing.
I have a feeling that we might be oﬀered a vaccine before the end of the year which we will
jump at. I have a special reserve of disdain and loathing for people who are gullible enough to
believe so called ‘conspiracy theories’ and claim they will refuse. They put the rest of society at
risk and in par cularly their own elderly rela ves by their objec ons. In my experience they are
mostly taking the opportunity to garner a en on for themselves.
We should acknowledge that medical science has prac cally or actually eradicated polio,
smallpox, bubonic plague, typhoid, typhus, cholera, ebola and has protected many of us from
once common condi ons like diphtheria, whooping cough, measles, tetanus and gynaecological
cancers amongst many other dreadful, o en fatal diseases. I respect and honour the scien sts
and other professionals that have achieved this and I will happily take on trust whatever they
oﬀer me this me too.
How many an -vaxxers, I would like to know, refuse to holiday in countries where a protec ve
inocula on is required on entry! You can also be sure that their views would rapidly change if it
were a life saving drug, and a ma er of life or death administered by a roadside paramedic at
an RTA!
I am ran ng oﬀ again which must be a posi ve sign.
Life goes on then as it was before, I am s ll verbally ges cula ng and impreca ng the evil one’s
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urgent a en on on naysayers, a en on seekers and wrong doers generally but especially on
this corrupt government of ours. It turns out that Sir Alex Allan, the johnson’s own ethics
adviser did not resign exclusively at his failure to deal with Pri Shi properly. He had issues
with a ‘number’ of the johnson’s failures to deal with ministerial wrongdoing especially the
Jenrick corrup on aﬀair which had no consequences Jenrick even though he admi ed the
illegality of his ac ons.
Our resident wildlife con nues to entertain us. The day before yesterday Cyril was racing
around the now denuded ash tree at the top of the neighbour’s garden on our right side
chasing away the pigeons roos ng there one by one. Now Cyril is not the brightest of squirrels
on the block but I am pre y sure that he was not a er a pigeon for lunch so he must have been
just having fun. The Woodpigeons however have decamped. Today they are, all ﬁve of them,
distributed atop a sycamore two doors up on our le . Cyril is responsible for all the hazel trees
which pop up in our garden including a walnut tree now po ed up and thriving. Small reward
for the damage he wreaks on the beds and plant pots when hiding these nuts. It is now known
that squirrels do not remember where they bury their nuts, they dig essen ally at random in
likely areas hoping to ﬁnd one of the tens of thousands of nuts they buried previously. But we
would not like to lose our Cyril. He comes down to the french doors some mes, sits up on his
back legs and peers at us for several minutes through the window from a few feet away. We
wave back.

Sadly this is Cyril 2. Cyril 1 died an unnatural and violent death by motorcar on the main road.
He had a dis nc ve tail which I recognised waving from one end of his squashed li le corpse
due to the back dra from passing cars for some few days a er his accident un l the crows or a
fox had him for lunch.
Another morning this week a ny young ﬁeld mouse, all ears and no body, scooted round at
some incredibly nervous high speed in three complete laps of our bo om pa o, disappeared
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through a hole into next door, came rocke ng back, completed another lap and then gallantly
clambered up 5 steps enormous steps (to him) one by one and vanished. They live under and
around the shedio and this one must have strayed down the steps and panicked. They visit in
the shed some mes whilst I paint and scoot under my feet. I say hello but they never stop to
chat.
I took a Covid test yesterday having developed a nagging and con nuous cough a er three
previous days of headaches, dizziness and feeling generally Moby Dick.
Now I thought it would be straigh orward. We have seen it on the TV news, a white s ck poked
up your nose and down your throat a er giving your details and that’s it. I can report that it is
hard work. To start with you must show your QR code. What? “QR code in the email we sent
you” oh! (Finds email, waves phone out of window). Then you get a kit to do it all yourself and
quick ﬁre instruc ons none of which you remember except the last injunc on to NOT seal the
last bag. NOT! You and your vehicle then pass on to the next ‘opera ve’ who directs you to a
parking place where you begin to rip open the parcel. There are 7 items in there one of which is
an 8 page A5 size instruc on book with an exhorta on to read the whole thing before
proceeding. We did, and you need to. You get the white pokey s ck, which you s ck down your
throat ﬁrst and then push the same s ck up your nose. The s ck you break in half and insert in
a vial with a pinkish liquid in the bo om, replace its screw cap and enclose it in a clear plas c
zip bag with some absorbent padding. You write your name on a receipt card which carries your
bar code reference to take home. The bagged up sample then goes in the last, ominously
labelled, ‘bio hazard’ container. We waved at the parking opera ve to signal our comple on,
she checked that we had put the right things in the right bag from 2 metres away and then,
a er explaining that we were to seal it down ourselves a er all, directed us on to the next
sta on where we dropped my ‘bio-hazard’ in a very large grey box on its own. Bizarre!
So glad though to have gone through this surreal process at least once, an essen al part of the
experience forever to play its part in the future when we are reminiscing about life ‘Back In The
Covid’.
And reminiscing might s ll be possible one day. The test came back nega ve.
DAY 7
A er an excellent night's sleep (Fitbit gave me a green star!) I woke without the headache that
had plagued me for the previous six days. My enfeebled brain had enough power to cogitate for
a few minutes on the interes ng, if troubling, idea that if my extremely cau ous and strict self
isola on from The Covid had let through a common or garden cold-virus followed by a touch of
bronchi s then Covid 19 might sneak in the same way. These thoughts were quickly supplanted
by the recogni on that my brain could now actually focus again and posi vity took over. I'm s ll
weak, coughing and sneezing but much improved and on the way back.
Boris has a date with Ursula tomorrow, 9pm, and no doubt he intends to charm his way through
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dinner helped along with some incredibly expensive (but French) wine and get his wicked way.
Ursula unlikely to be impressed I think. That these occasions are largely stage managed is
usually apparent and such an event in normal mes would signify that a deal has in principle
been agreed and the johnson will return from Brussels in Chamberlainesque fashion waving a
peace of paper and proclaiming "EU trade deal in our me". Otherwise this mee ng would
have been more formal and a li le less sociable. There are however many more unknowns this
me.
What we do know for deﬁnite, whatever the outcome, deal or no-deal, both are hard exits from
the EU and both will be extremely damaging.
Ask any Brexiteer and you will ﬁnd that there are no tangible beneﬁts to Brexit. Usually in fact
they resort to ﬂag waving generalisms like, sovereignty, unelected bureaucrats, ﬁsh, borders etc
but when pressed cannot be speciﬁc. Ask them ques ons like "So what EU laws or regula ons
are you against?" there is no answer, because there are none, (yes the johnson did lie about
straight banana rules!). There are none because we voted for them in our Parliament (the EU
Parliament remember, we had MEPs, it is called democracy). Point out to them that Britain is
also run by unelected bureaucrats (The Scumbag, prime example, all of the Civil Service,
Governer of the Bank of England, Head of the NHS, PHE etc,. not to men on failed MPs like
Zac Goldsmith, that are made Lords so that they can be ministers by execu ve choice though
not elected).
Fish is an interes ng topic. We do not have "ﬁsh" by the way, we have waters. Fish do not have
borders. Ask a Brexiteer "who owns rights to ﬁsh our waters" and he/she may not know that
more than half of all rights have already been sold to the French. He/she might not know also
that 90% of the cod in Bri sh cod and chips is imported, from Norway I believe. He may not
know that 70% of our catch is exported. To where? the EU, and unless shipping mes from
catch to consumer outlet can be kept to under 12 hrs the market for fresh ﬁsh and hence the
en re ﬁshing industry is dead under Brexit.
Borders we already have control of. Leaving the EU reduces our control, it does not improve it.
Why? Because in the EU the so called Dublin Agreement obliges any EU country to take back
illegal immigrants that le their territory to come to Britain. Out of the EU it's our problem.
Shortage of EU staﬀ (because most of the EU doctors and nurses have gone home and le a
60,000 nurse vacancy problem and 40,000 doctors) has obliged the UK to eﬀec vely open our
borders to non EU staﬀ and greater language problems. The impact on Na onal security will be
huge once our connec ons to EU policing are removed and data sharing is restricted.
There are winners from Brexit, billionaires who unscrupulously plan to take advantage of the
economic chaos, but none of us ordinary folks. Our car industry has collapsed and what is viable
has moved with most other Japanese manufactures to elsewhere in Europe, the latest being
INEOS who are opening a factory in France and not Bridgend as expected or Swindon.
Hundreds of businesses have moved opera ons to Germany, businesses like to operate directly
into their market. Put a paperwork barrier or tariﬀ in the way and they will move to avoid it.
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to avoid it.
The EU has already beneﬁted from signiﬁcant investment from Bri sh Companies se ng up in
the EU. Above all the EU is now poli cally more united than ever, is signiﬁcantly likely to
succeed without us and has been able to almost guarantee that no other EU member would
ever seek to follow our own example into na onal ruina on and a laughing stock. Brexit has
done a fantas c job in unifying the EU. The only country in history to impose economic
sanc ons on itself without any tangible beneﬁt to its ci zens.
So today will be a big day for Europe either way. It will be a signiﬁcant day for us because
whatever is agreed uncertainty might at last be removed. But also, whatever is agreed, it will be
a signiﬁcant loss to every UK ci zen with the excep on of a small group of disaster capitalists
poised to strike on any opportunity for exploita on.
The same group of people that either live in Europe already, have second homes there or who
have paid for their own private ci zen ship for the EU in Cyprus. The same group of elite people
who dominate the modern Tory party and who lied and cheated their way into power in order
to inﬂict Brexit upon us.
DAY 8 & 9
Nothing to say about day 8. A backwards step I would say and …… let us move on.
Somewhat more alert today, day 9 into er 2, it is Thursday and you know what day that is! But
a er a few cups of tea it was necessary to administer a stern word with myself along with the
“you lazy fat arse” epithet by way of a metaphorical ﬁnger wagging at self. I was forced to admit
that having my usual Thursday bacon sandwich whilst s ll in my slippers and dressing gown at
11:00 am was a step to far in the direc on of indolence.
Our na on has entered limbo land. We despatched a recalcitrant, lying, blovia ng, mumbling,
scruﬀy 12 year old who could not be trusted to consume a bowl of soup on his own without
making a mess on himself, to represent us in a nego a on where all outcomes are severely
painful, to eat his dinner with the counterparty, a lady of great accomplishments,
statesmanship, dignity and gravitas. Said lady no doubt gently and discretely wiping his drooling
mouth for him, metaphorically speaking, by arranging that the meal would be exclusively ﬁsh.
We are in limbo land because nothing seems to have come of it but a reconﬁrma on that
neither side agrees with the other and neither side will compromise. All they could agree on
was that the ball should be le in the long grass for the rest of the week and a search party
would look for it again on Sunday.
For myself I am certain that a no deal outcome (Euphemis cally termed ‘Australian terms’ by
the government) is not only likely but planned for. Planned for all along to force as much from
the EU as possible by making them think we are prepared and ready for it. It is a massive bluﬀ.
A massive bluﬀ that will backﬁre spectacularly at our expense. Why? Because we are a long,
long way from ready for it, and because EU unity is at an all me high and con nued
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membership is popular amongst all 27 na ons. They are united and they are fully able to
weather the outcome of a no-deal UK exit. They know this. They will not blink. We, however
can look forward to an apocalyp c start to the new year on January 1st 2021 when all ports to
Europe will eﬀec vely be shut to European goods and, thanks to the Covid, UK ci zens.
Port problems which forced a halt in produc on at Honda in Swindon are a taster of what is to
come. The problem at the moment is excess traﬃc due to PPE equipment imports and
protec ve Brexit over stocking. A minor problem compared to the imposi on of customs checks
on all goods in and out of the EU when at the moment there are none.
I monitor the stock market on a daily basis. The stock market always knows ﬁrst, always. The
bigger players in ﬁnancial markets are much closer than most to inside knowledge, indeed the
more unscrupulous seek to proﬁt from it by shor ng the pound and certain stocks they know
will fall heavily. They take their private ac ons which together accumulate enough to start a
trend. Today the pound has plummeted against the Euro, cyclicals are 5% or more down and
infrastructure stocks are steady. In other words the current trend indicates that a no-deal
outcome is being priced in. That might reverse or might not. If a trend sets in over today and
tomorrow then we will know by late Friday what the market expects to happen on Monday. It’s
going to be a rough ride.
Something new for tomorrow. Hopefully I will con nue improving health wise. But here is a
ﬂavour. I put much importance on the stories of things, objects, utensils, decora ve things,
furniture, any thing in fact that I live with. I have made it my way of life to accumulate things
that add to the stories I live with everyday, especially of people I have been close to or have
known. By so doing the objects themselves take on a life and importance of their own rendering
them something other than objects and the people they are associated with live on in them.
They live on with us and become an undying part of our lives and so I write, when I do so by
hand, with my father-in-laws fountain pen, I drink daily from my Dad’s Grandad mug, I use my
cousins li le wooden box to store my bling in at night and wear, everyday, my Aunt’s pendant
cel c cross necklace. I wear one my Uncle’s old woollen jumpers over my shirt in the winter
garden. These are just a few of the 100’s of everyday items, some small, some large that we live
with, all deliberately accumulated and in some cases rescued to enrich our home and our lives
with connec ons or stories.
Most of these connec ons are small, a salvaged picture frame, a mug or two and so on (ad
inﬁnitum actually) but some quite interes ng and worth recording.
From tomorrow I plan to begin a series of ar cles taking the most interes ng objects one at a
me and recording their history. Not ﬁnally decided on the format yet but I am now able to
prepare a blog post on my smart phone so that, I suspect, is the most likely route I shall take.
Here is a preview of the ﬁrst object in line.
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The collected works of William Shakespeare.
DAY 10 to 16
MY GP surgery has texted me, and all of its pa ents, urging us not call to enquire when the
vaccine is coming because they are unable to handle the call volume. I take this as a good sign.
They are planning for it. They are ge ng it. We are indeed on our way to a normalisa on
process but herd immunity remains a mythical ideal touted by mostly right wing whinging
zealots who would rather have a strong revenue stream into their bank account than save their
grannies. Expert opinion however, i.e. epidemiologists, assures us we are not to suppose that
normality will come any me soon or indeed that ‘normalisa on’ is in fact secure. There
remains a massive amount of science and research to be undertaken in order to be sure about
such factors as: how long does the vaccine protect? : how is the vaccine evolving? : virus’s
mutate and tend to became more contagious but less dangerous, so what is this one going to
do? : what is the eﬃcacy and what are the side eﬀects of vaccina on over a wider sec on of the
community?: what will be the percentage take-up? I suspect that at the very least there will be
an annual vaccina on program as there is with the ﬂu. I very recently read that the Oxford
research group are inves ga ng the possibility of combining a Covid jab with the ﬂu jab, now
that would be a most welcome development.
Longer term however the most important area to study and change going forward is how
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another virus like this can be avoided altogether. It seems to me that humankind must wake up
to its role and responsibility to look a er our planet. This is our home in the Cosmos and our
living environment and this debate is not just about climate change but more directly about
interfering and damaging Earth’s processes, all of Earth’s living things and Earth’s ability to
remain stable. A worldwide ban on the abhorrent sale of wild animals for consump on, the
harves ng of parts of animals for medicines, tradi onal or commercial, their use in the
cosme cs industry and the wholesale destruc on of the natural environment for all of our
animal cousins is to me as important as the reduc on of fossil fuel burning. We do, as a species,
have a long way to go, a very long way to go, and we must get on with it before planet Earth
reacts in the only way it can to survive which is to dispose of us. In that sense WE are a virus on
the body of Mother Earth. It is up to us to evolve. Mother Earth will survive. Our species of
Hominid, Homo not-so-sapiens might not.
The stock market has not yet shown its opinion on whether or not there will be a deal. Some
cyclical stocks and house builders have recovered their drama c losses of last week but no
more. It is decidedly undecided. I expect massive changes when a deal is in the oﬃng even if it
is only insiders unwinding their short posi ons. There is no evidence of that as yet.
Today is ﬁnally the #DumpTrump day when the US Electoral College meets to ra fy the elec on
results. At least in the US the racists and neo-fascists will then have been defeated and a
dictatorship avoided. That at least gives me hope that the johnson and his racist, neo-fascist
sponsors now also have a limited lifespan and that the rule of law and Parliamentary
Sovereignty can be restored.
Finally for this update I am now convinced that (in spite of a nega ve test) I am recovering from
Covid 19.
I have been pre y unwell but not in any way that I have experienced before. It started with a
couple of days of headaches (an en rely, to me, new form of headache) dizziness and
disorienta on to be followed at day 4 by a persistent cough which slowly developed un l it was
bad enough to make me grip my torso to relieve the shear violence and pain of it. I have not
had a fever or a sore throat. Just this violent coughing with bronchi s like quan es of what I
shall euphemis cally refer to as ‘stuﬀ’, tons of it, with quite a runny nose. A er 8 days it began
to subside but has con nued at a lower level as my lungs cleared. At that point extreme fa gue
and sleepiness kicked in along with dry, sore and light sensi ve eyes. Ocular symptoms occur in,
according to one report, in 19% of Covid 19 cases and are mostly the same as mine. I have,
even for me, been no ceably more confused.com and certainly ﬁnding concentra on diﬃcult.
There are also other things that smack of an extreme event involving my auto-immune system.
Speciﬁcally some random muscle aches and pains and random itchiness all over my personal
person as well as my public person. In my mind these all add up to only one thing.
Apart from which it has been substan ally diﬀerent to anything I have caught before.
Today I am much be er and I do feel as though nothing will get worse. Research has shown
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that PCR Covid tests are only on average 70% eﬀec ve. In other words 3 out of 10 posi ve
cases get a false nega ve result from the PCR test. It is too late now for another test but I will
check to see if I can have an an body test. Without that there is no proof that I have had the
dreaded Covid 19 and survived (so far) but I at least am convinced that I did.
It is now day 16, I am not eligible for an an body test. Also the signs suggest that ﬁnancial
markets are beginning to price in a deal, no big changes though, short posi ons are s ll in
place. As they say, well as I say, a shi y deal is be er than no-deal and to catch up on other
news the Electoral College in the USA ra ﬁed Biden’s win. The very creepy but very powerful
top Republican, Mitch McConnell has endorsed Biden’s win to the absolute fury of Trumpty
Dumpty.
PS. If you would like to read about Shakespeare’s Works you will ﬁnd it here
h ps://www.opvscvla.co.uk/connec ons.html
DAY 17 to 26
Started on the 8th December here is an update on progress minion-wise. No puzzle has ever
taken us more than 7 days, our new target is to complete this before 2021.

I have not actually been at all inclined to do anything but sleep a lot since my last report. I
thought the suspected Covid was more or less done with but no, it got worse, much worse. All
the unpleasant details are not too interes ng but let me just record that I have an ECG test
booked for 30th December and blood tests to check for underlying cardiac issues. It has not
been a good few days. My GP assured me that there there was no immediate danger of me
pegging out any me soon. Please avoid this disease at all costs and more importantly treat
other people with respect. Behave as though you are carrying the virus at all mes. We have
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both, my wife and I, been extremely cau ous and have worn our masks conscien ously. It is a
li le sobering to think that my wife has been more or less without symptoms and I seem to
have had a false nega ve test. It would have been so easy to unknowingly infect someone else,
someone close. When I described my symptoms to my GP she said that she would have come
to the same conclusion. I have had Covid - 19 and its a bugger!
Talking of buggers, that unkempt, mendacious, 14 year old, racist clown that holds the top
oﬃce in the land has made a big public deal out of agreeing a trade agreement with the EU. I
have read it and it is a disaster. The EU seem to have agreed to a deal more a less the same as
Teresa May’s plan (that the lying charlatan resigned over) by introducing monitoring
arrangements equivalent to what the European Court would have adjudicated on but in new
bodies with other names.
This must be the ﬁrst trade agreement in the history of the world where one side has sought to
force trade sanc ons upon itself, caused itself a loss in GDP of an es mated 6% and in which
the paperwork to export goods to our largest market imposed by this agreement (which was
zero) will be prodigious. Services and the ﬁnancial sector (by far and away our most important
exports) have not even been addressed.
Perhaps the most damning part of the whole thing is that academic qualiﬁca ons are no longer
mutually recognised. In the middle of a worsening pandemic when there is already a shortage
of qualiﬁed doctors and nursing staﬀ that is surely nothing short of suicidal. As with our
withdrawal from the Erasmus scheme it is an act of disgraceful pandering to those who want to
isolate Britain from the rest of the world for purely ideological reasons. It’s purpose is to
prevent UK professionals seeking work in the EU. It is, like Brexit itself, a deliberate act of
imprisonment placed on UK na onals.
Brexit is not yet done, the a er eﬀects will be massive, waves of disrup on and the fallout will
go on for years. But Vive La Resistance! The ﬁght to Rejoin has already begun.
Handing over now to ‘Back In The Covid, Lockdown diary Tier 3’. Yes, we have been promoted
to the third division. Almost no diﬀerence for us to a full na onal lockdown which I am sure will
be announced soon thanks to a rampant new variant which has become known as the English
Muta on by Europeans. I suspect that this is deliberate payback started by the Spanish to get
back at us for calling the 1918 pandemic the ‘Spanish’ ﬂu. A name invented by the Bri sh
Government to avoid ge ng the blame for returning it to the UK from the trenches of WWI.
This me it genuinely is the English Mutant a name which would be equally as ﬁ ng for our
neo-fascist prime minister.
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BACK IN THE COVID
The Lockdown Diary Tier 3, Lockdown 3 and Conclusion
DAY 1 to 16
The best thing about long Covid is that if you have it then you survived short Covid. I have it!
Everything else, in fact most aspects of everyday life, went to the wall including this blog.
We survived short Covid pre y well, the wife escaped almost untouched, myself not so lightly.
A er a few days of strangely unusual headaches I coughed so violently for a week that it was
necessary to clutch my abdomen to limit waves of pain accompanying each spasm. A now
permanent ‘ﬂoater’ has appeared in my right eye. Neither of us had a fever. My cough stopped
as quickly as it started and a er a few days of ‘produc vity’ (as I euphemis cally call the snots)
it was done!
Several days later ocular issues became apparent, dry, sore eyes and a new sensi vity to bright
light but this cleared up quite quickly as the days went on however at about day 20 I would say,
my old cker started banging oﬀ under my ribs at various mes in the day and breathing began
to be a li le laboured. At the same me my heart felt like it was missing beats, worst case one
beat every three was being dropped, and I felt so red that I could and o en did fall asleep for
more than an hour once or twice a day.
All energy, inclina on and mo va on disappeared and most challenging of all, my cogni ve
facul es were struggling and confused. I struggled through a weird, but pre y Covid safe,
alterna ve to Christmas and presented myself for an ECG and blood tests on the 30th
December.
All forms of caﬀeine have gone from my diet. It has been a daily struggle but I am now trying to
steadily increase ac vity levels to a empt to return to something more normal. Progress is
damned slow though, wri ng has been so near impossible that I have not bothered to try (un l
today). Four days ago some paint was applied to a canvas. A token gesture to be sure and more
to do with wilfully defying natural laws than to any level of solid enthusiasm but I took that as a
posi ve step.
I am told that my problem seems to be ectopic heart beats aggravated by Covid-19 now mixed
up with anxiety symptoms thanks to my PTSD. Tomorrow I have a 72 hr Holster monitor ﬁ ed
to ﬁnd out exactly what is going on.
I must report that I do not feel there to be an impending imminent death situa on coming any
me soon and I am improving albeit ponderously slow. My GP did not seem to be overly
concerned either but to be fair she does have a pandemic to deal with. On the whole I am
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actually more frustrated than either worried or distressed.
Apart from being denied my strong black coﬀee that is!
Tier 3 lasted un l 26th December, Tier 4 came and went and on January 5th we all entered
lockdown 3.
Lockdown 3
Here we are then on day 16 of Lockdown 3. Trumpty Dumpty has made his more or less
unceremonious departure from the Whitehouse a er shi ng on the top seat of the democra c
civilised world and President Biden is enjoying his ﬁrst day cancelling out at least some of the
damage that fascism has done to America. The UK has transi oned into a fascist run plague
island where we are all cultural prisoners and poor kids starve while billions of working people’s
taxes are spaﬀed up the walls of the mansions of a corrupt and self-serving master race.
No Brexit dividend has manifested itself on my doormat and dawn over the Sunlit Uplands of a
post Brexit landscape have revealed only chaos at the ports, ro ng lorries of shellﬁsh and
meat, bare shelves in the supermarkets and EU hauliers refusing to ship stuﬀ to the UK. Our
main cod ﬁshing boat is unable to catch in Norway’s water and is holed up in port redundant.
All the ﬁsh in our waters however are happy ﬁsh. Happy because our waters are now a safe
haven where no ﬁshermen can aﬀord to catch them.
The Sovrinnty lovers and forriner haters are also pre y unhappy because their fascist leaders
told them that none of this would happen. How could they have known that fascists lie? How
indeed.
Meanwhile this is tonight’s ﬁreworks display across the ﬁeld from our house at dusk.

Yes it’s not all bad!
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In fact I am quite op mis c. I have a vision of how things will turn out in the long run, an
arguably beneﬁcial outcome supported by a number of irreversible, incontrover ble trends.
Expect a diatribe on the subject soon, maybe next me, who knows! In the mean me there is
the sky at dusk and in the words of my beloved father “It will all be alright in the end”.

Conclusion
It is the 17th of March 2021. It has been a full year since my wife and I entered the ﬁrst
lockdown in 2020 a few days earlier than the 23rd March when it became legally enforced. Here
we are in the third Lockdown and the Covid is not over and done with as yet by a very long
stretch. Although life around us is enjoying a few extra freedoms and there are posi ve signs
ahead equally there are nega ve signs not the least being the number and unknown dangers of
evolving variants in countries like Brazil, India, USA, South Africa and the UK where it has been
allowed to spread uncontrolled throughout the popula on. Our future freedoms are now in the
hands of scien sts seeking to improve vaccina ons and a treatment regime around them which,
like the humble ﬂu jab, will no doubt be oﬀered regularly.
On the 17th March 1722, 299 years ago, Daniel Defoe published ‘A Journal of The Plague Year’
As it had happened in London in 1665. There had been an outbreak in France in 1720 - 21 and
57 years later long memories s ll wary of a recurrence made the whole subject popular in
coﬀee houses, taverns and clubs and no doubt Defoe was tapping into this. Even today this
book and a follow up volume remains the source of much of the popular imagery we associate
with that dreadful period in our history.
No doubt in the future there will be a wealth of records to work with for Covid 19 to carry on
the story of these dreadful mes but mine must now come to an end.
Having myself had Covid 19 in November 2020 I am experiencing so called long Covid
symptoms which are improving but are s ll limi ng my ability concentrate and to work. In short
I’m done as far as this li le enterprise is concerned thanks to ‘The Covid’.
Readers might have no ced that towards the end of 2020 my diary entries stopped their
monotonous regularity and then occurred several days apart and then weeks. This has been
due to a weird form of fa gue which has become the nemesis I ba le with daily. Bodily
weariness is mostly due to lack of ac vity but the real diﬃculty is mental weariness. In 2004 our
granddaughter developed ME/CFS which is also a post viral fa gue syndrome and I now know
how she must have felt and par cularly how dispirited it leaves you.
So by way of a conclusion here is a summary of where we are in the Covid right now and how it
seems looking back. Now being the period from 17th March un l this ﬁnale is ﬁnalised, ﬁnito, le
ﬁn!
Spring 2021 arrives
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Even though we are s ll suﬀering from late frosts the weather has been sunny and dry and
escaping from the house into the garden is back to being a regular feature of our day. I think of
April as the yellow month. Sophora, daﬀs, wallﬂowers, Forsythia, Erythronium, the young
shoots on Acer ‘Drumondii’, more or less in that order, with a handsome ﬁnale provided by
these incredible tulips (sadly I cannot remember their variety name).
Total lockdown ended on April 8th when some kids returned to school and outdoor socialising
on a small scale was permi ed with food venues open for outdoors or takeaway consump on
only. We get back some other freedoms soon but frankly I have lost track of exactly what and
when. Covid mental fa gue seems to be se ng in on everyone. Clarity and transparency from
government is completely lacking, confusion is rife and interpre ng rules to suit one’s own
inclina ons the order of the day. In short the whole thing is breaking down to the point where it
will all seem to be over some me ahead of reality. The reality is that , like the common ﬂu, it
will never be ‘over’. There will be a third wave.
The Government have been warned to crack down on visitors from India where Covid-19 is
now completely rampant and beyond control. They have ignored this advice for poli cal
reasons (the johnson is supposed to be going there to make a trade ‘arrangement’) and
therefore a third wave and UK deaths from the Indian Variant are more or less guaranteed
No doubt scien sts are cracking on with the protec on regime we will require in the future but
plans are not being shared oﬃcially. There are hints of booster jabs.
We, as we have throughout, are following our own safety regime. At mes this has been to the
point of obsession in spite of which we both had the disease last November and to this day
have no idea how it got at us. Looking back through these pages there were concerns at about
the right me for one of our younger family members but a nega ve test result ensued. My
wife was ﬁne a er a few days. Neither of us had a fever but I had a racking dry cough for 8 days
which cleared up as quickly as it started. The false sense of ‘home and dry’ was sha ered
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another week or so later when the heart went crazy, breathing became laboured, eyes became
sore and gri y, the sleepiness kicked in and my concentra on/cogni ve func ons disappeared
altogether. As I recorded here previously the worst was over a er 3 months, heart issues were
scary at the me but not permanent or life threatening however the post viral fa gue remains
as do some of the eye problems.
Health wise we have had an even ul 12 months. It was necessary to take a third and longer
course of treatment for yet another PTSD breakdown and my wife who had rung our GP for an
indiges on concern, was unceremoniously ambulanced oﬀ to A&E bemused and somewhat put
out, for a heart concern. She was sent home several hours later and advised to take indiges on
tablets! All our other ailments con nue unabated but no worse than a year ago. Frankly it is
rather comfor ng to have them back like the few familiar friends helping to clear up a er a
funeral party when the drunken but obligatory guests have all pissed oﬀ home and you can
laughingly slag them all oﬀ.
We appear to have survived at least to this point and on the whole we are both feeling pre y
well and posi ve.
In fact that has been our a tude throughout. I am unable to say how we would cope if another
lockdown happens but so far all is well with us mentally and physically in so far as it can be in
your 73rd year.
There have been no major ‘domes cs’! We had our ups and downs, ini ally threw ourselves
into the Covid with sterling grit inherited no doubt from our parents WWII experiences. We
vacillated between fear of catching the virus and FOMO, especially in our rela onships with the
new great grandchildren. We worked things out , adapted our behaviour and tried to make the
most of the posi ves.
Our natural interest in life about us simply added covid to the list of priority issues we needed
to understand and know about if only to see beyond the u er bullshit wri en in the press and
rife on social media much of which is engineered by an extremely incompetent government
more concerned about it’s own survival than the survival of it’s ci zens. Sadly there have been
more than 200,000 deaths many of which could have been avoided by a more mely, more
competent and less cavalier approach.
During the interval between Lockdown 1 and 2 in early October, we managed a two week break
in Devon at a self-catering co age. Lovely to be by the sea but weird in a mask! Un l then we
had not eaten out at all since March.
As individuals and as a society our behaviours have changed. In some instances permanently, in
others to such good eﬀect that they have become desirable and should stay. The use of cash
has taken a nose-dive. It’s days were numbered but it’s demise now guaranteed. Working from
home has proved a rac ve to employers with expensive city oﬃce rents in their overheads and
in some form will become the norm for any employee who only needs a computer and an oﬃce
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LAN to plug into and structures to do the la er have been extensively developed already.
Execu ves spending the majority of their me abroad can do away with the top ﬂoor and their
mostly unused luxury oﬃces.
Booking system adapta ons have worked wonders to keep people from infec ng each other
but are also of great beneﬁt whether at the doctor’s surgery or at the local rubbish p. They
reduce wai ng mes and associated stresses by making the ﬂow of traﬃc through them more
predictable and regular. On line booking systems are here to stay.
On line shopping has become the habit of many, ourselves included. Why should we spend a
couple of hours in Tesco on our feet and then queue at the checkout for hours when a weekly
delivery can cost as li le as £2. Clinically vulnerable people have been forced out of necessity
for their own safety to stay indoors and let the shopping come to them. Many of these are
elderly and this would have been perhaps the ﬁrst me they have depended on ‘the internet’
for a personal beneﬁt. The Internet has been our great friend throughout in fact. Especially our
ability to face call the family and keep in touch.
Social media has made it possible to check the government’s announcements and get a more
balanced understanding of the facts. Social media has established itself as the new ‘Fourth
Estate’ in our democracy with it’s independent news startups and global communica ons.
Especially important when the majority of both Press and TV services are owned and
dominated by rich right-wing elites.
These are just a few of the changes but in reality the changes in our way of life have been
extensive. The internet as an integral component of the func oning of a modern society and
has been at the forefront of our ﬁght against Covid-19. Here we are ﬁ ng in humour where we
can by playing cribbage on line, making Covid memories of the be er kind.
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We saved money. It has been something of a revela on how much of our re rement income
was being spent on ea ng out, usually for convenience rather than a special occasion and on
car fuel for days out. This meant that we could help our family with some of their li le
emergencies and although some of this luxury expenditure will gradually drip back into our
habits I doubt we will return to such proﬂigacy.
I became fa er, by about 3kg or more, which, having started at the outset of lockdown as an
already incorrigible, even dedicated, trencherman, is not at all good. There is an upside; we
have eaten much healthier meals than we did before lockdown and on the whole enjoyed
cooking them as more of a relaxed regular ac vity than as a necessity, o en, in former mes, a
rushed necessity.
The bad things…. ?
I am a natural introvert and I have come to prefer myself as I am, indeed to enjoy it, but this has
been a characteris c that societal pressures have obliged me to strive against from boy hood to
the end of my working life. If I am honest this has been to the considerable detriment of my
mental health over the years and the substrate upon which I eventually succumbed to PTSD
following unmanageable trauma, trauma I might otherwise have survived. Lockdown 1
therefore came almost as a release, a mental rest break if you like and not at all resented. My
wife and I both felt the same. We were holed up in our home each occupied with our own
crea ve projects and either po ering about the garden or lost in a book of cryp c crossword
puzzles. We were doing what we love best free from all the usual obliga ons and were, in
addi on, on a voyage of discovery with each other. While the ‘great threat’ was raging outside,
in our secure and cosy bubble we were looking out and caring for each other much more than
we would normally have reserved me for.
We readily acknowledge that ours was an easy Covid especially with the help of our own
excep onal family. Although vulnerable and over 70 we never really worried for ourselves, our
fears were for our children and their families but also for our community and humanity at large.
Our concern drove us to an almost obsessive interest in facts and data (and the trustworthiness
of it) and forced us to accept our role as responsible members of society. We obeyed the rules.
And yes, we strayed at mes, corrected our course, strayed again and discovered how easy
complacency can be reinforced by an ever present need for the physical presence of family
especially such a close family as ours.
We had our sixth great grandchild, Harrison, in lockdown and the tempta on to stray was
unbearable.
It was , I admit, quite a struggle to put this conclusion into coherent thought knowing on the
one hand that for humanity and our society as a whole it has been a terrifying, life changing and
uncertain me. Tragedy has been all around us and ever present either in disrup on, personal
loss, job loss, business closures, loss of life, ongoing health issues or rela onship breakdowns.
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Young mothers have struggled with protec ng their families, working from home and kids at
home, with mixed, incoherent messaging from a vacilla ng government. This has been a
debilita ng cocktail of stresses on family mental health. It is interes ng to reﬂect upon how
society’s structures, systems and provisions interlock to largely avoid mental unwellness in spite
of the normal high stress levels which we have become inured to and which we take for granted
(mistakenly I think) as the reality of life. Personal freedoms are cri cal to self care when it
comes to psychological health. The importance of a holiday break at a me of one’s own
choosing is not to be underes mated.
Health care, social care, educa on, welfare for the vulnerable, policing, the whole lot is damned
fragile it seems me and thanks to Tory government policy even more so due to under funding
and under resourcing. The Covid has broken society in many ways, tes ng it’s limits and
exposing the greed inherent in right wing poli cs as it seeks to mi gate against it’s own losses
and heap most of the bad consequences of this pandemic on the poor, the vulnerable and the
defenceless who are suﬀering the most. Apparently, to this government, spending £37 billion
on a seemingly non-func oning Track and Trace system or bunging a Tory party donor a
lucra ve PPE contract is a far more important use of taxa on revenue than feeding poor kids
free school meals over the Christmas holidays in a pandemic for a paltry few million pounds.
For clariﬁca on I am not a socialist. I hold membership of any poli cal party to be an
intellectually demeaning signpost to a par ally closed mind. But capitalist economics works,
socialist economics does not. Simple historical experience a ests to this as a fact of life.
However I know what is right and wrong and the twin disasters of The Covid and Brexshit have
taught me that poli cs must stand with religion as the two greatest curses to have ever beset
mankind.
Covid-19 is the sickness that threatens us from without. Covid, aided and abe ed by that other
great na onal setback, Brexshit, has however laid bare the sickness within, the deep ideological
sickness of a society dominated and enslaved by a na onalis c, mostly religious, pseudo-feudal,
privileged and rich elite, their supremacy perpetuated by an an quated, undemocra c FPTP
vo ng system. They are supported by an openly or unconsciously racist, na onalis c, elderly
demographic who insist on pre-determining the future of those that follow and all of this is
being maintained by a government driven to Fascism. Systemic mendacity, secrecy, a complete
disrespect for standards and the law, scapegoa ng, authoritarianism, propaganda, control of
the media and the marginalisa on of the judiciary and Parliament itself we have seen before in
1930’s Germany. Covid has exposed the disturbing fact that our present ‘Lords and Masters’ do
not value us as ci zens or individuals and have a moral outlook which allows them to raise the
value of wealth, especially theirs, above human lives, especially ours.
We have such an enormous amount of civilising to get on with!
But get on with it we must, for the sake of our grandchildren and great grandchildren and I am
op mis c. Educa on cannot be reversed, economic interest cannot be suppressed, women
and minori es are irrepressible and the truth goes on being true no ma er how clever the lies
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will always come out in the end. The elderly demographic which keeps them in power has at
most twenty years le for their insidious inﬂuence to ma er. Religion, which drives more right
wing poli cal ideology than most people realise, is in terminal decline. Communica on via the
internet has put the world on our desktops and our mobile phones. Trump fell, Bolsonaro is
falling, Orban is weakened by his need to oppress, Erdogan’s religous agenda is an -youth and
dictatorial, Modi’s failure to prevent Covid from overtaking India threatens his tenure as it did
Trump and as it will Bolsonaro in Brazil. None of their damage is irreversible although it will
take some me.
We will, one-day, return to more responsible, caring liberal government (small ‘l’)and rejoin the
EU ini ally via the single market and the EEA. Not in my life me possibly but we will some me,
down the road, and then we will reﬂect on what it was like “Back in the Covid”. As the bigger
picture of history emerges we will realise that civilisa on, during that tragic period, took a step
forward not back and that The Covid paved our way to Enlightenment II.
Completed 30th April 2021
Postscript
Note 18/05/21: In preparing this edited version in .pdf format only the spelling and the English
grammar have been corrected (as far as my limited skills in this department are able). Contents
have deliberately not been altered from their original form, intent or meaning.
I have one overriding and horriﬁc mental image that will not fade. Embedded in my
consciousness during the ﬁrst few weeks of The Covid is a scene of mind-numbing and fearshivering horror in which a pa ent dies in a hospital bed without family or loved ones around, a
scene which has been re-enacted globally on a cataclysmic scale, 200,000 plus lives in the UK
alone silently slipping into oblivion in unmi gated pain and anguish alone.
Alone apart from a vulnerable nurse in a endance. In my mental scene this distressed pa ent
has become a poli cal plaything between the opposing forces of economics on the one hand
and this nurse with her medical science on the other. She too is trauma sed, exposed to
poten ally fatal consequences of their contact and emo onally overwhelmed in her a empt to
sustain such unprecedented levels of selﬂess care.
She contemplates a ring of gold
On the blotched ﬁnger of his ravaged soul
His token of love now symbol of dread
She cries just a li le bit more in her head
While silently dri ing to the nearby bed
And cas ng the briefest of glances behind
As he follows the thousands of other dead
Adds another to her list of families to call.
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